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FRoM the editoR
With this issue, we launch a year-long focus on the 75th
anniversary of the creation of the United States Coast Guard
Reserve. On February 19, 1941, Congress enacted the Auxiliary
and Reserve Act of 1941, which formally established both the
Coast Guard Auxiliary and the Coast Guard Reserve.
We begin by looking at the Reserve’s origins, which are
deeply rooted in national defense both at home and abroad.
While specific missions have evolved over time, the Reserve
continues to play an integral role in the defense of the Nation
as highlighted in the story about Port Security Unit 309’s
training deployment to the Republic of Korea.
We are very pleased to have an in-depth interview with our
Commandant, Adm. Paul Zukunft, to lead off our 75th
Anniversary editorial coverage. Adm. Z offers a frank
assessment of the Coast Guard Reserve’s role in the Service’s
ability to surge during contingency operations both at home
and overseas. Drawing on his early career experience as a port
planner and the more recent experience during DEEPWATER
HORIZON, he challenges program managers across the Coast
Guard to take a hard look at what capabilities will be required
in the maritime domain and the force structure necessary to
meet them.
Looking back at the birth of the Reserve, we are pleased to
highlight two stories about two ordinary men who were there
when our Service and our Nation called: Signalman 1st Class
Eugene Edwin Oxley and Pharmacist Mate 2nd Class Lou
Carnesecca. Oxley was involved with the landings at Normandy
in June of 1944. Carnesecca, who would go on to a storied
career as St. Johns University men’s basketball coach, served in
the Pacific Theater.
Finally, I’d like to take a bit of editorial license and talk
about another significant event which occurred during the
month of February a long, long time ago. The day was February

18, 1952, and involved the rescue of 32 sailors from the stern
section of the ill-fated tanker SS PENDELTON off the coast of
Chatham, Massachusetts. The rescue, now immortalized in the
film “The Finest Hours,” is viewed by many as the greatest small
boat rescue in Coast Guard history. When this then young Coast
Guardsman first reported to duty at Station Chatham in 1976,
the rusting stern section was still visible from the watch room.
Around the station were photos of the wreck, its survivors and
the heroic crew: BM1 Bernie Webber, ENG3 Andy Fitzgerald,
SN Ervin Maske and SN Richard Livsey. Those four men would
find a way to do the improbable despite facing what appeared
to be insurmountable odds. And, in doing so, they set a standard
of dedication and humility for countless Coast Guardsmen who
have followed. That may very well be their “finest”
accomplishment of all.
As always, thanks for reading.
Anima est Bonus!
Jeff Smith

ReseRvist Magazine

FRoM ouR ReadeRs
To the Editor:
In reading the "Camouflage to CG Blue" from Volume LXII
Issue 4 2015, I couldn't help but notice that Port Security Unit
308 was left out. Located in Gulfport, MS, during the storm
(this was before the unit relocated from the ANG Base in
Gulfport, MS to Kiln, MS), PSU 308 assisted in recovery
operations even though unit facilities and staff were directly
impacted by the storm. The active duty cadre and around 15
unit members on Title 14 assisted both in Gulfport and in
communities all the way to New Orleans.
Semper Paratus,
Lt. Cmdr. John D. Hughes, DXR Branch Chief
14th Coast Guard District
Editor’s Note: Sir, Thank you for your letter and pointing out
the contributions made by members of PSU 308 during a most
difficult time.
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To the Editor:
I received my latest Reservist the other day, and as usual it
was fantastic! I am quite proud of the magazine as it is an
exceptional publication!
I usually read it front to back as soon as I receive it. Then I
usually bring it to the office and place it in the "coffee room" for
all to read, hoping it might inform and inspire others. After a
week or two I take it to my barber shop as well. No telling how
many folks eventually get to read it.
However, this issue (Volume LXII, Issue 4, 2015) I noticed
that my address contained incorrect data. The address
imprinted is not mine and it is not a "real" address in my town.
Sincerely,
Jim Powers
Editor’s Note: Sir, thank for your letter. As you note, we did
experience a problem with our mailing list for Issue 4, 2015. In

fact, we have heard from numerous
readers about this error which
we have identified and corrected
for future mailings. Our sincerest
apologies to all those affected. By
the way, thank you for the unique
manner in which you help spread
the word about all the great things
being done by members of the CG
Reserve!
To the Editor:
On behalf of the Golda family
and myself I wanted to express our
sincere appreciation for your
kindness and consideration in
publishing the article on Ted and
his service, in addition to your
timely and generous response for
the additional issue copies
requested.
Sincerely appreciated,
IVC Thomas G. O'Brien, USCGR
To the Editor:
The latest Reservist, featuring
KATRINA's history, was, indeed, a
great read. Although I retired in
2000, I went on to serve as a U.N. Int'l Police official in Kosovo,
serving nearly 2 1/2 years. Just months after returning CONUS,
Katrina released her fury. I was contacted by the same entity that
placed me in the UNMIK Mission and immediately became Deputy
Sheriff, St. Bernard Parish, La., and assigned to a LEO security
team in NOLA. I mention this only to connect the meaning of the
portrayal of USCG personnel who served there and what we all
saw/did to help in this historic disaster. I'm saddened not to have
been serving with CG instead, but proud nonetheless to have
played a small part of the recovery process.
Oh, a slight mailing correction, almost forgot that. The Reservist
was sent to a BM3 (name withheld), C/O my address. I have no
idea who this person is or where he may reside, but for certain
he's not here. Perhaps someone will correct that so that he might
enjoy the pub much the same as I.
Respectfully,
Dr. William Budd, PhD
MSTC, USCGR (ret.)
To the Editor:
I enjoyed your “The Coast Guard’s Volunteer Port Security
Force” in your most recent issue (Volume LXII, Issue4, 2015). It is
the first article I’ve encountered about that activity.
My father was a member and stood unarmed foot patrols in the
port of Baltimore in the 1940’s which was a strong influence on
me in later years to attend the Coast Guard Academy (Class of
1954). I wore some of his uniform items (P-coat, watch sweater,
etc.) in high school!
Can you direct me to more information about the VTPSF?
Capt. L.D. Levine, USCGR (ret.)
Editor’s Note: Sir, thanks for your letter. You can learn more about
the VTPSF at the following link which will take you to a PDF file
of a declassified document entitled “The Coast Guard at War:
Port Security XVIII.” The link is: www.uscg.mil/history/articles/
USCGatWar-PortSecurity.pdf

To the Editor:
Your stories on KATRINA are great
but you mixed up a photo. On page 40
you have a picture of evacuees at the
Alger’s ferry landing being loaded onto
school buses. The photo is not of PSU
307 personnel but MSU Baton Rouge,
one of the first units to respond to New
Orleans following Katrina. There was
also an ANT unit (I think Dulac.) and a
buoy tender there that day but I can’t
remember which one. This photo was
probably day 2 or 3. In the picture on top
of the levee is BM1 Gonzales, MST2
Richard Forte and myself, MST1 James
Wood. I believe BM2 Ryan McKay is
standing behind me. Not in the picture
but also there was PS2 Scotty Shelton
and MST2 Beau Braswell from MSU
Baton Rouge. MSU personnel worked
with local officials to evacuate more
than 4,000 people that day. This included
some creative procurement of buses in
the picture that were used to transport.
MSU Baton Rouge personnel were the
last to leave that night at around 12
midnight with all evacuees safely
transported. We moved a lot of people
that day and the days that followed. One of the best crews I have
ever worked with.
MCPO James R. Wood, M.A., L.E.M.
Command Master Chief, PSU 308
Editor’s Note: Master Chief, thanks for correcting the record.

Coast Guard MSU Baton Rouge members, along with federal, state and local
agencies oversee the relocation of survivors in New Orleans. People rescued
throughtout the city were transported by barge and bus to shelters for care
and assistance.
USCG Photo

CORRECTIONS

CITAT, Oklahoma not Mississippi: It appears we misidentified a
picture appearing top left on page 73. CPO Robert Diaz did not retire
at Sector Lower Mississippi but rather he retired from the Container
Inspection Training and Assistance Team Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
Sorry about that, Chief.

ReseRvist Magazine
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Ready For Their
Close Up
A 42-foot response boat crew from
Coast Guard Station Chatham, Mass.,
prepares to moor following training
Tuesday, Sept. 29. Station Chatham is a
multi-mission Surf Station with primary
missions of search and rescue, and the
safety of the local fshing feet and
recreational boating community.
Photo by Petty Offcer 2nd Class Cynthia Oldham
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I

Vice Admiral Sandra L. Stosz
Deputy Commandant
for Mission Support

"I love the Reserve
and its remarkable
men and women
and I am proud
of the value and
dedication they
bring to our Service
and our Nation."

am very pleased to have this opportunity to engage with the readers of the Reservist. As a former
Director of Reserve and Military Personnel (CG-13), I love the Reserve and its remarkable men
and women and I am proud of the value and dedication they bring to our Service and our Nation.
In fact, my experience as the Director of Reserve is proving particularly fortuitous as the Coast Guard
explores how to best manage, train and employ this limited yet extremely important resource.
Since completing my tour as CG-13 in 2011, the Reserve Component has been reduced from 8,100
to its current level of 7,000. Much like the reduction of general detail billets on the active duty side,
this draw down of reservists has significantly compromised our overall surge capacity. Fortunately,
the work of shaping the Reserve force to enhance its readiness has been underway since the 2010
Tomney Study (Reserve Employment Work Group). The study, led by Rear Adm. Chris Tomney,
provided a strategic blueprint for the Reserve with an eye towards competency and surge capacity.
Ultimately, the study led to the launch of the Concept of Reserve Employment (C.O.R.E.) during
my tenure as Director of Reserve. C.O.R.E. began the process of determining the highest priority
competencies in key mission areas including boat operations, port security, port safety and
contingency response. This holistic approach to assigning competencies with the highest probability
of being needed during surge operations has added an important linkage between accountability, on
the part of both the organization and the individual member, and readiness.
The current Boat Forces Reserve Management Plan (BFRMP) is an example of the heightened
focus the relationship between organizational and individual accountability and overall readiness
has brought to the shaping of the Reserve workforce. A five-year strategic initiative by the Office of
Boat Forces, the BFRMP has established realistic business rules to enhance the training and readiness
of the Reserve billets within its surge capacity portfolio.
Due to the aforementioned force reductions the Coast Guard has seen over recent budget cycles,
it is now more important than ever that every reservist be provided with a clearly defined set of
expectations and the requisite direction and resources to meet those expectations. It is equally
important that each reservist understand that there is no slack in the line. Each and every member is
crucial to overall mission success. Each must be ready to respond when they get the call. The BFRMP
will improve readiness and enable us to achieve these goals.
As part of our ongoing efforts to optimize our Reserve force employment and management, Adm.
Zukunft has asked that we take a more strategic look at how we manage the Reserve Flag corps and,
by extension, our Reserve officers in general. I am pleased to report we are already making progress,
and here’s an example. As many of you are aware, in the past we have utilized Reserve (IDPL) Flags
to temporarily fill a number of active duty billets including the Director of Reserve and Military
Personnel .In fact, our Senior Reserve Flag, Rear. Adm. Kurt Hinrichs, is currently serving as CG-13.
We intend to continue to use one of our Reserve Flags to fill that billet in the future. Historically, our
IDPL Flags have been assigned to the staffs of our Atlantic and Pacific Area Commanders. During a
recent meeting of the CG’s Leadership Council we determined that assigning the IDPL Flags to billets
at the Headquarters level, within the Deputy Commandant for Operations and Deputy Commandant
for Mission Support, will better serve the Service’s objective of creating the most nimble and flexible
Reserve force possible.
As Adm. Zukunft points out in his interview in this issue of the Reservist (see page 24), the
total force reductions have significantly reduced the Coast Guard’s ability to respond to multiple
simultaneous surge operations. This has made the Reserve an integral component as we look to
rebuild our human capital resources following a protracted period of re-investment in our capital
assets. Our recently promulgated Human Capital Strategy will support our Reserve force, and I
encourage you all to read it and do your part to improve our Service!
There is an oft-repeated saying which goes, “It’s not the size of the dog in the fight, but the size
of the fight in the dog that matters.” Certainly the Coast Guard Reserve has proven this axiom time
and time again over the course of its 75 year history. I can personally attest that every reservist’s
contribution and value is recognized at the highest levels of our Service.
I am proud to serve alongside you in this fantastic organization. You are our trusted, reliable,
always ready “force in garrison.” Thank you and
Semper Paratus.
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deckplate soundings

P

lease accept my heartfelt thanks for your dedication and commitment. Each of you
contributes to making our Coast Guard strong and I am forever thankful. Those who
wear the cloth of our great nation understand that freedom is not free. Continue to
serve proudly!
Speaking of serving proudly, you all will stand a little taller after viewing Walt Disney
Pictures' recent release "The Finest Hours", based on the 2009 book by Casey Sherman and
Michael J. Tougias, the true story of the M/V PENDLETON rescue mission which took place in
1952 off the coast of Cape Cod. This is truly a story worth knowing and is part of our heritage,
you won’t be disappointed.
2016 has begun; with it the opportunity to achieve personal and professional goals is
front and center. Note that I’m using the word goal rather than resolution; it seems resolutions
are hard to keep, but goals are attainable and if the desire is strong enough each of us can
turn up the heat and chase down our objectives. Perhaps your goal for this year is to advance,
now is the time to ensure you meet eligibility requirements and devote the time to properly
prepare; don’t wait until the last minute. Advancements in 2015 were very robust and if this
January’s ERAA is any indication, 2016 will continue to be filled with advancement
opportunities.
Congratulations to the recently announced Reserve Gold and Silver Badge CMC’s. Stepping
up and reaching for this challenge is the right thing to do, enjoy the position, speak truth to
power without fear whenever the opportunity exists. Speaking of stepping up, always ask
yourself, “Who are my replacements?” and “How can I help prepare them to pursue
challenging assignments?” If this easy investment is made at every level of the Coast Guard,
the impact will be monumental for years to come.
A hot item from the Pentagon is the impeding Blended Retirement Plan. After many
attempts to rework the military retirement system a new plan will be in effect on January 1,
2018. Our political leaders have stood by their word and not broken faith with those who are
currently serving. Any member who entered service prior to January 1, 2018 will be
“grandfathered” into the current plan, while members entering after January 1, 2006 will
have the option to choose between either plan. Information, including an online tool will be
forthcoming to assist in determining the best way forward for you and your family.
I’d like to offer a special thanks to the many reservists who have deployed to the National
Capital Region in support of Cyber Security. Each of you represented the Coast Guard Reserve
well and has demonstrated how reservists can surge to fill a gap. Your flexibility and “can do”
attitude has been the hallmark of the mission. Bravo Zulu!
Annually the Department of Defense recognizes units from each of the Armed Forces
Reserve Components that have demonstrated excellence in family readiness and its
contribution to mission success, the 2015 CG Reserve award winner is PSU 308. My hat is off
to PSU 308, their families, and a special shout out to unit Ombudsman Mrs. Michelle Webber.
Great job and Thank You!
Please remember to keep your head on a swivel; now is the time to be aware of your
environment and be prepared if danger comes your way. We are living through a period full
of hazards; keep your family, friends, and coworkers from becoming victims. Your vigilance
in keeping your eyes and ears open, coupled with trusting your training, experience, and
instincts will go a long way in keeping you safe.
Again, I thank each of you for your service and keep up the great work; this is an exciting
time to be a member of the Coast Guard Reserve.
Semper Paratus.

Master Chief Petty Offcer
Eric Johnson
Reserve Force Master Chief

"I thank each
of you for your
service and keep
up the great
work; this is an
exciting time to
be a member of
the Coast Guard
Reserve."
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aRound the ReseRve

The End of an Era:
Reservists Recognized as Detachment is Disbanded

From left to right in back row: BM3 alfredo Quizhpi, BM3 andrew Molesky, BM3 Jessie Yang, BM3 Luk Pobiarzyn, Me3 Victor Cruz, MK2 James MacKay, BM1
Charles Carver, MK2 antonio nieves, and MK1 Chris Szarka. From left to right in front row: Lt. Steve Mannion and MeC John Shaw.

Maritime Safety & Security Team (MSST) New York recognized
the individual and collective contributions of twelve current and
thirteen past reservists assigned to its Reserve Detachment. Coast
Guard Atlantic Area is currently reducing the number of reservists
assigned to MSSTs. The Detachment, which stood up in September
2003 as part of MSST New York’s commissioning, was officially
disestablished in August of 2015.
The primary purpose of the Reserve Detachment was to train
and qualify reservists to mobilize for Ports, Waterways & Coastal
Security missions, which included capabilities for traditional boat
and law enforcement operations and expeditionary missions that
exceeded the capacity of the Active Component.
Over the entirety of its existence, members of MSST New York’s
Reserve Detachment have supported numerous local Maritime
Security Response Operations, including: the United Nations
General Assemblies from 2003 to 2009; Fleet Weeks from 2003 to
2008; Independence Day Fireworks Displays from 2013 to 2015;
Power Boat races in 2013; & roving patrols within the Port of New
York & New Jersey. The Detachment also deployed on numerous
occasions between 2003 & 2008, including: Military Outloads in
Colts Neck, N.J., Wilmington, NC, & Philadelphia, Pa.; the 2004
G8 Summit in Sea Island, Ga.; Super Bowl XXXIX in 2005; Surge
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Operations at U.S. Naval Submarine Base Kings Bay, Ga., in 2007;
Port Security at Joint Task Force Guantanamo Bay, Cuba in 2010; in
support of the Redeployment Assistance & Inspection Detachment
to Afghanistan in 2012; & the Special Missions Training Center’s
pre-deployment training facility in Fort Dix, N.J., in 2013.
Lt. Steven Mannion, the last reservist assigned to MSST New
York, remained in his billet until December. When asked about the
reduction, Lt. Mannion said, “With four coxswains, three boarding
officers, three boat crew members, and three members less than
one month away from boat crew certification, the Detachment
was ready to mobilize and deploy for any maritime contingency. I
am privileged to have served with these Coast Guardsmen.”
The other members of the Reserve Detachment will transfer
this August to various commands in the 1st and 5th Coast
Guard Districts. MEC John Shaw will transfer to Coastal Riverine
Squadron 8. Petty Officers Chris Szarka, Charles Carver, and Alfred
Quizhpi will transfer to PSU 301. Petty Officers Michael Athearn,
Antonio Nieves, James MacKay, Andrew Molesky, Luk Pobiarzyn,
and Jessie Yang will transfer to small boat stations in New York
and New Jersey. ME3 Victor Cruz will transfer to Sector New York.
— Submitted by CWO2 Russell Tippets

Station Gloucester Reservists Answer the Bell
Reservists from Coast Guard Station Gloucester responded to two
Search and Rescue cases that resulted in lives saved and property
protected. On July 24th Station Gloucester was notified of a vessel on fire
near the Cape Ann Marina. A 29' small boat, manned by a Reserve crew,
launched from the station. Prior to the Coast Guard's arrival, the
occupants of the boat had jumped overboard and were recovered by a
passing boater. As the CG vessel approached the scene the crew observed
a large column of smoke. They found a 20' vessel in fully involved fire.
The wind was blowing the burning vessel towards the busy marina. As
the crew prepared the firefighting gear, employees were evacuating the
marina and adjacent restaurant. BM1 Steven Grant, the coxswain and
Lieutenant on the Beverly Fire Department, recognized the dangerous
situation. He used the bow of the 29' to push the flaming vessel clear of
the marina where the winds pushed it onto some flats. Despite the
efforts of the crew and the Gloucester Police Boat the vessel burned to
the waterline. The occupants were transported to the hospital for
treatment of second degree burns. In addition to BM1 Grant the 29’ crew
included BM1 Ryan Schmitt, BM1 Gary Baker, MK2 David Patnaude and
MK2 Ian Emmott.
The next day the Gloucester’s 29' and 47' Motor Life Boat were on
station to monitor the Blackburn Challenge, an event in which paddle
boarders, kayakers and mariners on outrigger canoes attempt to
circumnavigate Cape Ann. When the contestants departed the Annisquam
River they were met by 4 to 6 foot seas. The seas resulted in many
overturned vessels with multiple reports of people in the water. The 29'
manned by station reservist and the 47' with a mixed crew responded
and pulled 14 people to safety. Some were suffering mild hypothermia
and many were not wearing life jackets.
The Reserve crew on the 29’ included BM1 Brian Steinmuller
(coxswain), BM1 Schmitt, MK2 Ian Emmott, MK2 David Patnaude, and
BM2 Andrew Leblanc. BM1 Grant was part of the 47’ crew.
— Submitted by BMCM Jonathan Graham,
Senior Enlisted Reserve Advisor

East and West Coast Reservists Get Trashy
On Saturday, September 19th, 2015, reservists 3,000
miles apart participated in the 30th Anniversary of the
International Coastal Cleanup Day events. The cleanup is
the world’s largest volunteer effort, bringing together
more than 500,000 volunteers from more than 90 countries
to clean up waterways and the ocean.
Several reservists assigned to the Sector San Francisco
Prevention Department supported the International
Coastal Cleanup Day event. Meanwhile, reservists from
Sector Jacksonville, Fla., volunteered with Hands on
Jacksonville’s International Coastal Cleanup 30th
Anniversary event at the Joe Carlucci Sister’s Creek boat
ramp. About a dozen reservists and volunteers walked the
shoreline collecting trash. In all, over 16 large garbage bags
were filled with bottles, cans, disposable diapers and other Sector San Francisco reservists and some of the trash they collected at San Francisco’s
garbage left by beach goers. Hands on Jacksonville Candlestick Point: Standing (L-R), MST1 alexis Roschitsch-Przeszlowski, MST3 emeri Cejka,
estimates over 650 lbs of trash was collected.
MST1 Kylie Byrd, MST3 Jose Macias, Lt. Craig nowakowski, MSTC Robert duncan, Lt. eric
MST 1 Jeanne Laxton helped organize the Florida event Marfull, Lt. Jeffrey Lamont, MST3 elliot Cavanaugh and MSTC ayla Benavides (kneeling).
between the two groups. “It was a great way to show the
public that we care about the local community, a great team
Finch. “We definitely need to raise the awareness about not
building exercise, and great for the environment.” said Laxton. MST
polluting the environment.”
2 Brad Finch also helped with the clean up and says that at first
By lending a hand and getting involved, these east and west
glance the shoreline can be deceiving. “Unless you really start
coast reservists may have just done that.
looking you don’t realize how much trash is on the beach,” said
Issue 1 • 2016 � RESERVIST 9

Sector Lake Michigan
Enforcement Team
Has Busy Season
Every year when hot weather hits Wisconsin, thousands of
boaters take to the waters of Lake Michigan for relief and
recreation. The Reserve Enforcement Branch at Sector Lake
Michigan did their part this past season to keep them safe.
Spearheading the effort was seasoned Boarding Officer MEC Joel
Borland. MEC Borland and his five man team conducted several
recreational boating safety surge operations at Station Two
Rivers and AUXOP Green Bay. They also joined with the active
duty to participate in OPERATION LAST CALL at Station Kenosha.
Logging approximately 45 hours underway the Reserve team
boarded 55 vessels, issued 14 violations for faulty safety
equipment, and turned over one suspect in possession of illegal
drugs to local police. Lt. Dustin Ottman, the group’s supervisor
noted, “The active duty was thankful for our help. Many of the
violations came from larger recreational boats that require
putting (CG) people on board. The stations usually don’t have
enough qualified Boarding Team Members on duty at any one
time to give those types of vessels a full examination. I’m glad we
could help change that.”
The key part of this effort was MEC Borland’s initiative in
getting his team to coordinate their schedules months in
advance, efficiently making the most of their two weeks of
summer training, and several blocks of weekend drill periods
over the busiest boating times, like Labor Day weekend. The law
enforcement crew at Sector Lake Michigan perhaps gave up the
opportunity for enjoying a backyard barbeque by arranging
their duty during peak boating traffic, but it was a chance to
demonstrate their law enforcement proficiency and the higher
calling of service to country.
—Submitted by Lt. Anthony Cooling
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What a great 2015 Summerstock season we had in the 9th
Coast Guard District. I had the pleasure of administratively
managing the program this past summer and can say the
reservists brought professionalism and competence to the deck
plate. The district’s motto is “Guardians of the Great Lakes” and
we take our duty seriously. Headquartered in Cleveland, Ohio,
we’re responsible for all Coast Guard operations throughout the
five Great Lakes, the Saint Lawrence Seaway and parts of the
surrounding states including 6,700 miles of shoreline and 1,500
miles of the international border with Canada.
The Summerstock program is an annual operation employing
reservists on short term Active Duty for Operational SupportActive Component (ADOS-AC) orders to assist boat crews, law
enforcement personnel, and command center watchstanders. In
2015, twenty-eight reservists from all over the United States
provided support to eleven units from Memorial Day to Labor
Day throughout the district’s area of responsibility.
A reservist can expect a variety of opportunities when
supporting the Summerstock program. A member could be
assigned to a multi-mission station to increase operational
capacity or support an Auxiliary Operated Station allowing the
unit to be fully capable of search and rescue operations during
extremely high boating traffic weekends. In addition, reservists
could be assigned to support specific annual missions which
work hand in hand with other federal agencies with integrated
cross-border maritime law enforcement or part of an integrated
operation center with Customs and Border Protection (CBP).

Requirements:
1. 100% in all personal readiness metrics (e.g.
weight, PHA, etc.)
2. Hold a government travel charge card
3. 100% certifed in the solicited
position competency
4. Obtain member unit command endorsement

What to expect:
1. Berthing will be in commercial units or
on station
2. Per diem is determined upon berthing location
(reduced/partial)
3. Active duty pay & allowances will be received
4. Work schedules and leave policy will be
integrated into active duty schedule
5. Three travel claims will be required
(beginning, middle, end of orders)
6. A challenging award winning summer

Looking For A Rewarding Reserve Experience?

Try Summerstock!
We ask for and receive program feedback each year from the
participating reservists and unit officers in charge (OIC) by way of
an end of program survey. Here is a sampling of what our reservists
and OIC’s had to say about their experiences:

ME1 Brian Moreland:

“I had the unique opportunity to participate in Operation Seaway
Sentinel throughout the summer. This operation takes place
annually and is a joint operation comprised of a USCG boat crew out
of Station Alexandria Bay and US Border Patrol resources out of
Border Patrol Station Massena, N.Y. We would travel to and live in
the Massena Border Patrol Station, and operate alongside our
Border Patrol counterparts anywhere from three to five days a
week. The operation targets drug smuggling and human trafficking
operations along the St. Lawrence River waterway located on the St.
Regis Mohawk (Akwesasne) Indian Reservation. I served as a
boarding team member during my tenure with the Massena crew,
which lasted for the duration of my Summerstock experience,
approximately 10 weeks. It truly was a great experience.”

BM3 Ryan Mayhew:

“I was able to work on active duty for the first time in my career.
It was a very nice experience to see what active duty is like at a
station.”

BM2 Jonathan Gilley:

“I enjoyed having the time to improve my confidence in
performing my job and having the resources to advance to E-5
during Summerstock.”

BM3 Zachery Johnson:

“I enjoyed my Summerstock experience; I wish other areas made
more use of their reservists like the 9th does…I was able to enhance
my boat crew skills and get some coxswain experience. I had the
federal ticket training. I would love to come back next year as a
Boarding Officer and run the law enforcement side at a station next
year. I am a BTM, I just need to go to Boarding Officer School and get
qualified.”

BMCS Parker Daugherty (OIC STA Duluth):

“Without Summerstock support Station Duluth would not have
been able to perform our law enforcement operation in Lake of the
Woods, Minn., for 30 days this summer. This mission is vital to the
CG’s continued presence in this remote area between the U.S. and
Canada as the lake is used by tens of thousands of boaters from all
over the upper Midwest annually, in addition to being an
international border.”

BMCS Brandon Liesen (OIC STA Alexandria Bay):

“BM1 Matthew Valzania, ME1 Brian Moreland, and BM2 Jade
Andrews are excellent Summer-stockers. Their attitude and
professionalism are integral to the performance of Station
Alexandria Bay.”
Having so many positive points, especially from unit OIC’s,
exemplifies the outstanding role of the reservists conducting
operations in the Coast Guard.
We are now gearing up for the 2016 Summerstock season and
welcome all certified reservists, whom meet the requirements
listed below, to apply for this rewarding experience. You will
obtain hands on experience within your rate, maintain competency
currency, improve proficiency, and attain new competencies. The
selection process begins with the release of the Summerstock
solicitation message in early December and related Mobilization
Readiness Tracking Tool (MRTT) position postings. Reservists can
view each of the available positions, locations, and required
competencies for the positions in MRTT. Certified reservists are
selected on a first come first served basis and can expect ADOS-AC
orders issued in the month of April to begin in May.
I look forward in receiving many outstanding applications and
selecting high caliber reservists for the FY2016 Summerstock
season. Please feel free to communicate questions directly with
me either by email: Donald.J.Tremble@uscg.mil or telephone:
216-902-6388.

Semper Paratus!

BMC Austin Olmstead (OIC AUXOP STA Green Bay):

“As an AUXOP, we rely heavily on the Summerstock personnel to
carry out the missions of the Coast Guard. Without these personnel
we would be affected greatly in all missions including SAR, Law
Enforcement, and Homeland Security. As of today we have 17 SAR
cases. Six of those cases happened with no Auxiliary support here.
That would have been six cases we could not have gotten underway
to assist without the Summerstock personnel, possibly costing
someone their life, or loss of a vessel…this doesn’t take into account
the countless hours we utilize the Summerstock members for Law
Enforcement, PWCS, preparing for STAN TEAM/RFO, or boat crew.”

BMC James Pierce (OIC AUXOP STA Alpena):

“Without the Summerstock reservists Station Alpena would be
unable to maintain a high-readiness status for SAR. Additionally,
Station Alpena is tasked with completing 120 boardings which
would be impossible without the outstanding dedicated efforts of
the reservists. The hard work and remarkable leadership of BM1
Joseph Pizzigno and ME2 Nicholas Polino has been truly impressive.”

Reservist Me1 Brian Moreland (far left) and active duty counterparts (l-r) BM2
Carlo Masi, MK3 Chad Parnell, Sn granger Hieronymus supporting integrated
operations with Customs and Border Protection.
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Reserve Boat College: Advancement and Readiness through
Hands-On Training
In 1941, the Coast Guard Reserve
and Auxiliary Act was enacted to
bolster the war efforts during the
Second World War. At the conclusion
of WWII, most Temporary and
Regular Reserve members were
either transferred to an inactive duty
status or discharged from service
entirely.
Almost a decade later, in 1950,
Congress allocated funds for the
establishment of a paid drilling
Reserve to support the Coast Guard’s
growing port security operations. In
October of that year, a Coast Guard
Reserve unit was formed in Boston
becoming the foundation for what is
today’s Coast Guard Reserve.
In the Coast Guard, Reserve and
active duty members are expected to
advance at the same rate. For some
enlisted
specialties,
such
as
BM3 Lowell Belany, a reservist assigned to Coast guard Station Vallejo, Calif., takes the helm while navigating
Boatswain Mate (BM), advancements
waypoints along the Columbia River during the Reserve Coxswain College in Portland, ore., aug 28.
for reservists can prove more
difficult than their active duty
not drilling, they have fulltime jobs or attend school.
counterparts due, in part, to lack of underway time.
This year, for the first time on the west coast, Coast Guard
In order for a BM to progress from 3rd class petty officer to 2nd
Station Portland, Oregon, in concert with the Office of Boat Forces
class they are required to be fully coxswain qualified. This means
and Office of Reserve Affairs, established a Reserve Coxswain
having the skill and knowledge to operate a boat, watch out for the
College to help with the advancement of junior Reserve BMs.
safety of their crewmembers, conduct all assigned missions, and
“Having a school in Portland was an opportunity that I could
handle onboard emergencies.
not pass up,” said Petty Officer 3rd Class Brandon Lum, a reservist
In a typical year, reservists are only required to drill one
stationed at Coast Guard Station Vallejo, California. “It is very hard
weekend each month and perform two weeks of active duty. This
to make our next rank without a proper school. We come in one
gives them a total of 36 days out of 365 days. When reservists are
weekend a month to get our

Coast guard reservists practice plotting charts during the Reserve Coxswain College in Portland, ore., aug
28. Students attending the college were required to plot out and navigate to waypoints using different on land
reference points along the Columbia River.
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qualifications and end up having to
relearn next month what we have
forgotten over the course of a
month.”
Lum explained that by the time
he was done with the course in
Portland, he was confident that he
would be able to return to his homestation and get his coxswain
qualification without any problem.
“Another great thing about this
course is that I will also be able to
take the skills I have learned here
and pass them on to my shipmates
in Vallejo,” said Lum.
While there has been a Coxswain
C-School program in Yorktown, Va.,
many reservists on the west coast
find it hard to get over to that course
due to budget constraints with the
cost of travel or scheduling conflicts
due to the long distance.
During the two-week course,
organized by members of Station
Portland using the Boat Forces

Making A Difference One Oyster At A Time
note: Petty Officer Siira conservation efforts were featured in the Reservist (Iss. 1, 2015) this is an update on her ongoing progress.
In early September, Petty Officer 3rd Class
Alina Siira approached me looking for support
on an initiative she was passionate about as it
related to the mission of the Chesapeake Bay
Foundation (CBF) (http://www.cbf.org/). As it
turns out, Petty Officer Siira had been involved
with the CBF since 2014, when she first began
raising oysters in the waters adjacent to the
Mobile Support Unit in Baltimore. Founded in
1967, the Chesapeake Bay Foundation (CBF) is
the
largest
independent
conservation
organization dedicated solely to saving the Bay
with a membership in access of 200,000.
Petty Officer Siira stated, “oyster levels in
the bay were at a terrible low," and she wanted
to expand her previous efforts and try raising
oysters in the Bay area. This would mark the
first time oyster seeding had been done in the
Arundel Cove (Maryland) and would hopefully
restore the oyster population to higher levels.
I heartily endorsed her request and gained
Petty offcer alina Siira's (third from the left) efforts led to SK2 Michael Reilly (far left), MK2 Lucienne
the support of the Surface Forces Logistics
Hopkins and eM2 Casey Viou (Far right) volunteering to support the mission of the Chesapeake
Command (SFLC) Baltimore. On June 8th, the
Bay Foundation.
vessel SNOW GOOSE got underway with Petty
Officer Siira, an Electricians Mate, and her two cages of oysters
Ft. Carroll in the next five years.
along with numerous other volunteers. Petty Officer Siira’s oysters
The Chesapeake Bay Foundation has committed to provide
were raised in two locations: Baltimore harbor and Lighthouse
cages, spat, and conduct a workshop specifically for Coast Guard
Point Marina near Canton; and, Arundel Cove (SFLC Baltimore).
personnel in the Baltimore area if there is enough interest. Petty
The estimated number of spat (young oysters) from the original
Officer Siira’s individual efforts resulted in a team of four people
two cages in Arundel Cove came to about 700. However; the efforts
for this year’s initiative. They showed that while a small
of the all volunteers resulted in an estimated 18,000 spat which
contribution it can have a large impact on the health of the Bay.
were planted on a sanctuary oyster reef at Fort Carroll in the
CBF is always looking for volunteers for oyster restoration. The
Patapsco River.
Foundation has offices in Maryland, District of Columbia,
The little mollusks are part of efforts by the Chesapeake Bay
Pennsylvania and Virginia. There are other oyster restoration
Foundation to help restore the local oyster population and keep
programs throughout the country and you can gain information
the Bay clean. An adult oyster can filter 50 gallons of water a day
through NOAA or Restore America Estuaries (RAY) who works in
which means when they grow to adulthood, these oysters will
partnership with NOAA.
— Submitted by CWO Joseph Scarpelli,
filter approximately 900,000 gallons of water a day. CBF’s goal is
Acting Branch Chief, Mobile Support Unit
to expand the reef by planting at least five million oysters around

Center at Training Center Yorktown curriculum, members from all
around the region spend their days going through the numerous
qualification tasks it takes to become a certified Coast Guard
coxswain. This includes chart plotting and navigation, basic boat
handling, various towing evolutions and emergency casualty
control, as well as other essential performance qualifications.
“After completing the course they will have to go back to their
units, get their competencies signed off, take an oral board and
complete a check-ride,” said Petty Officer 1st Class Andrew
Fleischmann, the Training Petty Officer at Station Portland. “The
whole goal is to get them the hands on, repetition and boat
knowledge so they can get qualified and go on to teach others.”
The Reserve is a vital part of the Coast Guard. They are held to
the same standards as active duty members and are always ready
to be called during a time of need.
Through the Reserve Coxswain College members will be better
trained and more confident in their abilities to both lead and act

when called upon. These students will be a source of knowledge
for junior and future Coast Guard members who will follow in
their shoes.
“Doing my regular drilling, it would probably take me a year or
more to become a coxswain at my home station,” said Petty Officer
3rd Class Brandon Samson, a Reserve BM at Station Los Angeles
Long Beach. “With this course, when I get back to my unit, I feel
confident that I can say, ‘Yes, I know how to do this.’”
Capt. Michael Balding (Chief, Office of Boat Forces) commented,
“This training was successful due to efforts of the Office of Reserve
Affairs, 13th District DXR, Sector Columbia River, Training Center
Yorktown, and Station Portland personnel. The result of this
cooperative endeavor will be coxswain certification for the
students allowing them to advance to BM2 and making the Boat
Force Reserve - Ready to Respond.”
— Story and photo by PA3 Jonathan Klingenberg,
13th District PADET
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MK1 Raul Ramirez retrieves a life ring while MK2 Steven gonzalez secures him to the railing during a man-overboard drill aboard Station eatons neck’s 45’
Response Boat-Medium on december 20, 2015.

Station Eatons Neck’s Embrace of Boat Forces Reserve
Management Gets Positive Results
The goal of any company or organization is to improve
efficiency while maximizing resources. This is no different for the
U.S. Coast Guard. Two years into a five year effort by the Office of
Boat Forces’ its Reserve Boat Force program, an initiative aimed at
optimizing mobilization readiness, positive results are already
being seen.
A change leading to one of the greatest successes has been the
adjustment in currency cycle for Reserve certifications. Prior to
the Boat Forces Reserve Management Plan (BFRMP) reservists
would have to satisfy currency requirements every six months,
which was often difficult for some members due to circumstances
beyond their control. Now, reservists have one year to complete
currency obligations and maintain certifications.
"The currency requirement change alleviated a significant
stressor, especially in the first half of the calendar year when 40
hours underway were required between January and June, but the
boats where iced in for almost half that time. Now hours can be
performed to optimize training time instead of just trying to beat
the June 30th clock," said Chief Warrant Officer Mark Stauffer,
Commanding Officer at Coast Guard Station Eatons Neck.
The BFRMP has taken on even more importance as budgetary
constraints have resulted in a reduction to Reserve force size.
With less personnel it is essential that each member is qualified
and ready for deployment in order for the Coast Guard to maintain
and support operations during high stakes events. To aid in
preparedness, one aspect of the BFRMP calls for the creation of
Reserve Training Petty Officer (RTPO) positions. This role will be
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filled by a Chief Boatswain Mate and is critical to the training of
Reserve members.
"The way ahead for the unit is to keep pushing the reservists to
achieve higher certifications," said Stauffer. "Fortunately, the unit
has a terrific Senior Enlisted Reserve Advisor (SERA), BMCS
Douglas Schneider and Training Petty Officer (TPO) who are
constantly pushing our service members in professional
development. The unit will be receiving the new response boats in
the near future which will require crews to work closely with our
training staff in obtaining their certification for this platform. The
benefit of this is that it will help integrate the active duty and
reservists more since they both will be new to this asset."
"The success of our reservists in obtaining and maintaining
their Boat Forces certification has come from two main factors,"
said Senior Chief Schneider. “The first is a true nexus between the
Reserve Component and the Active Component of our command.
This includes both the active duty members training reservists
and vice versa. It is in this manner that all personnel are ready to
meet any expectation that the Coast Guard may place upon them.
Secondly, the motivation that our reservists demonstrate reflects
the CG Reserve values of ‘Professionalism, Patriotism and
Preparedness. These factors, taken with a decrease in obstacles to
certification, allow for an organizational norm that is full
certification."
Currently, the certifications of the seventeen Reserve members
at Station Eatons Neck represent two certified Response BoatSmall (RB-S) coxswains, eleven certified RB-S boat crew members

(BCM), two certified Response Boat-Medium (RB-M)
coxswains, six certified RB-M engineers, five certified
RB-M BCM’s and one certified Boarding Officer.
In addition to training at the station, reservists
have been included in C School courses to help keep
them in sync with their active duty counterparts.
"Three of our members were the first reservists to
attend the RB-M Organizational Maintenance
Course," said Stauffer. "Although their graduation was
recent, I anticipate the knowledge that MK1 Raul
Ramirez, MK2 Michael Gallagher and MK3 Steven
Gonzalez gained from the course to be very beneficial
to the unit. They are better prepared to help the
active duty members with maintenance and assist in
troubleshooting causalities," he added.
Boat Forces Reserve billets have been realigned to
major ports in order to decrease response time when
a deployment need arises. Additional billets will be
moved over the next three years. Members, however,
will not be reassigned until they are tour complete
stated Mr. Don Hartmayer, a Program Analyst for the
Office of Boat Forces.
As the program continues to roll out the Boat
Forces Reserve will become more efficient and
effective allowing the Coast Guard, as a whole, to
become ever more capable of fulfilling its missions
and responding to crises. Capt. Michael Balding,
Chief, Office of Boat Forces commented, "We believe
the Boat Forces Reserve Management Plan will
fundamentally transform the operational readiness
of the Reserve Force by increasing opportunities to
contribute."
— Story by PA1 Gail Dale, PADET New York.
Photos by PA3 Michael Himes,
PADET New York

BM3 emil Scrivanich and MK1 greg Thompson demonstrate proper safety procedure for
extinguishing an engine fre while underway during a drill in eatons neck, n.Y. on december
20, 2015.

Reservist Recognized by
1st District Commander

Lt. Cmdr. Theresa Fasceski is shown here being awarded the Coast guard Commendation
Medal by Rear adm. Fagan.
Photo by Petty offcer 3rd Class andrew Barresi

On Friday, 11 Sept. 2015, Lt. Cmdr. Theresa Fasceski
was presented a U.S. Coast Guard Commendation Medal
by Rear Adm. Linda Fagan, the Commander of the 1st
Coast Guard District. Lt. Cmdr. Fasceski was recognized
for her outstanding efforts and contributions to the
district over the last five years while serving in various
positions and as the project officer for numerous high
level events. She graduated from the U.S. Coast Guard
Academy in 1994, and served 9 years on active duty
before transitioning to the Reserve.
While in the 1st District, Lt. Cmdr. Fasceski served as
a member of the 1st Coast Guard District Response and
Incident Management Team. She transferred to Sector
Charleston in the beginning of Fiscal Year 2016, where
she will undoubtedly continue her superior performance
within the U.S. Coast Guard Reserve in a Contingency
Planning role.
— Submitted by Lt. Cmdr. Kevin M. Tyrrell,
1st District External Affairs
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DHS Joint Task Force-West: Deep in the Heart of Texas
You may ask, “What is a group of Coast Guardsmen doing
in land-locked San Antonio, Texas at a Border Security Task
Force?” In December of 2014, Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) Secretary Jeh Johnson created three task
forces to support the DHS Southern Border and Approaches
Campaign: Joint Task Force-East, Joint Task ForceInvestigations, and Joint Task Force-West (JTF-W). JTF-W’s
area of responsibility includes the U.S. southern land border
and the littorals in Texas and Calif., and is headquartered in
San Antonio. Its membership includes representatives from
throughout DHS including U.S. Customs and Border
Protection (CBP), Immigration and Customs Enforcement
(ICE), U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS),
FEMA and the U. S. Coast Guard. JTF-W implements a unified
approach to improving how DHS protects the Homeland
against threats originating outside our borders. The intent
of the campaign is effective enforcement and interdiction
across land, sea, and air; to degrade transnational criminal
organizations; and to decrease the terrorism threat to the
nation, while facilitating the flow of lawful trade, travel, and
commerce across our borders.
To have a valued impact on border security from a Back row (l-r): Lt. Kyle Stone, iS2 dallas Shaw, Capt. James Spotts, Cmdr. gretchen, and
Department-wide perspective, it is imperative to have Lt. Michael Starnes. Front row (l-r): S/a Mario Cintron, Lt. Cmdr. Cari Bower, Capt. gerald
involvement from all across DHS. The Coast Guard nauert and Lt. gary demetreon.
committed wholly to the endeavor from the outset. Since its
inception, JTF-W has grown from a small scale operation in
The Coast Guard contingent at JTF-W consists of a diverse
Laredo, Texas, into a robust organization filling out its new
group of active duty and Reserve members, ranging from Second
headquarters just outside Joint Base Fort Sam Houston.
Class Petty Officer to Rear Admiral, serving in Administration,
JTF-W’s Joint Operational area is broken down into four
Intelligence, Operations, Logistics, Planning, Chief of Staff, and
corridors: California, Arizona, New Mexico/West Texas and South
Deputy Director capacities. Job vacancies at the JTF-W slotted for
Texas. This allows each corridor to focus operations on deterring,
Coast Guard personnel were advertised and filled through the
disrupting and dismantling criminal organizations in their area,
MRTT Volunteer Bulletin board with the first members reporting
while coordinating across boundary lines through the Joint
in February. Capt. James Spotts became the Intelligence Section
Operational Area to maximize effectiveness.
Chief (J2) and later the Chief of Staff, with Capt. Gerald Nauert as

Sector St. Petersburg Reserve Hurricane Exercise
In the heat of a stifling Florida summer, reservists from Sector St.
Petersburg, Fla., devoted two days to contingency readiness at an
all-hands hurricane exercise (HURREX). The scores of participants
realized that preparation is the best protection against the hazards
of a hurricane, and extended that lesson from personal and family
readiness to professional excellence. On the first day, Sector St.
Petersburg Reserve personnel attended training geared toward
hurricane readiness, and members of the Sector’s full-time Reserve
Force Readiness and Contingency Planning/Force Readiness staffs
set expectations and outlined the exercise parameters.
Readiness exercises cannot happen in a vacuum and often take
considerable time, resources and cooperation to prepare. The St.
Petersburg HURREX was no exception. In the weeks leading up to
the event, servicemen and women reviewed their contact
information, participated in recall tests, and reviewed their
assignments on the unit Watch, Quarter, and Station Bill (WQSB),
which informs members of their positions and responsibilities in
case of various emergency situations. Unit leadership also
encouraged members to review the training requirements
associated with those positions, print out copies of Personnel
Qualification Standards (PQS) for Incident Command System (ICS)
assignments, and job aides so that reservists could use their exercise
experience to gain sign-offs for task completion. As part of the
exercise, active duty petty officers and officers with specific ICS
experience with Logistics, Finance, Operations, and Planning
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participated as facilitators and served as subject matter experts to
answer questions and keep the exercise on pace. Active duty
counterparts also helped set-up the Incident Command Post (ICP)
as well as configure and trouble-shoot electronics such as laptops
and printers.
On the day of the exercise, members checked into the ICP,
reported to their work stations, and in some cases collected their
color-coded vests. In the realm of ICS, standardization of terminology
is key along with the division of labor and an hierarchy of
supervision. Brightly colored vests help identify the relevant point
of contact from across a room and if you don’t know the person’s
name the vests make it easy to recognize their title. The first few
minutes passed in a flurry of organized chaos: members identified
and assigned resources, work spaces rapidly filled with personnel
and paperwork, and participants covered the walls with charts,
weather reports, and notes. Some Sector personnel had no previous
experience with ICS while others brought years of expertise to the
table; as facilitators advanced the storm, participants started to
receive port updates and settle into a rhythm of planning, meetings,
briefs, and decision-making. The Marine Science Technicians
(MSTs), a group of more than twenty personnel, broke off with their
active duty counterparts to conduct training on Shoreline Cleanup
and Assessment Techniques (SCAT) – NOAA’s way of standardizing
and systematically surveying affected areas before and after
emergencies or upon reports of maritime pollution. Once the teams

the Planning Section Chief (J5). Lt. Cmdr. Rebecca Albert (J2), Lt.
Robert Ornelas (Operations Section-J3) and Lt. Pablo Prado
(Admin-J1) rounded out the initial group of Coast Guard members
to report to JTF-W and laid the ground work as the organization
was built from scratch. Capt. Spotts stated, “These members did
an outstanding job of adapting to the joint operating environment
and building a solid reputation for the Coast Guard in a climate
that is heavily Border Patrol and Customs centric by its nature.”
As the footprint and influence of JTF-W has grown, so has the
involvement of the Coast Guard. New members joining the team
include Cmdr. Gretchen Jones (J4), Cmdr. Suzanne Stokes (J2), Lt.
Cmdr. Cari Bower (J2), Lt. Kyle Stone (J5), Lt. Gary Demetreon
(J3), Lt. Michael Starnes (J3), CGIS Special Agent Mario Cintron
(J3) and IS2 Dallas Shaw (J1). As part of the J-4, Cmdr. Jones works
with the JTF-W staff and corridor staffs to define JTF-W capability
requirements, including information sharing for DHS’s
Information Sharing Portfolio Team. In light of these experiences,
she reported that “it was humbling to be part of a team so
tenaciously focused on border security, and to see DHS coalesce
new information sharing and organizational initiatives through
the JTFs.” Lt. Cmdr. Cari Bower is assigned as a member of the
Intelligence Section and has traveled to each of the four corridor
commands where she has led the training for the Targeting and
Intelligence Priority Assessment.
On August, 27th, JTF-W had the honor of hosting a visit from
the Commandant, Admiral Zukunft, where he recognized the
outstanding impact the Coast Guard has made on the JTF-W as a
whole, and presented coins to two members, IS2 Dallas Shaw and
Lt. Kyle Stone, for their individual accomplishments. IS2 Shaw is
the Homeland Security Information Network (HSIN)
Administrator and his knowledge, skills and innovative solutions
have been critical in the development of a hearty system to share
information across the diverse computer networks of the various
agencies. Lt. Stone brings contemporary project management
practices from his civilian career-field and has been a leader in
the Planning Section (J5) guiding them through the complex
process of building a FY2016 Operational Plan.

completed the SCAT training, they headed
out for some area familiarization and to
assess the Sector’s ports. When facilitators
passed them updates, the MSTs called the
reports back to the ICP where the information
was used in the decision-making process.
During a mid-exercise break, the unit’s
Senior Reserve Officer, Cmdr. Richard
Neiman, took advantage of the momentary
lull to commend a dozen reservists for
completing the basic ICS Watchstander PQS
during the course of the morning, and
challenged everyone in the room to take
advantage of opportunities to pursue
completion of ICS-specific tasks under the
tutelage of subject matter experts. The
assigned record keepers had their hands full,
not only tracking simulated exercise
information but also the qualification
packages of dozens of personnel.
Once the exercise kicked off again,
participants enthusiastically dove back into
their assignments, reacting to reports of
sunken vessels, mystery spills, power
outages, and injuries. Safety concerns and
risk mitigation measures were included in
every discussion, and unit personnel worked

A unique aspect of the joint service environment at JTF-W is
the opportunity to work side by side with partners from across
DHS. This has given rise to new friendships and the chance for
cross-cultural influences. One example of this was the introduction
of the term “Plank Owner” to the other land-based agencies.
JTF-W Command adapted the nautical Plank Owner Certificate
and presented this honor to each of the 84 founding members
representing many of DHS’ components.
In addition to his duties as Commander, Coast Guard 11th
District, Rear Adm. Joseph Servidio is one of the two Deputy
Directors for JTF-W, solidifying a top-down commitment from the
Coast Guard toward the success of Southern Border and
Approaches Campaign. Rear Adm. Servidio, along with Rear Adm.
Dave Callahan, Commander, Coast Guard 8th District, visited the
JTF-W in San Antonio and spoke of the Coast Guard's vital role
within JTF-W noting that, "the networks we are attacking, those
Transnational Criminal Organizations, move people, drugs, and
other contraband via land, air, maritime, & sub-terrain means.
With our DHS ‘one team, one fight’ members, the Coast Guard
needs to be sharing intel, jointly identifying priority targets,
collectively developing operational plans against these targets &
unifying strategic messages to most effectively impact these DTOs,
in both San Antonio and in the Corridors."
There are still opportunities for Coast Guard personnel to
support the mission at JTF-W and obtain joint operational
experience as those currently assigned complete their ADOS
assignment and rotate back to their SELRES assignments. The
JTF-W will be transitioning to PCS Active Duty billets beginning in
Summer of 2016, and several Reserve short-term ADOS billets
through 2017. If you are looking for a challenging, diverse and
fast-paced assignment, please monitor the MRTT Volunteer
Bulletin Board to learn when opportunities become available and
consider submitting an e-Resume.
— Submitted by Lt. Michael Starnes, USCGR,
Sector Houston-Galveston.
note: Lt. Starnes is currently on ADOS-AC assigned to DHS Joint
Task Force-West.

together to identify Coast Guard assets as
well as other local resources to prioritize
response efforts, and by the end of the day
members displayed confidence in their
abilities to fill assigned ICS positions.
A debrief is a routine part of an exercise
or evolution, wherein participants come
together to critique their experiences. This is
not an opportunity to complain, but to reflect
on lessons learned and identify areas of
excellence as well as room for improvement.
General consensus held that while the
assigned
workspace
and
internet
connectivity for the ICP was a challenge, the
exercise was a worthwhile endeavor.
Participants deemed it a successful event
due to the excellent planning and engagement
of active duty counterparts and the high
quality of the comprehensive hands-on
training provided. The Coast Guard has a
long history of hurricane response, and the
Sector St. Petersburg reservists are prepared
for and proud of their role as part of the long
blue line.
— Storyand photo by
Lt. Cmdr. Elaine Blacharski

Members of Sector St. Petersburg man the
operations Section during the 2015 Reserve
Hurricane exercise.
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Fishing Vessel Safety Program Enhanced
By Team Coast Guard Partners
Commercial fishing is one of the most
dangerous occupations in the world.
The 11th Coast Guard District has
approximately 1,400 fishing vessels
operating in its waters. The District’s
Commercial Fishing Vessel Inspection
Teams provided hundreds of inspections
across multiple ports prior to the
opening of the 2015 crabbing season in
spite of a significant delay of the 2015
Crab Season due to warmer waters
algae bloom contributing to high levels
of toxic domoic acid, a neurotoxin in
crabs. Historically, the USCG’s approach
to
implementing
fishing
vessel
regulations has focused primarily on
communication and education. It has
been actively engaged in performing
dockside commercial fishing vessel
safety exams with using active duty,
Reserve, CG Auxiliary and civilian
employees to facilitate servicing the Pillar Point examination teams performing inspections, including aUX Michael Mitchell, MST1 Jeffery Merrell,
MSTC ayla Benavides, MST3 Raymond zuroski, MK2 Joe Reilly, and CWo Robert neefe and vessel owners.
industry.
In 2015 there were multiple teams
that offered safety examinations to commercial fishing fleets and
appropriate manning levels, and for drills and emergency
owners located at Crescent City, Eureka, Fort Bragg, Bodega Bay,
procedures. While responsibility for commercial fishing vessel
San Francisco’s Hyde Street Pier, Pillar Point-Half Moon Bay, Santa
safety continues to rest with the boat owners and operators, the
Cruz, Moss Landing, and Monterey teaming up with USCG active
Coast Guard and the Auxiliary provides increased oversight of
and Reserve personnel for hands on training. The Vessel
safety practices and regulatory compliance.
Examination Teams met for a day of classroom training at Coast
The Auxiliary is currently training additional personnel
Guard Island, in Alameda, with Commercial Fishing Vessel Exam
including USCG reservists to assist the active duty Coast Guard to
(CFVE) instructor Manny Ramirez, and reservist Lt. Cmdr. David
perform commercial fishing vessel examinations. The various
Cripe. The teams of examiners were deployed to nine fishing fleet
teams that went out this year were a combination of Auxiliary,
locations the following week prior to the scheduled opening of the
active Coast Guard, and reservists forming an effective Team Coast
2015 crab season.
Guard partnership.
The 11th District Prevention Division states, “The heart of our
As noted on the USCG Auxiliary Prevention Directorate website,
enforcement program is the mandatory dockside examination.”
“the Commercial Fishing Vessel Examiner qualification for
The dockside examination program involves an inspection by
Auxiliary members is exactly the same as for active duty and
qualified Coast Guard team members to help fishermen bring their
Reserve personnel. A high level of professionalism and acceptance
vessels into full compliance with the code of federal regulations
of responsibility is required for the qualification, as well as an
(CFR). The primary goal of the examination program is aimed at
ongoing commitment to improve the safety outcomes for the
prevention and reducing the high injury and death rate in the
fishing vessel industry. There is a formal education requirement,
commercial fishing industry.
either from the local sector or the resident CFVE C-School.”
These free examinations are thorough vessel checks, which
Rear Adm. Joseph A. Servidio, Commander, 11th Coast Guard
examine all safety equipment. The examinations are done by
District, speaking at a Navy League awards luncheon, noted that
qualified Coast Guard and Coast Guard Auxiliary personnel, or a
the accomplishments of the dedicated enlisted, civilian, and
third party organization accepted and designated by the Coast
volunteer Auxiliary members of the U.S. Coast Guard support the
Guard. The fishing vessel operator is required to possess a valid
successful missions and goals, “by ensuring maritime safety,
current commercial fishing vessel examination decal and USCG
recreational boating outreach, and maintaining port and national
Certificate of Compliance for vessels operating beyond three
security, as well as environmental quality through a combination
nautical miles, off the baseline of the U.S. territorial sea. The
of outreach, education and incident response.”
examination educate the fishing public and to ensure vessel safety.
The Coast Guard Auxiliary is proud of its role as a role a force
The penalty for not passing the exam generates an official 30 day
multiplier in many of these key missions including the annual
notice of deficiency. For vessels that pass the exam a Safety Decal
examinations of Commercial Fishing Vessels.
and USCG Certificate of Compliance is issued indicating the vessel
— Story and photo by Roger Bazeley,
is in compliance with all current applicable Coast Guard regulations.
FSO-PA Flotilla 1-7, ADSO-PB D11N
The Coast Guard Authorization Act of 2010 changed the
The U.S.C.G Auxiliary is the uniformed civilian component of the U.S.
requirements for examinations from voluntary to mandatory for
Coast Guard and supports the U.S.C.G. in nearly all mission areas.
the majority of commercial fishing vessels, effective October 15,
The U.S.C.G. Auxiliary was created by Congress in 1939. For more
2015. The Act increases the requirements for safe practices,
information, please visit www.cgaux.org.
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Sector Corpus Christi Holds Joint Reserve Retirement Ceremony
On August 8, 2015, Sector Corpus Christi conducted a Joint
service, the command presented each retiring member with a
Reserve Retirement ceremony for five remarkable shipmates who
beautiful cotton Texas State flag flown over the Capitol city of
collectively served our country for over 130 years. MEC Sean
Austin on the Fourth of July. In appreciation for their leadership
Arndt, HSC Daniel Hernandez, Jr., YNC Britt Johnson, ME2 Jose
and friendship, the crew presented each retiree with a handsome
Pacheco and MKC Weldon Wright were honored during a formal
plaque, designed and hand-crafted by the Reserve Engineering
ceremony attended by over 150 Reserve and Active Duty forces,
“Tiger Team”. The plaques were carved in the shape of Texas from
retired military guests, close friends and family members.
oak to symbolize the strength and grace of the mighty oak tree
Captain Tony Hahn, Commander, Sector Corpus Christi, served
that weathers many storms and seasons, just as our retirees faced
as the Presiding Official and guest speakers included Chaplain Ken
many challenges and uncertainties throughout their military
Espinosa, CDR Jill Lumpkin (Senior Reserve Officer), MSTCM
service.
Lonnie Evans (Reserve Command Master Chief), and YNCM
Each member’s career is unique and seasoned with multiple
Melissa Sharer (former Sector Corpus Christi reserve member
layers of experiences, duty stations, mission sets, platform types,
currently assigned to Director of Operational Logistics, Reserve
deployments, mobilizations, training opportunities, leadership
Force Readiness Division (DOL-1)).
influences, tough breaks, and a few lucky ones, too. Some members
Commander Lumpkin’s remarks painted the Coast Guard’s
were prior service (U.S. Navy and Missouri Army National Guard);
historical landscape encompassing nearly three decades, and
some were prior active duty; some were instructors at training
outlined the many challenges, mission requirements, and
commands, and some survived a rate-merger half-way through
organizational changes that our service has undergone as we
their careers (Port Security Specialist rating was disestablished
responded to emerging threats and engaged in wartime theaters
and merged with the newly formed Maritime Law Enforcement
of operation. For example, the retirees all enlisted in the military
Specialist).
between 1986-1989 and experienced many remarkable events
Despite all of the variances in their military journeys, they all
during their careers that spanned five U.S. Presidencies, seven
have one thing very much in common: when asked what they
Secretaries of Transportation, four Secretaries of Homeland
would remember the most about their military service, they
Security and eight Coast Guard Commandants.
unanimously responded that they will always remember the
They witnessed the horrific and surreal events on September
people more than any mission or platform or duty. They will
11, 2001, when our nation came under attack, and all of them
remember their shipmates and cherish the camaraderie they felt
were activated under Title X orders to defend our nation. Some of
with their military family, and they seemed to understand that the
them are plank-owners of Marine Safety and Security Team 91104
friendships formed and galvanized within the military community
that was formed in response to the 9/11 terrorist attacks, and
can never be replicated in the civilian environment.
many of them served for multiple years conducting military outAs we wish our retiring shipmates “Fair Winds and Following
load (MOL) operations and Ports and Waterways Coastal Security
Seas” and recognize their years of service to our great nation, it
(PWCS) missions in support of OPERATION IRAQI FREEDOM.
may be comforting to look around the Coast Guard today, at the
The retiring members responded to numerous natural disasters
next generation of leaders, already woven into our fabric, trained
including the Oakland Firestorms in 1991, Hurricane GEORGES in
and prepared for the mission, dedicated and committed to military
1998, Hurricanes KATRINA and RITA in 2005 and the Deep Water
service, and ready to lead from the front. Ronald Reagan once said
Horizon Oil Spill in 2010. They supported humanitarian and
“Freedom is never more than one generation away from extinction.
peacekeeping missions including Operation ABLE MANNER and
We didn't pass it to our children in the bloodstream. It must be
Operation SECURE TOMORROW. They served during times of war
fought for, protected, and handed on for them to do the same.”
including Operation DESERT STORM in the early 1990s and
Shipmates, we have the Watch, for we are “Semper Paratus.”
Operation IRAQI FREEDOM just over a decade later, and they
— Story by Cmdr. Jill Lumpkin,
secured our border by integrating with our federal, state, and local
Photo courtesy of YN2 Katie Benson
partners in law enforcement missions
along the Southwest Border during
Operation SEA SERPENT.
The retirement ceremony also
highlighted each member’s career
milestones
and
contributions,
culminating with Captain Hahn
presenting the retirees with personal
awards in recognition of their
achievements while stationed at
Sector Corpus Christi. Each member
addressed the audience to reflect on
their experiences, impart wisdom
and encourage the junior enlisted
members, and thank their families for
the sacrifices they made throughout
the years in support of their chosen
military service. There was plenty of
laughter and tears on both sides of
the podium, as the retiring members
MeC Sean arndt, HSC daniel Hernandez, Jr., YnC Britt Johnson, Me2 Jose Pacheco and MKC Weldon Wright
said their farewells.
In honor of their faithful military were honored during a formal ceremony attended by over 150 Reserve and active duty forces, retired military
guests, close friends and family members.
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in appReciation

Bob Larson: A Legacy of Service
Story by Ms. Rosie Rodriguez, 7th District (dxr) Staff
After more than 48 years of service to the Coast Guard and
Coast Guard Reserve, Bob Larson has decided to take on his next
adventure, retirement. If you are a reservist that has deployed,
mobilized, or transited the Coast Guard’s 7th District in the last 15
years, there is a very high probability that you met Bob Larson.
Bob’s career, filled with more excitement than a Tom Clancy novel,
started in Long Beach, Calif., on October 16, 1967. He attended
recruit training just up the coast in Alameda, Calif. Since raising
his hand and taking his oath, Bob has served under the leadership
of 13 commandants. He spent more than 17 years on active duty
before resigning to take a civilian position with the Coast Guard in
1985. Upon leaving active duty Bob affiliated with the Coast Guard
Reserve.
During his active duty career Bob sailed on CG Cutters in the
North and South Pacific Oceans, Gulf of Alaska, Bering Sea, North
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Atlantic Ocean, Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean Sea. He has lived and
served in many diverse and interesting places from San Juan,
Puerto Rico to Kodiak, Alaska and numerous places in between.
Bob describes the greatest privilege of service as having met
and worked with Coast Guard personnel from junior enlisted to
Flag officers over the years. Bob has been a Coast Guard
“ambassador” to several members of Congress, Secretaries of
Transportation and Homeland Security, members of all the
uniformed services, and finally with those other local, state, and
federal agencies far too numerous to mention.
It is difficult to capture 48 years of distinguished service in a
few lines but certain experiences stand out, such as when Bob was
aboard the CCG CONFIDENCE in 1977, in seas in excess of 50 feet
in the middle of Gulf of Alaska. He remembers watching the
Clinometer swing to 57 degree role. In 1979, he was aboard CGC

"To all of the dedicated men and women of the United States Coast Guard, thank you
for your service, whether you serve on active duty, as a reservist, civilian, auxiliary,
or are retired, you all contribute to the Coast Guard mission in support of this great
country. I salute you, thank you for your unselfish service, Bravo Zulu to all!"
— Bob Larson
Reserve program, but it was after
MIDGETT seventy-five miles
the attacks of 9/11that he fully
off the Kamchatka Peninsula
appreciated the value of the
as the ship pursued a Russian
Reserve
component
during
sealer illegally fishing in U. S.
contingencies.
Immediately
waters while two Russian MIG
following the attacks, the 7th
aircraft flew overhead. Three
District recalled over 700
years later, while on the CGC
reservists to support operations
MOHAWK during a search and
at Stations, Groups, MSO's, Bases,
rescue case, the prop "touched"
and some smaller cutters. Those
the top of a Bahamian Reef
numbers were quickly reduced,
limiting MOHAWK to eight
but many reservists remained on
knots due to bent propellers
contingency orders to support
on a 40-day patrol.
critical Coast Guard Operations.
Bob loved his time at sea.
Through OPERATIONS IRAQI
So, if you are wondering how a
FREEDOM, ENDURING FREEDOM,
salty cutterman embarked on
and other operations, Reserve
a
career
in
Reserve
mobilization became the norm
management you have to look
and Bob was managing recalls on
back to 1981, when Bob
a daily basis.
reported to 17th District as a
I would like to close this article
Food
Specialist
Warrant
with a few words from Bob Larson
Officer
(F&S2).
The
himself. “I've never worked with a
Comptroller was Capt. R. G.
greater group of people than those
“Bob” Cozzolino, a Reserve
that have passed through ISC
Program Administrator (RPA)
Miami (fot/pf) and 7th District
who became a great mentor
(dxr) over the years. Dedicated
and friend. Bob readily recalls
people that willingly worked long
his first experience working
The journey began on october 16, 1967, when Seaman Recruit Bob Larson
hours and weekends when
directly with reservists during
reported to boot camp in alameda, California.
necessary without complaint to
the EXXON VALDEZ oil spill in
get
people
recalled
for
Alaska’s Prince William Sound
contingency operations, active duty critical fills, obtain last minute
in 1989. This unprecedented disaster necessitated pollution
berthing for reservist's, fixing personnel issues, making sure
responders and other support personnel to converge in Southeast
orders were properly prepared, getting reservists paid, and just
Alaska and Kodiak. That opened his eyes to the capability the
taking care of business - making stuff happen.”
Reserve force brings to the Coast Guard during a contingency
“I would like to thank all of the RPAs, RPA "civilians", Senior
response.
Reserve Officers, Senior Enlisted and many others for the years of
As a civilian, Bob was the Logistics Management Specialist in
phone calls, discussions, guidance, and especially the friendship.
Juneau, Alaska, until 1990; his follow on assignment was at Coast
It's truly been a pleasure working with all of you and I am going to
Guard Headquarters as a Supervisory Travel & Transportation
miss the camaraderie.”
Specialist. In September 1991, Bob was recalled to active duty to
“Finally, to all of the dedicated men and women of the United
serve on CGC MOHAWK as an F&S. This led to an active duty
States Coast Guard, thank you for your service, whether you serve
retirement in November 1993 at the pay grade of CWO4. He
on active duty, as a reservist, civilian, auxiliary, or are retired, you
immediately returned to civil service at his previous position of
all contribute to the Coast Guard mission in support of this great
Supervisory Travel & Transportation Specialist at CG Headquarters
country. I salute you, thank you for your unselfish service, and
in Washington.
wish you all the best. Bravo Zulu to all”!
Longing for warmer weather and the ocean, Bob took a short
Bob Larson has provided legendary service and will have a
assignment as the Housing Manager in San Juan, Puerto Rico, until
lasting legacy on the Reserve program. We proudly return his
he finally settled in the Force Optimization and Training Branch at
salute as he “goes ashore.”
the Integrated Support Command in Miami, Fla., in 2000.
Bob describes the past 15 years as the most interesting and
diverse experience of his career by far. Bob enjoyed managing the

Well Done, Shipmate.
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creaTed on february 19, 1941,

The coasT Guard reserve has become an
inTeGral ParT of The naTion's abiliTy To
ProTecT iTs mariTime inTeresTs
boTh aT home and abroad.
We asked adm. Paul f. ZukunfT To offer his PersPecTive on
The role and value of The coasT Guard reserve. We also
look back on The comPonenT’s naTional defense oriGins
and Where iT fiTs Today around The Globe.
for 75 years, The coasT Guard reserve has
mainTained iTs heriTaGe of Patriotism, Professionalism
and PreParedness To remain alWays ready
Whenever and Wherever needed.
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a candid conversaTion WiTh The
commandanT, adm. Paul f. ZukunfT, abouT
The role, value and fuTure of The
coasT Guard reserve
Photo by Pa2 Patrick Kelley

The United States Coast Guard Reserve will enter its 75th year of faithful service in 2016. To kick off our year-long focus on the Reserve
Component’s contributions to our Service and the Nation the RESERVIST had the opportunity to sit down with the 25th Commandant of the
Coast Guard, Adm. Paul F. Zukunft, to get his perspective on a wide range of issues facing the Service, in particular how and where the Reserve
workforce fits into his priorities and guiding principles.

ReseRvist: Sir, first thanks for taking the time to meet
with us today. As you know 2016, specifically February 19th,
marks the 75th anniversary of the creation of the Coast Guard
Reserve. We’d like to start by asking if you believe the Reserve
should continue to be operationally focused and, if so, to what
extent and in what mission sets?
adM z: Having worked with the Reserve throughout my career,
which happens to cover more than half of the component’s
existence, I’ll go back to my time as a port planner writing 9500
Plans (contingency planning). At that time (1980s), we still had
Reserve units and their primary job was to mobilize. Ever since
the [Berlin] Wall came down in the early 90s, we’ve had this
schizophrenic vision of what we need the Reserve Component to
do. Do we want them to mobilize or to augment? But the real push
now, as I see it, is to surge, and to surge operationally. It could be
for a domestic event, such as Deepwater Horizon or Hurricanes
Katrina, Sandy or the like. It could be a man-made disaster. For
example, when we look at how we plan to surge at a heightened
MARSEC (maritime security) level we have written in assumptions
that we can maintain a pace of operations for roughly three weeks.
And, because we don’t get to call a time-out if we are under a
persistent threat, we also need a Reserve Component ready to
answer a threat to the homeland as well.
I do ascribe to climate change. Not the cause of it. But what I
ascribe to is the more frequent, more severe tropical cyclonic
activity that is coincident with climate change. As I look back to
Katrina, to Sandy, even Deepwater Horizon, we were fortunate
that we only had one major catastrophe to deal with. We didn’t
have one compounded by another or multiple events in different
locations. When we have these types of major response efforts
what we typically do is rob one corner of the Coast Guard that is
not affected to surge to the area that is affected. That is what I need
the Reserve (under the Coast Guard’s Title 14 authority) to do. I
cannot assume that we will only have one event at one time in one
location and cover it with the remaining Active Duty force. We will
need an operational surge component to be able to respond. When
it comes to mobilization response (Title 10), I see that falling
primarily within the port security domain. Right now we have Port
Security Units (PSU) in Guantanamo (GTMO), but when I look
across the world I don’t see tranquility breaking out anywhere. So
let’s say the mission in GTMO goes away, then what? Does the port
security mission go away? Absolutely not! There is going to be
mission demand for that capability across the globe. Frankly, I
believe our biggest challenge will be how we manage this finite
resource so that it provides the maximum benefit to our national
security objectives. So, in today’s environment we mobilize
(overseas) with PSUs and we surge (domestically) with the lion’s
share of our Reserve Component operationally.
ReseRvist: That is a very distinctive way to define a surge
response as opposed to a mobilization response. Could we get
you to drill down a bit further on that point?

adM z: I look at mobilization as a Title 10 event and pretty

much an away game overseas. Go back to some of our 9500 plans,
the REFORGER exercises for the resupply for Germany and the
like. I look at mobilization as something in that vein. The recall
for a (domestic) disaster, which has been delegated to me by the
(DHS) Secretary (under U.S.C. Title 14), some might argue is a
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mobilization. I view it as a surge for an event here in the homeland.
The key part of that is what steps we take to train our reservists to
deal with these catastrophes, to work in an ICS (incident command
system) environment, for example. If it is a terrorist threat to the
homeland, have we adequately trained enough boat crews to be
able to meet our operational requirements? So some of the skill
sets we need to look at are individuals conversant in ICS and
others ready to provide a maritime (boat operations) capability.
When I look ashore from the sea buoy it is not just Coast Guard
I see (operating there). We have our other DHS (Department of
Homeland Security) partners operating there as well as other
federal, state, local and other maritime entities. The final piece of
work that we (Coast Guard) need to do is to ground truth what the
requirements are writ large within the maritime domain. Frankly,
we will never have enough Coast Guard forces, Active or Reserve,
to do it all. We need to leverage those other partnerships as well.
At this point I do not have good fidelity on what those other
partners would provide to a threat on the homeland and how that,
in turn, affects the Reserve requirements. But we do know that
we will need boat forces. Organizationally we need to ensure that
those boat crew members, those coxswains, that trained doing
steady-state CG operations also have the wherewithal to support a
maritime ports, waterway and coastal security operation. So again,
when I refer to mobilization, it is [forces] deploying overseas for a
period of time while surging here in the homeland. In both cases it
may require an involuntary call-up to do so.

ReseRvist: Would you say that being assigned and trained

locally, within the Boat Forces domain for example, is an
effective way to build and retain the surge capability that the
CG needs over time?

adM z: Absolutely. But we also need to look at how we recruit,

how we train, how we retain our Reserve force. If we have a
critical mass of reservists that are located in a non-critical port
area augmenting coastal SAR (search & rescue) stations which
may be nowhere near a port of strategic interest, over time they
may advance themselves out of utility within that geographic area.
So, as we look at how we retain going into the future, where is it
that we need to have our critical mass of reservists located? What
disturbs me now is that we have E-7s, E-8s and E-9s travelling
at great expense just to be able to drill at the unit they support
because they have advanced to a point where there is no unit
within a reasonable commuting distance of where they live. That
really is troubling for me. So how do we look at recruiting, training
and retaining a Reserve Component looking into the 21st Century?

ReseRvist: Would it be a fair assessment to say this could
lead to a regional force structure built around likely surge or
mobilization events and locations?

adM z: It would. Again, we need to look where our reservists
are home ported today. For example, if we have folks in Hawaii,
let’s keep them there. As long as they continue to reside and
work in those difficult to surge to locations, we should ensure
there are billets they can fill. But then I need to look at where
we have critical mass elsewhere. Hampton Roads (Virginia) is a
great example, as is the (San Francisco) Bay Area, where nearly
7% of our Active Duty Component resides. By looking at where we
have a critical mass of Active Duty in those areas -- the Houston-
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Reservist editor Jeff Smith sits down with adm. Paul zukunft at Coast guard Headquarters to get his thoughts about the Coast guard Reserve.
also shown is Cmdr. Matthew Moorlag, Press assistant.

Galveston’s, the Miami’s, – it can help determine where we are
going to have surge requirements.

ReseRvist: The Reserve Component is currently resourced
as a more strategic force yet managed in a more operational
manner. Given the tough resource environment how do you
think this will impact the Reserve going forward?

adM z: An imperative of mine is that we need to let strategy

drive budget, not let budget drive strategic decision making in
the absence of a codified strategy. This was the genesis behind
our Western Hemisphere Strategy as we looked at where to
put the preponderance of Coast Guard resources. Do we spread
ourselves thin across the entire globe where other geographic
Component Commanders are just thirsty for more CG in their
AORs (areas of responsibility)? Or, should we concentrate where
we best fit which is the Western Hemisphere? It might be to
respond to a man-made or natural disaster. It might be up in the
Arctic, or it might be drug trafficking activities on our southern
maritime borders. So we’ve got that piece. We have also released
our 5-year strategic intent. We have laid out what the external
environment is going forward. It does not paint a rosy picture
when it comes to resourcing. But the one key point I have made is
we are not making any further reductions to our force structure.
We have reached nadir. Our Reserve Component is at its lowest
level since the Korean War. You cannot surge experience and you
cannot surge leadership. To think that you can re-constitute our
Reserve Component to meet a near-term threat over night is
just not realistic. This means we need to hold (force size) what
we have. And it is a strategic force in the true sense. Because of

budget constraints we limit the number of training days to meet
statutory participation minimums, so we need to maintain the
Reserve training slice.
We have gone through a series of annualized reductions and
our budget is down approximately 18% from where it was
several years ago. It is one thing to cut frontline operations. You
can do that temporarily and then you can recover from it. But
when you cut people it is like a check valve. Once it goes out it
doesn’t come back again unless you have a catastrophic event
that you fail at. If I am going to be a Semper Paratus Commandant,
I cannot say I will be always ready with the workforce that we
have today. We are at great risk if more than one disaster falls
upon this nation. Today our surge capability is at rock bottom.
We need to look for opportunities to grow this back. The Coast
Guard is a great value to this nation. The requirements for what
we do are growing, not shrinking. I need to protect the force
we have.

ReseRvist: What is your vision as to the role of Reserve
personnel within the organization?
adM z: Many of our officers and enlisted in the Reserve

component come from an emergency response background.
They are extremely successful in their (civilian) world of work.
I look at opportunities for selection, and here I am speaking to
the officer community, and we have individuals going up for
lieutenant commander or commander right now that got caught
in the cross-fire of the reductions I mentioned earlier causing
record low numbers of opportunity for selection at this moment
in time. So if you are a lieutenant in the Reserve and you see
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what is taking place in 2015 and look out three or four years you
say, “Well there is no room for me to grow in this organization.”
I want members to know this is just a mid-term adjustment due
to the budget driven draw-down placed on the component. We
are swallowing this bitter pill and we’ll digest it, but I look for
a better steady-state situation for our reserve component going
forward. Another of my concerns is how did we get down to
7,000? On both the active-duty and reserve sides, we cut down
on recruiting. A couple of years ago, we only brought in 1500
recruits through Cape May. Historically this has led to personnel
shortages down the road, particularly at the E-6 and E-7 levels,
based on budget decisions made ten to fifteen years earlier. So I
am very mindful of how people in my shoes will be living with
the (personnel) decisions we make in 2015 and 2016. They may
inherit a force that is not ready to answer the call.

ReseRvist: How does the organization institutionalize the
right size and role of the Reserve so that future Commandants
will have something that they can point back to which
captures the rationale for the adjustments that were made
along the way?
adM z: I’ll go back to my experiences as a port planner and

those 9500 plans. We actually used those plans and conducted
large scale exercises. What was great about that was that every
reservist had a billet with a specific job requirement (qualification
code). We also had Reserve Units that took ownership of the
Reserve elements, which integrated seamlessly with the Active
Component. They also had access to the readiness and capability

of each element. It actually worked quite well. When Reserve
Units went away (in the mid-90s) we threw those responsibilities
on the shoulders of the Active Duty in addition to dealing with
CG steady-state operations. It has been kind of hit or miss ever
since. For example, a command might decide to use its Reserve
personnel to augment as boat crew members at a small boat
station or help with port operations. What we lack is the bigger
picture. What I have asked the staff to do now is to look at the
scenario of a Category 5 hurricane in 2016. But not to look at
it in isolation but rather from the perspective of a Presidential
election, being cognizant of how the Administration would want
to manage the response. The CG would be under the highest
scrutiny during any kind of contingency leading up to the election.
As you look at the possibility and think about any of a number of
significant ports susceptible to a hurricane, what are those critical
success factors that will be required to have positive operational
outcome? Ultimately it comes down to surging forces. Going back
to Deepwater Horizon, “all hands on deck” were the operative
watch words. (Recalled) Members went to units that quite often
weren’t ready to receive and employ them. In fact, I remember
we put in a request for 250 reservists. They arrived and then a
short time later 250 more arrived right behind them because we
had lost count. This highlights that there is a logistics piece that
goes with this as well. How do you fully leverage the deployable
operational logistics required to support an operational
commander to ensure, as we did in the 9500 planning process,
that these surge forces can seamlessly integrate and contribute
to the incident action plan for a contingency? That is the work
that still needs to be done. At this time, I am a bit skeptical that

Commandant of the Coast guard adm. Paul F. zukunft shakes hands with members of the Maritime
Security detachment during his visit to U.S. naval Station guantanamo Bay, Cuba, april 29.
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if we surged a force of 500 or 1,000 reservists to support an
incident action plan for a natural disaster whether they would
arrive and seamlessly plug into the response effort. Or, would we
instead lose track of them and spend time doing head counts to
find out where people are? That’s a bit more tactical. But if I am
being called up and sent forward I should know where I am being
billeted, what is the chain of command, where I’ll eat, and what is
the communications plan that goes with this: all those questions
that come to mind when you get that notification 72 hours out.
From the planning perspective, more work needs to be done in
this area. In the past, the 9500 process served us well. Today, we
do it “just-in-time” and perhaps a little more haphazardly.

ReseRvist: Could you share your take-aways from your
personal interaction with reservists over the years and what
you see as we look forward to the component’s 75th year of
service?
adM z: I’ll go back to Deepwater Horizon first. As I mentioned,

it was an all hands on deck evolution. We soon came to the
realization that we had a major media event which we needed
to manage rather than having it manage us over a 24-hour news
cycle. We also recognized that every mayor, parish president, and
governor was given the opportunity to speak freely and directly
to the highest levels of the Federal government while by-passing
the Incident Commander. This led us to the conclusion that each
of the local and state officials within the affected area needed a
Coast Guard liaison. We were fortunate that we had a number
of reservists from those very same communities that plugged
in extremely well. The liaisons were able to build that very
critical bridge with the local elected leadership. This created an
environment where the local officials worked with and through
the Incident Commander, creating a more positive unity of effort
and purpose.
Over time we brought on many reservists. Some were only
there for 30 days (under Title 14 involuntary recall authority).
We no sooner had them up to speed when another wave would
arrive. So we really do need to look at how long of a period we
surge reservists for. In a perfect world you probably want to
bring them on for 120 days. But then you are starting to approach
a point where a significant portion of our Reserve Component
will be in a (by law) 2-year dwell period. During Deepwater
Horizon, I met with all the reservists and asked how many of
them would be willing to accept open-ended voluntary active
duty for operational support orders. We had hundreds volunteer
despite the jobs and families they had to go back to. Their
commitment and value, not just to the Coast Guard but to the
communities and our nation, was obvious and heartfelt.
As I look back on Deepwater Horizon, there were a number of
teachable moments. When you talk to the folks in those coastal
communities the Coast Guard’s reputation emerged intact. That
would not have been the case if we hadn’t had that surge of
reservists who stepped up to the plate during the initial response
and beyond. For the casual observer there is no distinction
between a reservist and an active duty member. Whether it be a
Reserve, Active or even Auxiliary member, there is something
about the presence of the Coast Guard blue that brings a sense of
assurance. Perhaps it is our unique authorities coupled with our
philosophy of collaboration that makes the Coast Guard the
leaven that binds in a multi-agency response. When you see that
play out in real time, as I have, there is no distinction whatsoever
between Active and Reserve. It is something about our DNA.
Again, I cannot applaud enough the great work that our reservists
accomplished there as they have time and time again since 1941.
Think back to a month or two prior to Deepwater Horizon. We
had an earthquake in Haiti and we sent a PSU as we attempted to

Photo by Pa1 Mike Lutz

Then Rear adm. Paul zukunft (right) and then Cdr. John ancellotti look at
shrimp while checking them for signs of oil aboard a 41-foot shrimp boat,
august 14, 2010. zukunft was the federal on-scene coordinator for the
deepwater Horizon oil spill response which utilized thousands of Coast
guard reservists.

reconstitute port operations. We had a cholera epidemic there as
well. Now you add on a major oil spill during the hurricane
season. The spill leads to an offshore drilling moratorium and the
price of fuel goes up. When you step back and look at those real
world events you had all the potential for a mass migration. You
have more oil on the Gulf of Mexico than at any time in history.
What if you get a tidal surge with a hurricane pushing that oil
inland? And, oh by the way, while the price of oil is going up what
if there is a terrorist event on the West Coast where there is a
just-in-time inventory system measured in hours not days. So
now you have the potential for a mass migration, a hurricane, a
spill of national significance and a terrorist event. The perfect of
all storms and we probably would have run out of Coast Guard
personnel during the mass migration piece. We are clearly out of
it dealing with the oil spill. And there is absolutely nothing left to
deal with a disaster response coincident with a hurricane. As to
the terrorist event, we have already field stripped the West Coast
units to backfill the Gulf Coast. That is why 7,000 reservists won’t
get the job done in terms of what the (surge) possibilities are. I
cannot assume these possibilities away.
These are just a handful of predictable events that I do not
want to become a predictable surprise. I am very mindful that
these are contingencies that we, need to be looking for in the 21st
Century. It means we need the force to respond to those very
same contingencies, and there I return to our Reserve Component.
I know I will be calling on them again sometime during my tenure
as Commandant. Every Commandant has their Katrina, their
Deepwater Horizon, and my ship has not arrived yet. But I know
it will. When it does, I know I can rely upon our Reserve
Component and that, as a service, we will be Semper Paratus. �
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Coast guard Historian

in recognition of the coast guard reserve’s 75th anniversary, the story
below is the first in a series linking the origins of the reserve to the
missions of today. this issue we Put the sPotlight on national defense.
Today’s Coast Guard Reserve force is integrated with almost
every active duty mission, though the Reserve maintains
readiness to support its three main missions: maritime
homeland security, domestic disaster operations, and national
defense.
The last of these missions, national defense, is the longestrunning mission, the one that led to the creation of the Coast
Guard Reserve itself.

The firsT mission: naTional defense

The Reserve force got its start at the beginning of World
War II, in February 1941, when Congress passed the Coast
Guard Reserve and Auxiliary Act. A “civilian reserve” had been
formed in 1939, but this act gave them their more-appropriate
title of “Coast Guard Auxiliary,” and laid the groundwork for a
military reserve force, or the Coast Guard Reserve.
The main mission of the brand new Reserve: fight the war.
Two months after the bombing of Pearl Harbor in December of
1941, enlistment regulations changed, and everyone joining
the Coast Guard was signed on as a regular reservist for “the
duration of the war, plus six months.” Of the 214,000 Coast
Guardsmen who served in World War II, more than 92 percent
were reservists.
Back in the U.S., the increased tempo of war activities was
reflected in increased responsibilities within the ports. The
number of Captains of the Port (and assistants COTP units)
was increased by 30%, and the need for shore-side protection
and small boat patrols increased. Full-time port security Coast
Guardsmen were being deployed to sea duty, but Temporary
Reserve personnel and Auxiliarists filled the gaps.
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The second mission:
PorT securiTy and safeTy

At the war’s end, reservists were released to inactive duty
or discharged, but the Coast Guard was taking on more
missions, specifically, port security.
During his time as Coast Guard Commandant, Adm. Russell
Waesche remarked, “Port security and the safety of shipping is
a responsibility which rests wholly on the Coast Guard as an
organization, and as a result of that responsibility, you people
are very much on the spot.” He noted the complication of
weighing security measures with timeliness of the shipping
industry, especially for materials needed in war zones.
Waesche’s assistant commandant, Adm. Charles Park,
pointed out the significance of this second mission, saying, “I
think it may be truly said that of all these many activities in
which the Coast Guard is directly engaged, the most important
is the port security function.”
In mid 1948, training plans and a formalized retirement
schedule for a Reserve force were laid out, ensuring the
Reserve was kept ready to mobilize for future national
emergencies.
Due to increased tensions during the Korean War period,
Congress authorized funding of the first Coast Guard Reserve
units, called ORTUPs (Organized Reserve Training Unit, Port
Security). Once a week, for four hours, Reserve officers and
enlisted men gathered to train in port security. Thirty-five of
these units maintained training for more than 8,000 reservists
in the 1950s.
Reserve strength peaked at the height of the Vietnam War
in the late 1960s at almost 18,000 men.

The Third mission:
domesTic disasTer resPonse

Reservists maintained their training locally over the next
few decades, assisting the Captain of the Port in security
operations, and, in 1972, a new mission was added when
Congress authorized the involuntary recall for national
disasters. Assisting in these contingency operations remains a
central piece of the Reserve mission today. From the Mariel
Boat Lift to the Exxon Valdez oil spill, Coast Guard reservists
began to carve their niche as the Coast Guard’s long-term
disaster response capability.

The arrival of Psus and resurGence
of The naTional defense mission

As conflict in the Middle East began to heat up in the 1980s,
it became clear that the Coast Guard’s port security experience
could be useful as rapidly deployable elements in the event of
a war. In total, eight ports worldwide were identified as places
where the U.S. might need war-time port security and harbor
defense expertise, but the Middle East took precedence. With
added Department of Defense funding, the Coast Guard began
work on a new project, the expeditionary port security unit
(PSU). This would be the biggest change to the Reserve force
since its inception.
The 9th Coast Guard District was chosen to host the pilot
PSU program in the early 1980s. With its frozen ports, slightly
slower winter operations, and a high likelihood that their

reservists with a port security mission would be among the
first to be called in the event of a general mobilization, the
senior Reserve staff began laying the foundation for the
training and qualification process.
The traditional augmentation programs were enhanced
with instruction and on-site training by specialists from Army
military police units, Air Force deployment cargo loaders, and
flight line security teams. In addition, tactical and combat
training was provided by Marine Corps perimeter security
specialists and combat trainers. Boat crews were trained in
maritime security and interdiction tactics at the Coast Guard’s
Yorktown, Va., training facility.
While port security and harbor defense were high on the
list of responsibilities, early PSU models were still held
accountable for maintaining their domestic mission response
training, like search and rescue, marine safety and
environmental protection.
Capt. John Olson, commanding officer of one of the first
PSUs out of Milwaukee, remembered the caution and
adaptability with which the reserve PSU members had to train.
“We were still those traditional search and rescue and
marine safety guys, but all of a sudden, we were carrying M16s
on our shoulders,” said Olson, a high school principal in his
civilian career. He reminded his reservists to be conscious of
how their rigorous training might look to the public, who were
used to seeing only one side of their local Coast Guardsmen.
“Plus, you had to do all this within the context of 12 days and
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48 drills. Like many reservists then, and I expect still today, our
guys put in a lot of unpaid time.”
The first three PSUs, Milwaukee, Cleveland, and Buffalo,
were the first to organize as notional, or conceptual, units, and
their rigorous training paid off. In 1988, the PSUs, originally
numbered PSU 303 (Milwaukee), PSU 302 (Cleveland), and
PSU 301 (Buffalo), were placed on alert for potential
deployment to the Persian Gulf.
The newly-minted units spent the next year seeking out as
much joint-service training as they could, and in 1989 and
1990, they got their chance to fully test their capabilities.
Almost 550 reservists, assigned to these first three
experimental PSUs, deployed to the Gulf in support of
Operation Desert Shield and Desert Storm.

noThinG came easy
for The fledGlinG uniTs.

“Conditions were very challenging, inter-service
competition was intense, cooperation minimal, operational
planning lacked coordination, supplies were meager and
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initially morale plummeted,” said Olson. Despite the conditions,
the reservists’ training and creativity persevered, and when
Atlantic Area Commander Vice Adm. Howard Thorsen visited
only six weeks into their first deployment, he was impressed.
Within weeks, Olson said “the lifeline was opened,” and the
PSUs began receiving the supplies and support they needed.
The units slowly gained respect within the joint military
operating environment as the PSUs’ senior officers and senior
enlisted reached out to their DoD counterparts, forging crucial
relationships.
Within the Coast Guard, too, confidence in the PSU program
built as the units repeatedly performed “with distinction,”
according to Olson. The PSU program began to expand, opening
the application process to reservists from all over the country.
Though integration has placed most of the Reserve force
under active duty commands in support of the “Team Coast
Guard” concept, the PSUs, which are commissioned units
staffed primarily by reservists, remained independent. Today,
there are eight PSUs -- a tribute to their necessity, and they are
deployed all over the world.

Throughout our 75 year history our platforms and technologies have
evolved from men on horseback and on foot defending our shores to highly
manueverable small boats. While the methods have changed, the mission
remains the same, defending our nation at home and around the globe.

The imPorTance of naTional defense for
Today’s reserve

In a Proceedings article from August 2003, the authors, Vice
Adm. James Hull, Cmdr. Cari Thomas, and Lt. Cmdr Joe DiRenzo
III, posed a question: “Why, in the face of our current homeland
security threats, should the nation's primary maritime security
force deploy overseas?”
Their answer, which is as true today as it was back then, was,
“Because we are good at it. …our authorities allow us to work at
home, on the high seas, or in a foreign theater. The Coast Guard
is the recognized leader in port security, at home and overseas.”
The Reserve is a huge part of that overseas presence, adding
to the larger national security strategy goals. In the last 25
years, national defense has become almost as much of a priority
of the Coast Guard’s Reserve missions as it was at our inception.
Reservists involved with national defense are serving in places
like Cuba, Korea, and Africa. Through its professionalism, and
through the mission of national defense, the Reserve force
continues to have a significant impact on the future of the
United States. �
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Coast guard and navy personnel take time out from their Tactical operations Center duties for a group photo.

President George H.W. Bush remarked that the Coast Guard is
a unique instrument of national policy. Gleaming white cutters
enforcing laws across the high seas are one of the most prominent
projections of soft power in the United States arsenal of
democracy. Lesser known are the contributions of Coast Guard
Port Security Units (PSUs) as international ambassadors of the
United States overseas, through their participation in exercises
such as FOAL EAGLE, LINKED SEAS, FUERTES DEFENSAS, and
BRIGHT STAR. PSUs have also provided notable wartime
contributions in protecting strategic sealift and port facilities
during real-world Operations IRAQI FREEDOM, ENDURING
FREEDOM, NOBLE EAGLE, UPHOLD DEMOCRACY and SOUTHERN
WATCH. Although staffed primarily by reservists, the eight
commissioned, active duty Port Security Units are the only Coast
Guard (CG) units focused solely on the Coast Guard’s defense
readiness mission. Whether it’s an exercise or a contingency
operation, PSUs are one of the most visible elements of the Coast
Guard to the Department of Defense.
Many Coast Guardsmen are familiar with PSU deployments
over the past decade to well established Forward Operating Bases
in Kuwait and Guantanamo Bay. During the years between the
Persian Gulf conflicts (1991 to 2002), PSUs regularly participated
in exercises to maintain proficiency in mobility, interoperability
with Department of Defense (DOD) forces, international
engagement and conducting training in austere environments. It
was common for PSUs to perform their two-week annual training
outside the continental United States (OCONUS) in places such as
Egypt, Turkey, Portugal, Panama, Costa Rica and South Korea.
After the terrorist attacks of September 11, PSU’s found
themselves with an operational tempo (OPTEMPO) that
precluded participation in many of these exercises. By 2013, the
OPTEMPO had decreased and PSU 313 returned to the OCONUS
exercise cycle by participating in the Combined/Joint Logistics
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Over-the-Shore 2013 in Busan, South Korea. This event marked
the first time a PSU had operated on the Korean Peninsula in over
a decade.
In September of 2013, Port Security Unit 309 received word
that they would be the next unit to head to the Republic of Korea
(ROK) to participate in Combined/Joint Logistics Over-the-Shore
2015 or C/JLOTS 2015 for short. C/JLOTS 2015 was intended to
test the ability of U.S. and ROK forces to operate together, in an
expeditionary environment, to deliver dry cargo (such as
containers and wheeled vehicles) as well as liquid cargo (such as
potable water or fuel) across the beach when there is no port
facility available. C/JLOTS 2015 reinforced a critical strategic
alliance by bringing together over 900 personnel representing all
five branches of the United States military and the U.S. Merchant
Marine. In addition, over 800 ROK personnel came together from
the ROK 1st Marine Corps Amphibious Landing Support Battalion,
the Port Operating Unit of the Transportation Command, and the
Logistics Command of the ROK Army. While C/JLOTS 2013 was
based in the very industrial port facility of Busan, C/JLOTS 2015
would be performed on a remote beach that was completely
devoid of any port facilities.
Preparations for the exercise were carried out over a 16 month
period. Key personnel from PSU 309 traveled to Yongsan Army
Garrison in Seoul, South Korea several times to meet with their
counterparts from the Army, Navy and ROK Marines to develop
and rehearse the concept of operations. Site surveys were
conducted at multiple locations in an effort to determine the
safest and most realistic exercise area while minimizing the
impact on the local fishing industry. In March 2015, US Forces
Korea and our South Korean allies decided on the exercise
location as Anmyeon Beach in the Taean Coastal National Park,
west coast of the peninsula, on the Yellow Sea.
The anti-terrorism force protection elements of C/JLOTS 2015

were coordinated and led by the Navy’s Coastal Riverine Group
ONE (CRG-1) out of San Diego, Calif. CRG-1 provided the
command and control (C2) element with PSU 309 as the unit of
action. The CRG-1 C2 element was designed as a small Adaptive
Force Package led by CG Reserve Capt. Andy Grenier and staffed
by Navy and CG personnel to cover the watch, including intel.
The Assistant Officer in Charge for the CRG-1 C2 was Lt. Cmdr.
Todd Boze, USCGR.
By late April and after months of coordination with the
Director of Operational Logistics (DOL-4), all unit equipment
had been packed up and shipped to the Port of San Pedro,
California, where it would be shipped to South Korea. In early
June, a 4 member advance team (ADVON) from PSU 309 assisted
by 2 members of DOL-4 arrived in Busan to coordinate the
receipt, staging and onward integration (RSOI) of the equipment
for PSU 309 and CRG-1. Working closely with Maritime
Prepositioning Squadron 3, the PSU’s six 32ft Transportable
Port Security Boats (TPSB) and the majority of the unit’s
equipment was loaded aboard USNS RED CLOUD (T-AKR-313)
where it would transit to the exercise location.
Machinery Technicians (MKs) from PSU 309’s Engineering
Department were on the ADVON and took advantage of several
days at sea to complete scheduled maintenance, which ensured
the TPSB’s would be ready for operations. 10 additional unit
members arrived in theater a week later to augment the ADVON
and lay the groundwork ahead of the arrival of the remaining
110 PSU members and CRG-1. These members included the
Operations Officer, 2 complete boat crews (BMs, MKs and MEs),
a gunners mate, an electronics technician, an operations
specialist, a storekeeper and a yeoman. In addition to
establishing the CG footprint at Anmyeon Beach, these members
worked extra hours assisting their DOD partners with camp site
preparation, establishing a 24hr security watch, coordinating
the pick-up of ammunition and pyrotechnics, handling in-

processing paperwork at the Joint Reception Center and setting
up communications equipment.
As the CG footprint on Anmyeon Beach took shape, the Army
was hard at work building the roll-on/roll-off discharge facility
(RRDF) approximately 5 nautical miles offshore. These large
sections of floating causeway were unloaded from a ship,
expanded into their full size and maneuvered into place by Army
watercraft. Even with a favorable sea state, moving thousands of
pounds of floating steel causeway into position and locking
them together is a delicate, precise and hazardous evolution. In
the event of an injury offshore, the pervasive dense fog common
to the area prevented Army helicopters from conducting hoists
or using the helipads aboard the USNS ships for medical
evacuations (MEDEVAC). To mitigate this risk CG boat crews on
the ADVON were quickly pressed into service to provide an
essential MEDEVAC capability for the C/JLOTS commander.
With no pier in place, TPSB crews developed and tested a
procedure with Army heavy equipment operators to conduct
personnel transfers from sea to shore using an Army cargo truck
as a transfer point.
The main body consisting of over 100 members of PSU 309
arrived in Port Clinton, Ohio, on June 24th, and was airborne
from Detroit International Airport less than 24 hours later for a
12 hour flight to Seoul. Upon arrival the unit was moved to U.S.
Army Garrison Yongsan where they were enrolled into the
Defense
Biometric
Identification
System
(DBIDS),
administratively processed into the exercise and received
instruction on theater specific rules and regulations. After a
night in the Camp Coiner transient tents, located on a small
section of Yongsan Garrison, the crew was bussed about 2 hours
south to the ROK air force base in Seosan where the Army had
established a Life Support Area. Seosan Air Force Base would be
home for the majority of the crew for the next two weeks.
PSU 309 served in a unique position relative to all other

Members of PSU 309’s Waterborne Security division underway on a Transportable Ports Security Boat conducting a security patrol.
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Vehicles get ready to transit the Roll on/Roll off discharge Facility constructed by army personnel at anmyeon Beach.

exercise participants. In addition to using C/JLOTS 2015 as an
expeditionary training environment, the unit was also tasked
with providing real world force protection. CG Maritime
Enforcement Specialists (MEs) assigned to the Shoreside Security
Division provided an armed security presence in conjunction
with ROK Marines at two entry control points (ECPs). Two other
ECPs were exclusively operated by Coast Guard MEs and included
the gate used by U.S. forces at Anmyeon Beach and an adjacent
beach where the Offshore Petroleum Distribution System (OPDS)
made landfall. On Anmyeon beach MEs engaged in an informal
competition with ROK Marines to construct fixed fighting
positions. ROK Marines and Coast Guard MEs worked side-byside digging out the fighting position, filling and placing sand
bags and rigging camouflage netting. After this camaraderie was
developed, Coast Guard MEs accompanied ROK Marines on
perimeter patrols where common hand signals quickly bridged
the language barrier.
At sea, the Waterborne Security Division demonstrated the
ability of a PSU to meet its Required Operational Capabilities
(ROC) in Readiness Condition III with multiple boats underway
24x7 for 9 consecutive days. Their mission expanded with the
increase in crews to include not just a search and rescue capability,
but responsibility for the security for two pieces of critical
infrastructure and three high value assets (HVAs). The Army
Trident Pier, which bridged the ship to shore gap, and the Offshore
Petroleum Distribution System (OPDS) are both critical
components of American expeditionary logistics.
At sea, the waters off Anmyeon Beach now teemed with almost
a dozen ROK vessels plus the HVAs USNS VADM K.R. WHEELER
(T-AG-5001), USNS RED CLOUD (T-AKR-313), USNS 2nd LT JOHN
P BOBO (T-AK-3008). Rounding out the fleet was a host of smaller
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water craft including Army Large Tugs, Small Tugs, Landing Craft
Utility (LCU) and Landing Craft Mechanized (LCM). PSU 309’s
TPSBs and their embarked interpreters kept vessel traffic away
from the offshore petroleum distribution system pipeline (OPDS)
while it was floated over 5 miles into position and then sunk in
position on the sea floor. In addition to the security provided to
USNS WHEELER, the TPSBs worked with the ROK Coast Guard
and Navy to maintain an offshore presence around USNS RED
CLOUD and USNS BOBO to keep other vessels from getting too
close to the ships, ensuring safety and security.
Coordinating the efforts of the landside and seaward security

forces was the Tactical Operations Center operated by Coastal
Riverine Group 1 staffed by a mix of Navy and CG personnel. CG
and Navy Officers and Chiefs stood the force protection watch
while CG Operations Specialists implemented a complex
communications plan, managed cryptographic keying materials
and maintained radio guards for boats and shoreside security
teams across the exercise area.
The breadth of capabilities a PSU brings to bear was also
highlighted by what PSU 309 was able to do in addition to
waterborne and shoreside security. Utilizing two mobile kitchen
trailers (MKT’s) CG Food Service Specialists, led by FSC Craig
Olszewski, ensured high quality meals were available to over 800
soldiers, sailors, airmen and Coast Guardsmen at Anmyeon Beach
each day. Augmented by Army enlisted personnel who held
specialties outside the food services field, Coast Guard FSs
seamlessly integrated into the Army logistics system and
provided food services expertise and essential leadership in the
dining facility. Exercise participants at Anmyeon Beach
commented on the dramatic improvement in food quality
following the Coast Guard FSs assuming management of the
dining facility.
The C/JLOTS Battalion Aid Station provided emergent and
preventative medical care for over 800 exercise personnel at
Anmyeon Beach as well as the ships and watercraft offshore. The
aid station was staffed 24x7 by CG and Army medical professionals
who utilized the CG’s new expeditionary medical system.
Operating out of a tent, the CG expeditionary medical brought
significantly increased medical capabilities to the field.
CG Intelligence Specialists assigned to both PSU 309 and CRG1 were embedded in the J2 (intelligence) staff working alongside
career Naval and Army intelligence officers. In addition to
managing the overall C/JLOTS intelligence picture, Coast Guard
IS personnel provided a critical linkage between CRG-1/PSU 309
and the larger Korean intelligence picture. Suspicious activities
observed during shoreside and waterborne patrols were relayed
to an IS for processing just as theater intelligence reports were
disseminated back to CRG-1 and PSU 309 by the ISs. The
professionalism of the CG Intelligence Specialists is exemplified
by the selection of IS2 Malstrom to deliver the daily intelligence

summary to the entire C/JLOTS 2015 staff during the exercise.
CG administrative and supply personnel made significant
contributions to the success of the exercise as well. YN2 Jarrod
Duncan, embedded with the C/JLOTS Joint Reception Center as
part of the ADVON, was recognized for his efforts in supporting
the in-processing of all 5 military branches. Coast Guard Yeoman
in theater and in garrison (Port Clinton) managed the daily
personnel status report and handled two emergency leave
situations for deployed members. Supply personnel, led by SK1
Felix Monzon, ensured unexpected procurement needs were
handled in a timely manner, maintained a comprehensive
inventory of engineering spare parts and coordinated retrograde
transportation.
Finally, the Engineering Department did an exceptional job
keeping the 6 TPSBs fully mission capable, maintaining
generators and the power distribution system and keeping CG
tents cool from the damp heat of South Korea. One significant
accomplishment by the MKs and ETs working aboard USNS RED
CLOUD was the validation of sea basing elements of the PSU
aboard ship to mitigate the lack of space ashore or when access
to the Trident Pier was limited. Engineers also took the lead on
unit mobility shortly after arriving in theater, planning ahead to
the return of PSU 309’s equipment to Busan for shipment back
home.
After 12 long days, the crew of PSU 309 made the return trip
to Port Clinton proud of its accomplishments. After 16 months of
preparation and two intense weeks of operations in an unfamiliar
environment, PSU 309 completed all assigned tasks and forged
strong working relationships with the Army, Navy and our ROK
allies. The success of C/JLOTS 2015 marked the first time U.S. and
ROK forces were able to conduct LOTS operations across a west
coast beachhead on the Korean Peninsula. For the Coast Guard,
C/JLOTS 2015, and the austere environment it was conducted in,
validated 20 years of doctrine, policies and procedures some
considered to be outdated in a post-9/11 environment. PSU 309
personnel met each of the challenges they faced head on and
came away with important lessons that will assist future PSU’s in
being Semper Paratus for OCONUS defense readiness mission. �

Rear adm. daniel Fillion, Commander of CJLoTS 2015, addresses the combined staff consisting of members from CRg-1, PSU 309, and other dod personnel.
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Sailors assigned to Coastal Riverine Squadron one (CRS-1) man a
34-foot patrol boat during a port operation mission escorting and
patrolling american ships in the port of djibouti. CRS-1 conducts antiterrorism, force protection and personnel recovery missions in the
Camp Lemonnier, djibouti area of operation.
Photo by MC1 Julia a. Casper, U.S. navy

JoinT Global reach
coasTal riverine sQuadrons: conducTinG
anTi-Terrorism missions in The horn of africa
submiTTed by lT. cmdr. michael mccarThy, uscGr
In October 2015, the Navy’s Coastal Riverine
Squadron One Forward (CRS-1) ended its
security mission in Djibouti. The unit, which
began deploying to Djibouti in mid-2013, had
performed its port security mission over four
separate rotations, referred to as waves. Each
wave consisted of the Squadron based in
Coronado, Calif., including one Coast Guard
Reserve Officer, and boat detachments from
Portland, Ore. and Alameda, Calif. For the 70
members that deployed with each wave, their
mission began with an intensive 3 month
rigorous pre-deployment training to ensure
each member was fully qualified for their
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Lt Cmdr. Mac McCarthy (left) with Col. Wais,
Commandant of the djibouti Coast guard and
Lt. Cmdr. Scott Savela.

position, and concluded with a weeklong Unit Level Training Assessment
and a 3 day Final Evaluation Problem
which certified the unit fit for
deployment.
The primary mission of this Navy
unit is to provide port security for any
High Value Unit (HVU), including U.S.
warships, Military Sealift Command
vessels or designated NATO vessel that
visited the Port of Djibouti for supplies,
repairs and fuel. The role of the
individual Coast Guard member was to
serve as the Anti-terrorism Officer

(ATO). (One member was fortunate to assume the Mission
Commander role in charge of the Navy unit.) The ATO’s primary
job was to develop a strong network of intelligence and antiterrorism professionals from Camp Lemonnier (CLDJ),
Combined Joint Task Force – Horn of Africa (CJTF-HOA), Naval
Criminal Investigative Service (NCIS) and the U.S. Embassy, and
advise the Mission Commander on force protection issues.
Following the October, 2000 USS COLE incident in Yemen the
Navy stopped calling on the port of Aden and now calls
on Djibouti.

unit members to conduct tactical convoys with armored
HMMWVs and Medium Tactical Vehicle Replacements (MTVR)
off-base through the City of Djibouti to a publicly accessible boat
ramp at a local fish pier. With the assistance of CLDJ’s Army
Quick Reaction Force, Military Working Dog, NCIS and Djiboutian
Coast Guard (DJCG), the ATO coordinated security for the ramp
area, including having vehicles and boats moved that were
blocking access, securing the compound and establishing an
Entry Control Point.

Although Djibouti looks small on a map, about the size of
Massachusetts, it has the busiest deep-water port in East Africa.
It is strategically located next to the Red Sea and Gulf of Aden
linking African commerce with Europe, the Middle East and
Asia. Djibouti is situated between Somalia, which is only 8 miles
from CLDJ, and only 22 miles from Yemen. Both countries are a
hot-bed for extremist organizations. Both countries are hotbeds for extremist organizations and the ATO is responsible to
stay abreast of any threat information and recommending
changes to the unit’s security posture.Yemen’s destabilization
during the spring of 2015 significantly increased vessel activity
in the Port of Djibouti. This included an influx of over 25,000
refugees, as well as an increase in HVUs and foreign naval ships.
Something unique to Djibouti is the public and legal use of
Khat, a plant grown in neighboring Ethiopia, which when
chewed produces an amphetamine like stimulation. The wide
spread use of the plant required the unit’s security teams to
ensure that the operators are not using it and did not have any
of the substance onboard during the vetting of all docking tugs
and pilot vessels.
Another factor which made the mission unique from
traditional port security missions was the lack of water access
for the launch and recovery of security boats. CDLJ, though near
the water, had no direct access to water deep enough to launch/
recover the 34 foot Dauntless Sea-Ark Patrol Boats. This required

The term “TSC” is used for events where the U.S. Military
interacts with a foreign nation’s military for any number of
purposes. In Djibouti, this included interacting with the DJCG
and Navy on an almost daily basis because of their mutual
interest in a safe and secure port environment, assistance with
the local populations desire to continue to use the port during
operations. An economy heavily dependent on fisheries, Djibouti
is very protective of their resources. The Squadron’s broad
experience of 11 missions brought a cooperative dynamic that
benefitted the U.S. and host nation.
Another form of TSC (sometimes known as “Mil to Mil”)
events involved assisting with boat maintenance activities. As
an example, if the CRS1, the DJ Coast Guard or Navy identified a
problem it were having with its boats, the problems would be
included the maintenance requirement during the monthly Mil
to Mil event. Each participant would bring several boat
maintenance team members to their respective facilities and
shared best practices related to boat maintenance.

Challenges of the Unique Operating Environment

Improving International Relationships through Theatre
Security Cooperation (TSC)

Unique Coast Guard Presence in Djibouti

As the only U.S. Coast Guard person stationed at Camp
Lemonnier, which has a significant multi-service population, the
ATO position created unique opportunities. The USCG presence
allowed CRS1 to participate in various official
ceremonies with the Djiboutian Coast Guard
(graduations and dedications). In addition,
the USCG member on base participated in any
“all-service” events on Camp that required the
participation of the representatives from each
service, such as the annual Memorial Day
Ceremony.
Although CRS-1 has concluded deployments
to Djibouti for now, this mission continues to
rotate among CRS Squadrons with USCGR
personnel attached, providing continued
operational presence for Coast Guard and
Navy personnel to work together, and support
the Theater Commander. �
a Military Tactical Vehicle Replacement truck tows
a Coastal Riverine Squadron patrol boat at Camp
Lemonnier, djibouti. Coastal Riverine Squadrons utilize
both navy and Coast guard Reserve personnel to
conduct the full spectrum of joint and naval operations,
often in concert with allied, joint, and interagency
partners, in order to advance U.S. national interests
and security and stability in europe and africa.
Photo by Ma3 Perry Lafoe, U.S. navy
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shipMates in Focus

Lou Carnesecca, U.S. Coast guard Reservist during World War ii, received the Lifetime achievement award from the Federal Law enforcement offcers
association (FLeoa) at Sector new York’s Coast guard day celebration on Friday, august 7, 2015. John Bottone (left), FLeoa national Vice President, and
John Keely (right), Cg investigations agent, presented the award.
Photo by Pa2 Sara Romero

Lou Carnesecca: Basketball Legend, Coast Guard
Reserve Plank Owner
Story by PA2 Sara Romero, Public Affairs Detachment New York
Basketball Hall of Fame Coach Luigi “Lou” Carnesecca wasn't
much of a basketball player while growing up in Depression-era
New York City; baseball was his game. An even lesser known fact
is that he was among the first members of the newly founded U.S.
Coast Guard Reserve during World War II. Coach Carnesecca has
kept the story to himself for most of his life and shares many
details of his service for the first time along with a rare view of
what life was like during the formative years of the Coast
Guard Reserve.
The animated and energetic Carnesecca is a New York legend.
He led every one of his St. Johns’ teams to an NCAA post season
appearance logging over 500 wins during his 24 year career. The
man, who made colored sweaters a wardrobe staple, had eighteen
20-win seasons at St. Johns and was voted national Coach of the
Year in 1983 and 1985 by the United States Basketball Writers
Association (USBWA) and the National Association of Basketball
Coaches (NA). Carnesecca also coached the New York Nets, taking
the team to the 1972 ABA finals.
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On a beautiful spring day at St. Johns University, as students
walk to their next class, a buzz is in the air about an upcoming
basketball game in the nearby Lou Carnesecca Arena where I sit
face-to-face with a kind, older gentlemen wearing a nice suit and
a big smile. Coach Carnesecca speaks with a raspy, yet gentle
voice welcoming the opportunity to talk about his love and
respect for the Coast Guard. The energy and excitement he had in
his voice when talking about his time in service is reminiscent of
one his many famed inspirational half-time speeches.
The following story is a “1st person” view of what U. S. Coast
Guard Reserve Pharmacist Mate 2nd Class Lou Carnesecca’s
service during World War II was like.

“Plank-owner” to the U.S. Coast Guard Reserve in 1943

My father was the one who encouraged me to join the Coast
Guard Reserve. I was 18 years old when I graduated from St. Ann’s
High School, East Side of Manhattan, New York, in June of 1943. I
joined the Coast Guard Reserve right after graduation. I knew

somebody who had joined the CG Reserve, so I
"Pharmacist's mates are petty officers who, under
had some inside intelligence. He knew what it
the direction of medical officers, administer medical
was like to be a CG reservist and he was
assistance, treatment, and services to personnel. They
assigned to Manhattan Beach, which was
may serve in the sick bay or dispensary of a ship or
wonderful.
shore station, at a naval hospital, or on a hospital ship.
Every weekend I was able to go home and
When assigned to a marine landing party, they render
enjoy my regular life. I thought to myself “I’ve
first aid to the injured on a battle field, or at a dressing
got it made.” I thought they would give me a
station. Many pharmacist's mates in addition to skill,
flashlight and a dog and I would be on my way,
training and experience acquired in the performance
searching the beaches of Manhattan.
of general hospital duties, take specialized training
I can still remember the first night I went to
and through practical experience become competent
medical technicians in such fields as X-ray, clinical
boot camp in Manhattan Beach. I’d never left
laboratory, pharmacy, epidemiology and sanitation,
62nd Street on the East side of Manhattan. On
fever-therapy, etc. Those pharmacist mates who
the first night, I remember you had to mark
are employed as technicians are required to attend
your black clothes with white markers and
regular classes in general medicine to maintain skills
your whites with the black markers. I spilled
Rank insignia for a
and knowledge previously acquired."
my black marker all over my whites, and the
Pharmacist's Mate First Class
next thing I knew here comes this big Boatswain
Mate Company Commander standing over me
yelling at me for making a mistake.
with Marine guards carrying the 82nd Airborne troops. They
I completed my boot camp some weeks later, and it all worked
probably came from the European theater, because they were all
out well. My first assignment was at Providence, Rhode Island.
going to jump. I remember the boys on the ship were always
I remember there was a local Coast Guard station basketball
fighting; they were the 82nd Airborne, so they all loved to box in
team that all the members played on. I got hurt playing basketball,
the ring, they were fighters.
suffered from a very bad contusion, and got assigned to sick bay
After shakedown operations out of San Diego, GENERAL H. B.
to recover from my injury. While I was in recovery I had made the
FREEMAN
departed San Pedro 1 June 1945, with 3,040 troops
decision to become a Pharmacist’s Mate. The school was in
and passengers for Calcutta, India, where she arrived 9 July with
Groton, Connecticut, and it lasted about three or four months.
16 additional passengers, British Royal Marines who had
Near graduation, the instructors would send us to Providence
embarked at Brisbane, Australia. On 13 July she was underway
Hope Hospital and we would watch surgical operations for the
with more than 3,000 military passengers; embarking and
technique, just so that we could learn how the surgeons operated
debarking in Ceylon, Australia, New Guinea, and the Philippines
and how to prepare the trays. We got good ideas for some extra
before arriving Hagushi, Okinawa, 16 August 1945, the day after
first aid, because you never know when you’re going to use it.
hostilities ended.
They gave us great training: how to take care of patients. I had a
We spent a week in Calcutta. What an experience. The only
doctor, Dr. Aaron Burrow, training us. He took time to work with
thing we ate and drank were fried bananas and Irish whiskey.
me. He was assigned to the Untied Public Health Service (UPHS)
and he was in charge of training all the new members. The UPHS
Unfortunately, the water there was not safe to drink, so there was
took care of all the Coast Guard medical needs in the area.
not much to drink other than whiskey. Of course, we all got sick
I graduated as a Pharmacists Mate 3rd class and was sent to
for a week afterwards. We forgot about the ice cubes. I remember
Boston, Massachusetts to await my first duty assignment. I
we all went to this one place, kind of a hang out area, and watched
remember it was the coldest winter yet (1943), and here I am
a few jazz concerts.
chipping paint on a buoy tender, waiting on an assignment for my
We had two Protestant Ministers, the Chaplains on the ship.
rating to come around. Low and behold, after that winter I get
The moment we hit Australia, the entire ship went to Mass. It was
orders to report to Alameda, California. I had gotten assigned to
general absolution, that means that everybody got forgiven for all
the troop transport ship GENERAL H.P. FREEMAN (AP-143). We
the things we did sailing to Australia.
picked up the ship and some troops in Portland, Oregon, and
We went to Australia and I can remember the pubs opened up
sailed back down to San Diego, picking up more troops along
every day at 6:00 a.m. and closed at 6:00 p.m. After we were done
the way.
with our port call in Brisbane, we went through the islands. We
GENERAL H. B. FREEMAN (AP-143) was launched 11
stopped at New Guinea, the Philippines, Guam and the day we hit
December 1944, under a Maritime Commission contract by the
Okinawa, the war ended. Our troop transport ship got there the
Kaiser Co., Inc., Yard 3, Richmond, Calif.; sponsored by Mrs. Marie
very day the war ended. We dropped off troops all over the area
Wheeler; converted in the Kaiser yard at Vancouver, Wash.;
and went to Japan to pick up more.
acquired by the Navy 26 April 1945; and commissioned at
More than 1,000 homeward-bound veterans boarded the
Portland, OR, the same day, Comdr. Harley E. Grogan, USCG, in
transport
which departed Okinawa 21 August 1945, headed via
command.
Saipan
and
Pearl Harbor for the West Coast, arriving San Pedro,
Once back in San Diego, I got an opportunity to attend several
Calif.,
12
November
1945.
different specialty schools: fire-fighting, tropical disease school
The
ship
was
never
attacked. We were all very, very lucky in
and advanced first-aid training. Before you knew it we were on
that sense. We had a zigzag course the entire trip to and from the
our way overseas to go fight in the war. We carried lots of troops,
war zones. Also, we had two Canadian frigates as escorts the
over 3,000, at least. We went to Calcutta, India, to pick up a few
whole time.
more troops.
The Coast Guard mostly manned two types of ships, USS-LST
I got shipped out with people from New York and Boston, so
ships or Troop Transport ships. We were very good sailors, so we
that was quite a mix of crewmembers on board a ship. I remember
manned those ships very well. It was a small, compact group, and
most of the troops we picked up from India were the 82nd
we saved a lot of people.
Airborne. It was an Army transport ship, Coast Guard manned,
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Stats on the

USS H.B. FReeMan TRanSPoRT (aP-143):
Builder Kaiser Shipbuilding inc.,
Richmond, California
Class: general g. o. Squier

Length: 522' 10"

Complement: 512 offcers & crew

Type: C4-S-a1

Beam: 71' 6"

Troop capacity: 3,823

Commissioned: 26 april 1945

draft: 26' 6"

decommissioned: Her Coast guard crew was
removed on 4 March 1946

Propulsion: geared turbine; single shaft; 8,500 HP

armament: 4 x 5"/38 dual purpose; 4 x 1.1"
twin gun mounts; (later replaced by 4 x 40mm
twin gun mounts); 16 x 20 mm (single).

displacement: 17,250 tons (f)
Top speed: 18 knots

Life onboard the ship

The food was not bad but the powered eggs and powdered milk
I could have done without. As long as I had black coffee to drink I
could make the most out of a meal. We would pick up fresh food in
whatever port call we stopped at, so there was always that to look
forward to.
There were these two Italian guys, from New Orleans, who
would go down to the galley at 1100 and make pizza for everyone
on the ship. We had the alcohol in the pharmacy, and they provided
the grape juice. So needless to say, we had a nice lunch every now
and again. I know it tasted better than “torpedo juice.”
I still remember crossing the International Date Line…I enjoyed
that. There were all the traditions and games held when you cross
the Date Line to look forward to. You see, when you cross the
International Dateline there is whole day of festivity. We all had a
great day; there were lots of boxing matches being held. They all
called us names, like Scallywag’s. I still have the certificate from
the first time I crossed the dateline. I think it was a great experience
and I consider myself lucky that we got through it all unharmed.
We were all shipmates and all in good spirits. I like that the CG was
a close-knit service and we all treated ourselves like family. The
officers were very good.
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Typhoon Louise of 1945

We had a big storm on the way back to the states that lasted for
3 days, TYPHOON LOUISE of 1945. There were only three guys on
the entire ship that didn’t get sick. I still remember we had a kid
named Prior and the reason I still remember his name to this day
is because he was in the same athletic League as I was in – the
CHSAA (Catholic High School Athletic Association). He was going
from the galley to the sick bay. And as he was walking across the
deck the ship took a roll and the water washed him right off the
ship. He was 18 years old. It was a terrible thing that happened.
The typhoon was disastrous; we had to go into dry-dock for a
while after the damage from that storm. The hull of our ship got a
big hole in it. I remember going above deck, seeing the waves
crashing down on the ship, and going right back down to medical
below deck. We were in the area when SOSs would come out from
other boats in trouble, but we had a mission to complete and
unable to respond to them. We had troops on board and our first
priority was to get them where they needed to be.
On October 4th, 1945, a typhoon was spotted developing in the
Caroline Islands and tracked as it moved on a predictable course to
the northwest. Although expected to pass into the East China Sea
north of Formosa on October 8th, the storm unexpectedly veered

north toward Okinawa. That evening the storm slowed down and,
just as it approached Okinawa, began to greatly increase in
intensity. The sudden shift of the storm caught many ships and
small craft in the constricted waters of Buckner Bay (Nakagusuku
Wan) and they were unable to escape to sea. On October 9th, when
the storm passed over the island, winds of 80 knots and 30-35 foot
waves battered the ships and craft in the bay and tore into the
Quonset huts and buildings ashore. A total of 12 ships and craft
were sunk, 222 grounded, and 32 severely damaged. Personnel
casualties were 36 killed, 47 missing, and 100 seriously injured.

Life after the war

When I got out of the service in 1945, I started going to St. John’s
College on Lewis Avenue in Brooklyn. The college was comprised
of mostly veterans. We all had our G.I. Bill to use. We had very few
high school graduates at that time, mostly veterans and chaplains.
I have a great affection for my time in the service. I was very
lucky to have had all the experiences that I did. It gave me some
confidence and I got to know that New York isn’t the only place in
this world. I learned that there are all types of people and places to
see in this world. And the CG Reserve gave me that opportunity.
With the exception of my time in the service, my whole life has
been spent in New York.
Another thing I learned is that you have to care for other people.
When you are a Pharmacists Mate it’s your job to care for others. I
really like that aspect of it all, because my father wanted me to be a
doctor. So when I came home and told him that I was going to be a
basketball coach he looked at my mother and said, “look at what
you raised, he will disgrace the family.”

those principles in no matter what field, civilian or military or
sports, you’re going to be ahead of the game. More important, you
have to learn to live with people. I use these principles in coaching
and in my daily life. I have been very fortunate to be able to do that,
because even in coaching you have to learn to live with victory and
defeat. That is just a part of life. You have to learn to work with
hardships and sometimes you have to have to learn some bitter
things. Try to do the best you can. You can’t always be a winner. It’s
not so important if you’ve been successful; it’s how you react to
that defeat or success that makes a difference. How do you react in
a disappointment, are you able to come back from it? Tomorrow is
another day. Life goes on, and you still have to live it.

Final thoughts

I think the Coast Guard is very much like the Vincentian Fathers,
because they never blew their own horns. Their job was to work
with the poor, and they were very good at it. If you’re that good,
people will know about it. You don’t need to go around telling
everyone how good you are. They used to call us Coasties the
“Hooligan Navy.” People don’t realize what an important job we did
back then, when all the submarines and cutters were working hard
together.
I think we took a second seat, but when it came to doing
important things, we were number one. It’s a part of my life that I
never talked about until now, and I’m so proud of my time in the CG
Reserve. I have a good warm feeling every time I come across a CG
unit, because I learned a lot and met wonderful people. Those are
things that you always carry with yourself throughout your life.
And, I would do it all over again. �

Skills learned to use later in life

First thing I learned was how to take orders. You learn to take a
secondary role; you are not number one all the time. You have to be
a part of a team. Don’t wear a big hat. You are not the only guy in
the thick of it. They break you down to size to let you know that
you are a part of a larger group, and that is important to know.
Try to study as much as you can, and improve yourself when
you get a chance. Don’t be satisfied with the minimum. You learn
how to work with people. The main thing that I took away from my
time in the CG Reserve is that you can always find a way to help
somebody in need. When they come to you, usually they are in
trouble.

The “Carnesecca” Motto

My father had a very simple education; he was a stone mason.
He came from Tuscany in 1923. He worked on the Bronx River
overpasses, you know, those bridges along the parkway along
the river.
My father taught me three things that I still use today: First, be
there. And by that I mean, be there when your friends and family
are in need. Just be there in any way that you can. Second, don’t
have short arms; pick up the tab when it’s your turn. Third, you
don’t have to tell people how good you are. Those three simple
things have done me well in my life.
I try to give my father’s philosophy to my players when I coach.
I teach my players that you don’t have to tell anyone how good you
are; the way you present yourself speaks volumes. You need to
show your hard work, not tell people about it. It’s a good philosophy
to have.

Advice for the members of today

First of all, you have to learn to work together. As I said before,
the CG is a small, compact group that treats each other like family.
Team-like work is essential to advancement. It is very important to
realize that you can’t be the “#1” guy all the time, sometimes you
have to take a secondary role in order to help others succeed.
People are people and you can’t change that. So, if you take

Carnesecca is raised by his jubilant team after St. John's beat Boston College
85-77 to win the Big east Championship at new York's Madison Square
garden, March 23, 1983.
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Meet Coast Guard Foundation Scholar Heather Cote
Submitted by Jennifer Crowley Fyke, Senior Director of Communications, Coast Guard Foundation
The Coast Guard Foundation has provided more than $400,000
in scholarships in 2015, and thanks to the generosity of the United
Services Automobile Association (USAA), we have sponsored
eight $1,000 higher education scholarships for enlisted Coast
Guard reservists and their family members.
One of these awardees is Heather Cote from Windham, Me.,
whose husband Matt is a Coast Guard reservist in Sector Northern
New England. Matt has been a member of the Coast Guard Reserve
for 10 years. He joined the Coast Guard because of the deep love
he holds for his country and community. He previously served 5
years in the United States Marines Corp.
But in June 2013, the Cote family’s world was turned upside
down with the news that Heather was diagnosed with chronic
kidney disease. This discovery caught Heather, aged 27 at the
time, her family, and even her doctors completely by surprise.
Heather had enrolled in her second semester at the University
of Southern Maine just weeks before and was studying to become
an elementary school teacher. This diagnosis forced her to
immediately withdraw from classes and begin a grueling
treatment process that included dialysis three days a week, four
hours at a time, coupled with a complex drug regimen.
Coast Guard Sector Northern New England was there for the
Cote family throughout her treatment. Matt’s department sent
flowers to the hospital and the base held several fundraisers
raising a total of $5,000 to help with the cost of being out of work
and the life-long drugs Heather will be on.
After months of emotional and physical difficulty on Heather
and her family, there was only one outcome for her to achieve a
normal life again: a kidney transplant.
“Lucky for me, my father, my mother, and my husband were all
great matches,” said Heather, who in February 2014, was placed
on the transplant fast-track list.
In June, exactly one year after being diagnosed, and at the peak
of the disease, Heather was called for the surgery. The doctors at
Maine Medical Center decided that Heather’s mother would be
the best match and wanted to save Matt’s kidney for later down
the road in the event that she required a second transplant.
“My mother didn’t second-guess her decision to donate a
kidney to me,” she said. “She was honored to give me life for a
second time.”
Heather says the Coast Guard’s support over the past couple of
years has been greatly appreciated and will never be forgotten.
“From the moment I was admitted to the hospital in 2013, to
the moment I received my new kidney, and the months after my

Heather Cote with her husband, Matt, a reservist at Sector northern
new england, and their son.

transplant, the Coast Guard all came together to support my
family,” she said. “They said it was something they wanted to do,
and would do for anyone in their Coast Guard family that is in
need.”
After making a full recovery, Heather returned to college in the
fall of 2014. At that time she also decided to change her direction
and focus. Heather’s goal now is to become a licensed clinical
social worker at the Maine Transplant Program and help those
who are suffering with kidney disease. “I feel as though my past
and my story could help inspire others to overcome the disease as
I did,” she says.
It is our pleasure to honor Heather with the Coast Guard
Foundation Enlisted Reserve Scholarship. Heather reports that
the support from the Foundation and USAA is not only helping
financially with the cost of tuition, but motivating her to continue
working hard, even on the days when she feels challenged for
attempting a degree with the demands of being a wife and mother.
“It means a lot to get this scholarship,” she said. “It, again,
shows me and reminds me of my relationship with the Coast
Guard, and my appreciation for the service from a personal and a
professional level.” �

Congratulations to Heather, and all of our 2015 Enlisted Reserve Scholars:
MST1 William Abbott,

Sector Saint Petersburg,
is attending the University of South Florida and is pursuing a
master's degree in chemical oceanography.

IV2 Justin Cooksey,

Washington, D.C. Field Office,
is attending Hillsborough Community College pursuing an
associate's degree in criminal justice.

MKC Carlene Hudson,

Station Marblehead,
is attending the University of Maryland University College
pursuing a master’s degree in emergency administration and
management.
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MST3 Kelly Homschek,

Station Miami Beach,
is attending Florida State University and is pursuing a master’s
degree in criminology.

MST1 Erik Rask,

Sector Honolulu,
is attending the William S. Richardson School of Law at the
University of Hawaii and is pursuing a juris doctorate.

BMC Jarod Sadulski,

Station Fort Lauderdale,
is attending Northcentral University pursuing a doctorate degree.

YN1 Beverly Voss,

Sector Lake Michigan,
is attending the Lutheran School of Theology at Chicago and is
pursuing a master’s degree in divinity.

Who needs money for college?
FRA’s Education Foundation awards over $100,000
in scholarship funds each year to recipients based
on fnancial need, academic standing, character and
leadership qualities. Our scholarship program is open
to anyone who has an affliation with the USN, USMC
or USCG, through their own service or that of a spouse,
parent or grandparent.
To learn more about the FRA Education Foundation
and our scholarships, visit www.fra.org/foundation
where you will fnd descriptions of each scholarship
program, lists of past winners and, starting in
September of each year, applications for the current
year’s programs. We encourage all eligible recipients
to apply for our scholarships and to share information
about them with others.

Questions?

E-mail us at scholars@fra.org
or call 703-683-1400.

Educating our service members,
veterans and their families.

EDUCATION FOUNDATION

125 N. West Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
800-FRA-1924 • 703-683-1400
scholars@fra.org
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a light on yesteRyeaR

Wounded american fghters lay on stretchers on the deck of a Coast guard LC! (landing craft, infantry), ready to be transferred to an assault transport
just before the Coast guard ship rolled over and sank after being hit during the invasion of the French Coast.

Eugene E. Oxley at Normandy: A Coast Guard Hero &
The Loss of the Coast Guard-Manned LCI(L) 85
Story by Mr. Scott Price, Historian, U.S. Coast Guard
Nearly seventy two years ago, Coast Guardsmen, along
with their fellow service members and Allies, participated
in the largest amphibious operation the world had seen in
centuries. This invasion, the Allied landings on the Normandy
coast of France, would become one of the defining moments
in western history. That operation, which carried the code
name of OVERLORD, with the naval component referred to as
NEPTUNE, led directly to the defeat of Nazi Germany and the
end of the Second World War in Europe. That victory would
lead to the ascendance of the United States into a superpower
and the triumph of liberal democracy over fascism. That victory,
however, came at a terrible cost.
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Attacking a heavily defended coastline required a number
of factors to be successful, and one of the most important
was delivering combat troops in sufficient numbers at the
right points along the assault areas. The British developed an
unusual looking landing craft, with some crediting its genesis
to Winston Churchill, that would ultimately be called the LCI(L)
for Landing Craft, Infantry. Unlike its larger cousin, the LST, or
its smaller relatives, the LCVP and LCT, the LCI was designed to
do one thing: deliver combat troops directly onto a beach after
travelling almost any distance at sea. Whereas the LST, LCT,
DUKWs and LCVP could carry equipment, trucks or tanks in
addition to troops, the LCI carried only troops, up to 250, albeit

in very tight quarters. It was purported to be a sea-going craft
(many crewmen disagreed with that though), propelled by twin
shaft reversible propellers that themselves were driven by four
diesels. It could reach a top speed of 17 knots but their narrow
hulls and shallow drafts made them anything but comfortable at
sea. Their crews lovingly referred to them as a “Lousy Civilian
Idea.”
Typically an LCI would approach a landing area and drop a
stern anchor as it prepared to ground. When stopped, two long
ramps placed on either side of the LCI’s bow would be run out
and usually one or two crewmen would be the first down each
ramp. They would carry a line secured to the ramp and then run
it to shore. At the end of the line was a 20-pound anchor that
they would place on the beach and this line served as a guide for
the disembarking troops.
Among the hundreds of LCIs constructed in yards across
the U.S., there was one relatively small flotilla that was crewed
entirely by Coast Guardsmen. That included the flotilla’s
command cadre, led by the gruff Cmdr. Miles Imlay. Although his
outward appearance might be intimidating, he was certainly one
of the most experienced, competent seamen in service with the
Coast Guard. By the time of the Normandy invasion his flotilla
of LCIs had already been bloodied in battle against Axis forces
and proven themselves to be one of the best amphibious flotillas
in naval service. First designated as Flotilla Four, it participated
in the assaults on Sicily and then Italy. The Navy changed its
designation to confuse enemy intelligence prior to the invasion
of Normandy to Flotilla 10. Flotilla 10 were reinforced with 12
Navy-manned LCIs as preparations for the invasion of France
progressed, making the flotilla's total number of landing craft

36, divided equally between the invasions at Omaha and Utah
beaches.
LCI(L)-85 was commanded by a 23-year-old Reserve Lt. j.g.
Coit T. Henley, Jr. Most of the LCIs, like the 85, were commanded
by reserve officers and all expressed admiration for their Flotilla
commander who in turn reciprocated with growing pride and
trust in their capabilities. Among his crew was another reservist,
SN1 Eugene Edwin Oxley, from Stilesville, Indiana. Oxley, as tens
of thousands of young men did during the war, joined the Coast
Guard on 17 July 1942 when he was 18 years of age. After signing
recruitment papers at Indianapolis, the Coast Guard sent him to
St. Louis where he formally enlisted at the Recruiting Office. He
shipped out once again, this time to the Coast Guard’s Recruit
Training Center at Curtis Bay, Maryland. After boot camp he
was assigned to Coast Guard-manned LCI(L)-85. He sailed with
his flotilla across the Atlantic and participated in the invasions
of Sicily and Italy. During the latter operation Oxley received a
commendation for “Meritorious Conduct” for his actions.
As late May, 1944, approached, troops were placed on
board the LCIs and they were then sealed, whereby no one was
permitted ashore except under certain conditions. One can only
image how that must have been like in such a diminutive vessel
with over 200 soldiers and 30 crewmen. After the initial landings
scheduled for 5 June were postponed due to the weather, the
word came down that the landings would take place on the
morning of 6 June. The 85 was scheduled to land on the far right
flank of sector Easy Red of Omaha Beach at 0830 local time, two
hours after the initial landings commenced. Oxley volunteered to
take a line ashore once his ship grounded on the assault beach.
But as with combat situations, plans never last too long.

LCi 87 and LCi 488 with ramps deployed on normandy Beach.
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The German troops lining the low hills around the
Omaha Beach landing area were largely untouched by
Allied preparatory bombardments prior to the landings that
morning. They were well armed, concealed in strong bunkers
and reinforced trenches. Unfortunately for the Americans,
Allied bombers missed their mark well inland when they
dropped their bombs on Omaha Beach. Also, they missed the
fields of deadly “Rommel’s Asparagus,” the nickname given to
the thousands of wooden stakes that covered the Normandy
beaches well out past the low tide line. Atop many of these
stakes were Teller mines, set to detonate as soon as a ship’s
hull touched one.
Flotilla 10 approached Normandy in the dark that morning,
and then gathered together 10 miles off shore and began
circling, awaiting instructions from the nearby control vessels
that directed the incoming ships. At 0820 the LCIs began
fanning out and approached the Line of Departure, an artificial
mark on their charts that were parallel to the beach. The
control vessel then directed the 85 by loud hailer to head in.
What no one realized was that a strong parallel current had
moved the LCIs closer to the Fox Green Beach and as the 85
prepared to ground it actually straddled the two landing areas.
The stern anchor let go as they prepared to ground and then
let out both ramps, and Oxley ran down the ramp and jumped

into the water, carrying his line with its small anchor. But the
85 had grounded on some obstacle and Oxley went in over his
head – the LCI was still too far out to disembark the troops.
So his shipmates pulled Oxley back in and the 85 backed off.
By this time the stern anchor winch stopped working. There
were no LCVPs to convey the troops into the obstructionstrewn beaches and so Henley decided to try another landing.
As the 85 backed away from the obstruction, it was hit with a
large caliber shell in one of the troop compartments, and CQM
Charles McWhirter, who was steering the 85 from its pilot
house while Henley commanded from the open bridge above,
related that he could hear the screams coming from the Army
troops in that compartment through the LCIs voice tubes.
Henley located another area about 100 yards further down
the beach that looked clear and ordered the 85 forward. Once
again it grounded, but this time atop a Rommel’s Asparagus
topped by a mine that went off and blew a hole in the ship’s
forward compartment. Heavy machine gun fire began hitting
the vessel on the starboard side and so they crew were only
able to run out the port ramp. Once again Oxley grabbed the
line and jumped overboard, this time making it to shore but
the anchor he was supposed to secure on the beach had been
shot away. Undeterred, he stood on Omaha Beach, while under
fire, and held the line taut as the troops began to disembark.

Swimming through rough surf swept by machinegun and mortar fre, Coast guardsman gene oxley of indianapolis, indiana, carried a guide line to
the beach of normandy on d-day and survived heavy nazi fre that mowed down many soldiers following the line to the beach. This photo depicts
how oxley wrapped the end of the line around his middle and served as a “human anchor,” in the midst of terrifc enemy fre. of the 36 invaders who
attempted to follow the line ashore, only six made it. Meanwhile the ramp to the Coast guard manned LCi had been shot away by shell fre.
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The USS LCT-624 and LCi-85 at a landing beach, probably at or near Slapton Sands, england, during rehearsals for operation “overlord” during
Spring 1944.

But the incoming fire was devastating, with hits taking their
toll on the troops and the 85’s crew.
He later related: “I swam the line ashore while machine gun
bullets were dropping around like rain. I stood on the shore
holding the man rope. As four soldiers were coming down the
ramp an 88 shell blew the ramp away. From then on, thirty-six
soldiers came over the side. They started pulling themselves
toward the shore through the withering fire. Only six made it.”
After the shell hit the port ramp, blowing it off the LCI, the
ship had to back away once again, leaving Oxley stranded on
the beach. The 85 later managed to offload the remaining
troops into small LCVPs which then took them ashore while
the 85 made it out to the area where the large assault ships
were gathered. There it loaded the dead and wounded to the
Coast Guard manned USS SAMUEL CHASE. But despite the
crew’s efforts to save their ship, the 85 capsized and sank
off Normandy, where it remains to this day. Dozens of the
troops aboard had been killed but only four of its Coast Guard
crewmen were wounded.
Oxley though was left to his own devices on Omaha Beach.
After being left, he dug a small fox hole and hunkered down.
But then the “tide came in and forced us out of our shallow
foxholes” where he came under sniper fire. Soon he saw an
LCT preparing to depart back to sea after delivering its cargo
and he got aboard. But misfortune struck once again and as
the craft backed off the beach it was hit multiple times and

began sinking. Oxley abandoned it by jumping off n and once
again found himself in the water. Then he made it to the nearby
LCI(L)-93, another Coast Guard-manned ship, that had just
finished unloading its first contingent of troops. It went back
out to the transport area to collect more troops to take ashore
and it once again headed in. Unfortunately for all though the
93 was hit heavily as it landed on the beach and had to be
abandoned. Oxley then found himself jumping off its stern. He
later noted that he felt like a “jinx.” Once again he went ashore.
He later told a reporter “I lay there in a foxhole from 3 p.m. to
5:45 p.m. It was Hell!”
Oxley, along with the other surviving Coast Guard crewmen
who had lost their vessels that day, including four of Flotilla
10’s LCIs, eventually made it back to England where they
were placed in survivor camps until reassigned to new units
or sent home. Awarded the Silver Star for his incredible
actions on D-Day, Oxley was then sent home as a war hero.
He then participated in public affairs tours throughout the
country, including taking part in War Bond drives and serving
in recruiting duty. The head of Coast Guard public relations
division at the time, Ellis Reed-Hill, who was responsible for
the Coast Guard’s stellar record when it came to recording the
Coast Guard’s efforts during the war, noted that “of all the Coast
Guard heroes during the Normandy landings, Oxley stands out
as one the Service may be justly proud.” �
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headquaRteRs update
From the Offce of Boat Forces
Submitted by Mr. Donald P. Hartmayer, Program Analyst, CG-731

Building Blocks for Success
The winter is upon us and the basketball season is in
full swing.
It has been said that “Sports imitate life” and in both there is
success and failure. In sports, it’s often easy to see what leads
to one or the other. Studying the actions, which lead to either
success or failure, makes learning happen.
Famous UCLA men’s basketball coach John Wooden is best
known for winning 10 national championships in a 12-year
period as well as winning a then-record 88 consecutive games;
an impressive record of success and worthy of some study.
Examined closer, you learn that Wooden was also a three-time
All-American basketball player at Purdue University. Whatever
his approach was to basketball, it worked for him both as a
player and as a coach.
Early in his career, in addition to his coaching duties,
Wooden taught English. With an undergraduate degree in
English and a master’s in education, he considered himself a
teacher first and a coach second. It was as a teacher that he
came up with the idea for “The Pyramid of Success”—a concept
that took more than a decade to complete. If you want to study
Wooden’s success and learn a few lessons that can be applied
to your own situation, I suggest focusing your attention on
this pyramid.
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Wooden’s Pyramid of Success includes 15 building blocks
that, at least in his mind, lead to success. The cornerstones of
the pyramid are industriousness and enthusiasm. Wooden
says about industriousness, “There is no substitute for work.
Worthwhile things come from hard work and careful planning.”
And about enthusiasm he writes, “Your heart must be in your
work.” But those are just the cornerstones. Wooden’s 13 other
building blocks of success, with his description of each, are:

1. Friendship—Comes from mutual esteem, respect,
and devotion. A sincere liking for all.

2. Loyalty—To yourself and to all those dependent on
you. Keep your self-respect.

3. Cooperation—With

all levels of your coworkers.
Help others, and see the other side.

4. Self-Control—Emotions

under control. Delicate
adjustments between mind and body. Keep judgment
and common sense.

5. Alertness—Be

observing constantly. Be quick to
spot a weakness and correct it or use it as the case
may warrant.

6. Initiative—Cultivate the ability to make decisions
and think alone. Desire to excel.

7. Intentness—Ability

to resist temptation and stay
with your course. Concentrate on your objective, and
be determined to reach your goal.

8. Condition— Mental/Moral/Physical—Rest ,
exercise, and diet must be considered. Moderation
must be practiced. Dissipation must be eliminated.

9. Skill—A

knowledge of the ability to properly
execute the fundamentals. Be prepared. Cover every
detail.

10. Team Spirit—An

eagerness to sacrifice personal
interests or glory for the welfare of all. The team
comes first.

11. Poise—Just

being yourself. Being at ease in any
situation. Never fighting yourself.

12. Confdence—Respect

without fear. Confident but
not cocky. May come from faith in yourself in knowing
that you are prepared.

13. Competitive greatness—“When

the going gets
tough, the tough get going.” Be at your best when your
best is needed. Real love of a hard battle.

A lot of thought went into this list over a long period of time.
But as you review the list, it’s hard to take issue with what
Wooden came up with. And while you can certainly see how
this list applies to a basketball team, it also applies to your
work in Boat Forces. Which of the blocks in Wooden’s pyramid
isn’t an asset to a boat crew? Which of us wouldn’t benefit from
demonstrating each of these attributes in our everyday life or
civilian and military profession?

Wooden believed that these building blocks would lead to
success. What is your view of success? After all, it isn’t a
destination. Success isn’t a trophy. Success isn’t financial
security. Success is the knowledge that you did your absolute
best.
One way method of piloting is to pick a reference point
directly behind the boat and check it occasionally. This can
indicate if adjustments for set or drift are allowing you to
successfully steer a course. This can also work for navigating
boat crew certification data.
In December 2014 the following number and type of
certifications were current in the Boat Forces Reserve:

30 Reserve Coxswains
98 Reserve Boat Crew Members
5 Reserve Engineers
190 Boarding Offcers
258 Boarding Team Members
By December 2015 the number and type of certifications
had increased to:

273 Reserve Coxswains
804 Reserve Boat Crew Members
23 Reserve Engineers
164 Boarding Offcers
226 Boarding Team Members
As these numbers indicate, there has been a tremendous
increase in the number of boat crew certifications over the past
year. Units have stepped up to provide training, host boat
colleges, and allow the Boat Forces Reserve to steer a good
course and keep a trackline to success.
Maintain course and speed…and when needed, the Boat
Forces Reserve will be Ready to Respond!

The Offce of Boat Forces congratulates the following graduates from the Reserve Response Boat – Small
(RB-S) Boat Crew Member Course and the RB-S Coxswain Introduction Course. BZ to ALL!!

RB-S Coxswain Intro
Session #91:
30 NOV 2015 – 11 DEC 2015
BM3 Clay Roush – Station Cape Charles

RB-S Boat Crew Member
Session #33:
13 OCT – 23 OCT 2015
ME1 Patrick Higgins – Station Tybee
MK2 Michael Smith – Station Georgetown
SN Ryan Sullivan – Station Annapolis
SN Thomas Paulus – Station Georgetown

83 Reserve Force members graduated from Boat Forces training courses in 2015.
Below is a breakdown of the number of personnel that graduated from each course.
Reserve RB-S Boat Crew Member Course – 53
RB-S Coxswain Introduction Course – 22

RB-M Operator Course – 4
RB-M Organizational Maintenance - 4
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Members of PSU 303 in attendance on occasion of 25th anniversary of deployment for operation desert Shield and Storm
and commendation of Cmdr. Kranitz’ service.

Anthony Kranitz Recognized for Service
Not Forgotten: Cmdr.
during Operation Desert Shield
September 19, 2015, was an important day for members of
(now decommissioned) Port Security Unit (PSU) 303. Retired
PSU members gathered in Milwaukee, Wis., at Coast Guard Sector
Lake Michigan to celebrate two important events.
First was an opportunity to observe and commemorate the
25th anniversary of PSU 303’s historic mobilization and
deployment to the Persian Gulf in preparation for OPERATIONS
DESERT SHIELD and DESERT STORM.
Second, and of equal importance, was to celebrate the
correction of a military oversight and to join in recognizing and
commending the original Commanding Officer of PSU 303. Thirtyfive friends, family and retired PSU 303 members gathered to
honor Cmdr. Anthony Kranitz, USCGR (ret.) who suffered an
incapacitating medical condition during the early stages of
deployment for Operation Desert Shield/Storm (ODS).
Rear Adm. Steven E. Day, USCGR (ret.) presided as Cmdr.
Kranitz was recognized for his outstanding leadership in the
training of PSU 303 for the first-ever overseas deployment of
Coast Guard reservists for joint-military port security and harbor
defense duties.
During the formal ceremony hosted by Commander, USCG
Sector Lake Michigan, Rear Adm. Day presented well-deserved
certificates of appreciation to Mrs. Kranitz and the Kranitz
children for their support throughout his career. In addition, he
presented Cmdr. Kranitz with two long-overdue awards. First was
the Port Security insignia, which Cmdr. Kranitz had earned
through multiple training evolutions and actual overseas
deployment with his unit. Second was the Meritorious Service
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Medal for his leadership during the initial stages of deployment
and standup of PSU 303 in the operational theatre.
During both award citations, Rear Adm. Day noted the
challenging circumstances that faced PSU 303 as it trained and
transitioned from a conceptual model to becoming a commissioned
unit. Day also recounted a 72-hour period in which unit members
were challenged by the adjustment from cool Midwest
temperatures to a harsh climate on arrival at the military port at
Ad Dammam, Saudi Arabia.
Initially, several unit members suffered weather-related
illnesses that stemmed from intense operations in high
temperatures and humidity. Unfortunately, Cmdr. Kranitz was one
of those members. He suffered an incapacitating medical event
that required evacuation, intense medical treatment,
rehabilitation and eventual honorable-medical discharge.
Because Cmdr. Kranitz’ medical treatment fell outside a normal
Coast Guard chain of command, his leadership during training
activities and actual deployment were not recognized at the time
of discharge. For the past twenty-five years he demonstrated
loyalty to his PSU shipmates by attending numerous unit reunions
and member retirements in full uniform despite physical
challenges. At a recent retirement event, it was noted he was not
wearing a PSU insignia or a military award that recognized his
command leadership during the ODS ramp-up training and
deployment.
To reconcile this omission, Rear Adm. Day took the lead by
implementing several administrative procedures required to
award the PSU insignia and an appropriate military award.

Because this set of recommendations was initiated more
than 10 years after Cmdr. Kranitz’s period of service, the
task required an initial recommendation to Commander,
U.S. Coast Guard Pacific Area (PACAREA) which now has
command-oversight for all Port Security Units. The PSU
insignia was approved at the Pacific Area Command level
on the basis of Cmdr. Kranitz’s successful training and
deployment. The recommendation for military
commendation was endorsed by PACAREA Commander,
Vice Adm. Charles Ray and forwarded to a CG Headquarters
Award Screening and Review Panel. On review, the panel
concurred with the recommendation and endorsement
and awarded Cmdr. Kranitz the Meritorious Service Medal
with Operational Device.
During the ceremony Rear Adm. Day also read a
personal letter of congratulations and commendation
from Vice Adm. Ray and presented the Pacific Area
Commander’s personal commendation coin as further
affirmation of Cmdr. Kranitz’s outstanding service to the
Coast Guard and our Nation.
— Submitted by Capt. John R Olson, USCGR (ret.)

Cmdr. Kranitz receives shadow box from Cmdr. M.J. zvara, USCg-ret
Photos by Bob Skidmore, Post Historian Photographer

West Coast Reservists Hold Double Retirement
While retirements often bring an end to the nine-to-five grind
and are characterized by fishing poles and golf clubs, for Coast
Guard reservists Chief Petty Officer Bradley Rogers and Chief
Petty Officer Harvey Gjesdal, this only applies to one weekend a
month and two weeks a year.
Rodgers and Gjesdal each said their final farewell to 26-year
Coast Guard careers, Nov. 7, 2015. Surrounded by family, friends
and co-workers, Rodgers and Gjesdal were given their final
awards -- shadow boxes designed to reflect their careers. Each
shared their memories and departing thoughts.
Rodgers, a Gresham, Oregon, resident since 1995, enlisted in
the Coast Guard in the mid-1980s and served for 10 years as an
active duty Aviation Maintenance Technician. He became a Port
Security Specialist when he enlisted in the Coast Guard Reserve
and retired as a Maritime Enforcement Specialist.
Much of Rodgers’ Reserve career has been establishing and
leading Vessel Boarding and Search Teams in Washington and
Oregon, as well as during several foreign deployments.
Rodgers credits much of his love for serving in the Coast
Guard to his late father Lloyd Rogers, a retired Coast Guard
Storekeeper. “I chose the Coast Guard because my dad was a
reservist. I loved the camaraderie I saw when he was with his
crew,” said Rodgers. “I always wanted to do search and rescue
and fly.”
Rodgers will continue his civilian career at Portland General
Electric where he has been employed since 1995. “I am the guy
that has to cut your power when you don't pay the bill,” said
Rodgers. “Most people are not happy with that. It’s like when we
did boardings and had to terminate voyages due to safety reasons.
I use my Coast Guard training to deal with angry customers. It has
helped tremendously.”
Like Rodgers, Gjesdal also uses many of his skills from the
Coast Guard in his civilian life. During his time as a Coast Guard
reservist, he worked as both a Port Security Specialist and
Maritime Enforcement Specialist. As he retires his Coast Guard
uniform, however, he will still suit up in another one as the sheriff
of Douglas County, Wash.; a position he has held for nine years.
“My career in law enforcement melded perfectly with my law
enforcement experience in the Coast Guard,” said Gjesdal. “The
leadership component was strong in both careers and strengthened
my skills and ability to serve our citizens.”

Chief Petty offcer Harvey gjesdal and Chief Petty offcer Bradley Rodgers
shared a joint retirement ceremony nov. 7, at Coast guard Sector Puget Sound
in Seattle. The two friends both served in the Coast guard for 26 years working
in law enforcement locally and abroad.

Gjesdal made his mark as a Coast Guard leader during several
overseas deployments including Desert Storm in Saudi Arabia, as
a gunner and engineer; Operation Iraqi Freedom in Kuwait; and to
Iraq as a firearms instructor. He also supported planning efforts
during the Deepwater Horizon oil spill response in the Gulf of
Mexico in 2010.
As each man shook hands and hugged their supporters, they
reflected upon their military careers.
“As a service member, you become a part of history,” said
Gjesdal. “It’s a point of pride for me – to be a part of a history of
service to our fellow man.”
“I believe in other people, and it gave them power to believe in
themselves,” said Rodgers. “It’s been an honor being in this service
and I will miss the people the most.”
Fair winds and following seas to both Rodgers and Gjesdal.
— Story and photos by PA2 Ayla Kelley
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Retiring Reservist
Presented
with Defense
Meritorious
Service Medal
Capt. david L Teska, USCgR, was presented with
the defense Meritorious Service Medal during his
retirement ceremony at the Pentagon on June 30,
2015. Teska is shown here with members of his
family; (l to r) daughter Laura, wife Kristy, and
son Stephen.

The Past Was the Foundation for the Present
Retiree SITREP has seemed to me as the ideal forum to present
a longer range view of the U.S. Coast Guard Reserve than has been
present in some of the articles following the section’s 2014
introduction.
I have to begin in 1940 when, during a vacation on Cape Cod
(Massachusetts) we visited a Coast Guard Life Saving Station; one
of those that still had the big, hand-rowed surf boat on a handpulled wagon. The Coast Guardsman in charge gave us a full
explanation of how they would respond to a ship aground on the
adjacent shore. I was impressed.
Four years later, at age 16, I went to sea, sailing first for the
Army Transport Service, which became the Military Transport
Service and now the Military Sealift Command. During those
years, there was a constant contact with Coast Guard Marine
Inspection officers and examiners, which deepened my admiration
for that service.
After almost continuous sea service, a decision was made to
spend more time at home with my wife (whom I had met when
she served as a nurse on the U.S. Navy Transport “Gen. Hersey”)
and in 1958, I applied for and received a commission as an O-2 in
the Coast Guard Reserve. After attending Direct Commission
Officer (DCO) School 2-59, I began my 30 plus year affiliation with
various Reserve units; the opportunity to command four of them
(for a total of nine years as Commanding Officer) and the
enjoyment of serving with some great officers and enlisted
members of the 1960’s and 1970’s Coast Guard Reserve.
One could argue that some CG Reserve units were poorly
located for access to regular active duty CG units, and the
availability of local U.S. Navy Reserve Centers was often the
driving force as to location. These were the lean, mean years for
all Reserve forces and the Coast Guard. We existed, in some cases,
on the willingness of the USN to allow us to use their manual
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typewriters for administrative work and worked hard to make
the weekend class work meaningful. There were some small
successes. For example, in the late 60s at the Troy, N.Y. unit, I was
able to advance five Chief Petty Officers’ (CPO) to Warrant Officer
in a single ceremony. But in reality, during those years, awards,
medals, and commendations letters were practically non-existent.
In 1968, someone in Coast Guard Headquarters decided that
there should be more knowledge among CG Reserve Officers on
the Polar Regions. Capt. Al Brier and I were selected to write up
the course content and present, for three years, information and
practical knowledge of the South and North Polar Regions (we
both had experience in those regions) to CG Reserve officers,
many who had to attend in a non-pay status.
As we moved along through the 60’s and into the 70’s,
additional funds seemed to be available. By the time I took over
my fourth command, in Forest Park, Ill., wonders of wonders,
there were electric typewriters for administrative staff and we
also had a trailer-able small boat!
Long before anyone could spell “deployable” there was
“augmentation.” Our unit embraced that concept and assigned
our Reserve members to augment the five CG active duty units in
the Chicago area; CG Air Station Glenview, Captain of the Port
(COTP) Chicago, CG Station Wilmette, CG Cutter Arundel, District
Investigation and used our boat on Fox Lake, COTP patrols and
bridge inspections.
This level of augmentation, with duty sections every weekend,
placed a heavy load on the administrative and pay/supply staff. I
was fortunate to have as administrative CPO, then YNC Forrest
Croom (later the first MCPO of the CG Reserve), and SKC R.
Breseman, who handled the complex situation of members
drilling on four weekends with skill. Both of these CPO’s were the
key reason our unit always excelled during District inspections.

Based on the positive feedback from the active duty units that
benefited from our Reserve augmentation, I was given orders
(from Rear Adm. Jim Gracey, who would become the 17th
Commandant of the CG) for a fifth command in Milwaukee, Wis.,
in Sept. 1975. Regrettably I had to decline as my civilian
employment took me to the East Coast.
The East Coast location brought me closer to the retirement
cycle, but I did several special assignments for the District and
managed to obtain the required points for creditable years and
retirement, which came in 1988.
As I noted in the title, it is my feeling that some of the present
Reserve leadership tend to forget that without the effort of
thousands of CG reservists who have gone before them there
would be no foundation for today’s deployable Port Security
Units.
Now, what does that mean for an ancient mariner like me?
While travel is an option, after years of travel around the world, I
was looking for something that would keep me busy with
research, writing and more home life. I found that with volunteer
work with non-profit groups.
With a retirement location in San Antonio, Texas, the first
move was to join Preservation Fort Sam Houston, a group
dedicated to saving and preserving the buildings and history of
that famous Army Post. Why an Army post for a Coast Guard
retiree? A little known fact is that the last active duty aviation
unit to fly out of Dodd Field at Fort Sam Houston was USCG Border
Squadron One, 1934, commanded by CG aviator 14, Lt. Clarence
Edge and then by CG aviator 12, LCDR Norman Nelson. When
Border Squadron One was moved to Fort Bliss in 1937, Dodd
Field was closed.
The affiliation with the Fort Sam Group thus gave me an
opportunity to research and make presentations on that little
known (even in the Coast Guard) unit.
Another opportunity came when I joined the Granaderos de
Galves, a group dedicated to informing the public about the

valuable assistance that Spain, in the person of Gen. Bernardo de
Galves provided during the American Revolution, 1776-1783.
How many retirees know about the Continental Naval battle of
1777 on New Orleans Lake Pontchartrain, when Capt. Oliver
Pickle of the US warship MORRIS, under the orders of Galvez,
defeated the HMS WEST FLORIDA? Organizations such as this
provide another avenue for retiree participation. In 2012, our
group designed and installed a memorial plaque to Galvez, with
city official approval, at the foot of Canal Street, New Orleans. next
to his statue.
Lest readers think that I spend all of my retired years
researching and lecturing on historic events, like many who
followed the sea, dancing was always a recreational pastime. That
became another activity for this retiree; eventually moving to a
competition level. It’s also a great way to provide exercise, i.e. a
two-hour dance practice is not a walk in the park! Also, it will be
positive for your cardio-vascular numbers! In January of 2015, (at
age 86) my professional partner and I were pleased to be awarded
first place award for the Argentine Tango at the Alamo Star Ball,
San Antonio.
Another activity for a retiree to “adopt” is the gravesite of one
of our departed veterans (it does not have to be CG). I place
flowers at the gravesite of Gen. John Lapham Bullis, the formidable
leader of the Seminole-Indian Scouts during the 1870’s. Some of
those buried at a National Cemetery no longer have family left to
honor their service.
So, to all you retirees, especially those from the 1950s-1970s
CG Reserve, there are many activities you can find to engage your
mind and energy; so I end with;
“May you always have fair winds and following seas”
Semper Paratus!
— Submitted by Capt. Richard L. Whynot, USCGR (ret.)

Once a Coastie, Always a Coastie
I am so very proud of the men and women in the U.S. Coast
Guard, [Active] Reserve and Auxiliary. The CG Reserve was the
only job that I ever had that I did not want to leave. I can’t believe
it has been two years since my retirement. I have to admit I kept
my weekend travel bag packed for an entire year before I
unpacked it and stowed it away. I guess old habits are hard to
break after 30 years.
Retirement is not the end, but the beginning of the next chapter
in life. We all have challenges, but it is our decision on how we
handle the challenges that makes the difference. (It’s all good!)
The Coast Guard did many things for me over the years, but the
most important was the outpouring of understanding and
concern when my grandson Matt lost his leg in an accident. I was
on active duty at the time and [the] command and my shipmates
did everything possible to assist me and my family. As long as I
live, I will never forget their generosity and fellowship.
The next important thing the Coast Guard did for me was to
challenge me to be better, not only our core values, taking care of
your shipmates, and teamwork, but in my personal skill sets by
virtue of all the training, studying, and testing I was provided over
the years.
Because of my continual growth and constant training I
decided to write books about some of my life experiences and

family history. Growing up I never thought that I would even
consider writing a book. I always considered myself more of a
story teller than a writer. But you have to write in order to tell a
story, so it begins. It is hard to believe but I am actually in the
process of writing several books.
Being around people with dignity for 30 years, and working
closely with young petty officers to build positive relationships,
gave me a sense of being part of something bigger than 50
thousand strong. It was being part of our great Nation.
Looking back, the training I received at the Chief Warrant
Officers School at the CG Academy had great value; one of the
tools I learned over the years was networking. So through this
[letter] I am looking to reconnect with past and retired
relationships that father time has taken from me.
Even if we haven’t met and you would like advice or mentoring
please contact me at thebaldwinstories@gmail.com I believe in
sharpening your tools and hard work. My advice may be
considered by some as “Old School,” but if it is working don’t fix it.
I am very thankful that I had the honor to serve. I truly miss the
relationships and fellowship of my shipmates! Looking forward to
hearing from you. Keep up the good fight.
— Submitted by CWO4 Oakley Dean Baldwin, USCGR (ret.)
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TRICARE Reserve Select
and TRICARE Retired Reserve
With the unemployment rate among Reserve Component
service members skyrocketing, thousands are having troubling
finding affordable medical insurance. The need is markedly
great for those members and family members with preexisting conditions, especially for members whose pre-existing
conditions are not service related.
Fortunately, non-activated members of the Selected Reserve
may qualify to purchase two voluntary premium-based plans for
themselves and their family members. TRICARE Reserve Select
(TRS) for medical coverage and the TRICARE Dental Program
(TDP) for dental coverage.
Members of the Retired Reserve may qualify to purchase
TRICARE Retired Reserve (TRR) for medical coverage and the

TRICARE Retiree Dental Program (TRDP) for dental coverage
for themselves and their families. To qualify, you must be under
the age of 60 and be ineligible for, or not have Federal Employee
Health benefits. The premiums for this plan are higher than
most of the plans that the military offers for active members;
however, are still much less than civilian plans. �
note: Selected Reserve members and Retired Reserve members
do not qualify to purchase TRS or TRR if they are eligible for,
or enrolled in, the Federal Employees Health Benefits (FEHB)
Program.
As of January 1, 2016 TRR and TRS are available at new,
lower premiums.

TRICARE Reserve Select Costs
Monthly Premiums

2015 Premiums

2016 Premiums

(Through December 31, 2015)

(Starting January 1, 2016)

Member Only: $50.75 per month

Member Only: $47.90 per month

Member + Family: $205.62 per month

Member + Family: $210.83 per month

TRICARE Retired Reserve Costs
Monthly Premiums
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2015 Premiums

2016 Premiums

(Through December 31, 2015)

(Starting January 1, 2016)

Member Only: $390.89 per month

Member Only: $388.79 per month

Member + Family: $961.35 per month

Member + Family: $957.44 per month
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The U.S. Uniformed Services
Blended Retirement System

At a Glance

Saving with the New Blended Retirement System

Today’s Retirement System:

The Fiscal Year 2016 National Defense Authorization Act provides our military force with
a modernized retirement plan built for retirement savings. Beginning in 2018, our service
members can get automatic and matching Thrift Savings Plan contributions

Annuity

as well as mid-career compensation incentives in addition to a monthly annuity

2.5% x Years Served x Retired Pay Base

for life. All service members under the current system are grandfathered into today’s

after completing 20 years of service

retirement system.

1 Automatic and

2 Continuation Pay

Matching Contributions

3 Full Retired

Pay Annuity

Received at the
mid-career point

Automatic contributions are
seen immediately
You Contribute

DoD Auto
Contribution

DoD Matches

Total

0%
1%
2%
3%
4%
5%

1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%

0%
1%
2%
3%
3.5%
4%

1%
3%
5%
7%
8.5%
10%

The DoD automatically contributes 1% of your basic pay to
your Thrift Savings Plan after 60 days of service.
You’ll see matching contributions at the start of 3 through the
completion 26 years of service, and...

Received after completing
20 years of service

2%

Active Component

Reserve Component

Full retired pay annuity

Full retired pay annuity
beginning at age 60*

or

You may receive a cash
payment in exchange for
additional service.

Lump sum with reduced retired pay

Retired
Pay Base

Calculate your retired pay base
by averaging the highest 36
months of basic pay. You’ll gain
this monthly annuity for life after
completing 20 years of service.

Efective Date of the New System
 After January 1, 2018

You’ll be automatically enrolled in the
Blended Retirement System.

Your Retirement
System
If you joined
the service...

50% or 25% of monthly retired pay annuity bumps back up
to 100% at full retirment age (67 in most cases).

x
Years
Served

You’re fully vested—it’s yours to keep—as of
the beginning of 3 years of service and goes
with you when you leave.

Options for Collecting Your Retired Pay

x

 After January 1, 2006

but before January 1, 2018
You’ll have the choice to enroll in the
Blended Retirement System or remain
in today’s current retirement system.
 Before January 1, 2006

You’ll be grandfathered and remain
in today’s current retirement system.

* Could be earlier based on credited active/inactive service

Additional information coming soon.
Sources: Sections 631, 632, 633, 634, and 635 of the Fiscal Year 2016 National Defense Authorization Act.

The Reserve Strategic Intelligence Master’s:
One Pathway to Your Success
Submitted by Lt. Cmdr. Jon Bernhardt
experts and other faculty including military Reserve officers to
weave practical experience and academic theories to engage
students. Convening on select drill weekends and for two
weeks during the summer, classes take students on a journey
from the building blocks of intelligence to a capstone Master’s
Thesis project to prepare students for the complexities of 21st
century intelligence problems. The curriculum focuses on
three main themes: globalization, future-focused intelligence,
and intelligence for national security. While Reserve students
come from all the military services and can “self-apply” with
their home Reserve unit’s blessing, the Coast Guard retains
a competitive nomination process that selects only two new
Reserve students per year to represent the service. Although
acceptance into this program requires applicants to give up
their current SELRES billet for an unbudgeted one assigned
to Coast Guard Headquarters (CG-212), reservists still drill for
pay and complete their two-week AT during the summer term.
For applicants this past year, CG-212 accepted Reserve officers
in the rank of Lt. and Lt. Cmdr.
From August 2013 until July 2015, I was lucky enough to
undergo this program with four other Coast Guard Reserve
officers. In addition to these Reserve officers, active duty
officers attend weekend classes so as not to impact their fulltime CG assignments. As a relative newcomer to the intelligence
field, I learned a great deal from the courses but also from my
fellow students from the Coast Guard Reserve, Intelligence
Community professionals, Navy Reserve, Army Reserve and
National Guard, Marine Corps Reserve, and Air
Force Reserve and Air Guard.
This program requires significant time
between class weekends in accomplishing
numerous reading assignments, writing papers
and exams, working on team projects and
briefings, and finally, writing a Master’s Thesis
on a topic germane to strategic intelligence.
The thesis allows you to put your mark on
the program and the Intelligence Community
by diving deep into an area that warrants
research and analysis. Students focus on
terrorism, homeland security, regional studies,
cyber, or other problems/issues that they feel
strongly about. For Coast Guard students, it’s
an opportunity to look at a topic that could
add significant value to our service’s ability
to detect, deter, and defeat threats against the
homeland or interests around the world.
At the graduation ceremony on July 31, 2015
in Alexandria, Va., Rear Adm. Steven J. Andersen,
Assistant Commandant for Intelligence (CG2), provided words of wisdoms to the active
and reserve graduates of the NIU. Rear Adm.
Andersen challenged us when we arrived at our
Rear adm. andersen awards the Coast guard Foundation’s elizabeth Freidman prize for best
thesis contributing to U.S. homeland security intelligence mission.
new units to apply the knowledge we gained
For Coast Guard reservists the drive to continually learn,
adapt to changing jobs and excel at their duties is a hallmark of
our service. For 75 years, Coast Guard reservists have readily
adapted and thrived to changing realities from WWII to the
Global War on Terrorism. During mobilizations, the adaptable
reservist becomes a vital force multiplier to numerous
responses. In many respects, just “being” an active Coast Guard
Reserve member nowadays means lots of work outside normal
drill weekends and a significant investment of personal time
to make drill weekends or annual training a success. But this
can come at a cost. Balancing family, civilian jobs and Reserve
duties can sometime make it hard to also work on graduate
education or professional certificates. But there is a way to
obtain a masters degree through the Coast Guard Reserve that
isn’t an addition to your duties, it’s your sole mission. While
little known, one of those assignments offers a unique chance
to accomplish personal and professional goals.
For a few reservists, however, the opportunity to attend
the National Intelligence University (NIU) 2-year Masters
in Strategic Intelligence (MSSI) program leads to numerous
challenges and sacrifices, but also many rewards. The
Reserve MSSI program at NIU represents the Coast Guard
Reserve’s only full-time paid graduate program for drilling
Reserve members.
NIU is the Intelligence Community’s sole accredited, federal
degree-granting institution. Located in Washington, D.C., the
2-year Reserve MSSI program uses Intelligence Community
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and the contacts we made at NIU to help propel us forward. He
also said we should look back on our time at NIU as one of the
greatest opportunities of our careers-regardless of whether
we’re active or Reserve.
Cmdr. Craig O’Brien, the current NIU-USCG Senior Service
Advisor at the NIU, highlighted the NIU mission and how it
applies to today’s Coast Guard and national security, “NIU
offers relevant and career-long intelligence education that
provides Coast Guardsman the knowledge, analytical skills, and
strategic awareness of the critical role intelligence plays not
only for the Coast Guard but the security of the nation. It is a
demanding curriculum that will challenge how you think and
prepare you to serve in significant leadership positions. NIU
prepares tomorrow’s Coast Guard intelligence and national
security leaders.”
Serving as the keynote speaker of the ceremony, Judge William
Webster, the only person to serve as both Director of the FBI
from 1978 to 1987 and Director of the CIA from 1987 to 1991,
spoke about today’s challenges and opportunities. In the NIU
post-graduate press release, Webster, who received an honorary
doctorate in Strategic Intelligence, “focused his remarks on the
importance of integrity of members that comprise the national
security enterprise structure. He also commented on the
importance of education in the field of intelligence, and noted
that the new graduates of NIU seated before him will become the
‘future heads of intelligence and national security organizations
in the years and decades ahead.’” As one of the seated graduates
in the audience, Webster spoke calmly and quietly to us, but he
chose his words carefully and finished his speech that “effective

intelligence is the lynchpin between liberty and security,” and
that “many of our challenges revolve around how to achieve the
balance that is best designed to keep our country both safe and
free.” He reminded us not to take the easy path, but to keep to
our own personal moral compass and do what is right. Having
served in Navy in WWII and Korea, and later as a U.S. Attorney,
U.S. Judge, FBI Director and Director of Central Intelligence
(CIA), we should take his speech as “watch-words” for the rest
of our careers.
While Coast Guard reservists have many paths and
assignments to consider over their reserve careers, including
personal and professional goals, it is important to keep an
open mind about other assignment possibilities such as the
NIU’s reserve Masters of Strategic Intelligence program. The
completion of this program has broadened my horizons beyond
simply intelligence. Completion has led to new insights in my
world view, reading beyond news headlines to see understand
what may be happening in faraway places in turmoil that may
affect U.S. national security. The program also helped with my
civilian job performance, and my traditional Coast Guard roles
and responsibilities. I built an extensive network of contacts
from the program that will come in handy down the road.
As I prepare for my new Reserve assignment, I know I can
use what I learned to keep strengthening the Coast Guard
Reserve. If you have the time to commit to a rigorous program
of graduate learning and want to build your career at the same
time, I encourage you to apply for the Reserve MSSI program in
spring 2016. �

Coast Guard Enlisted Memorial – UPDATE
On Wednesday, November 18, 2015,
in Vienna, Va., former Coast Guard
Commandant Adm. Thad Allen hosted
an event to raise awareness of the nonprofit Coast Guard Enlisted Memorial
Foundation (CGEMF). The CGEMF’s
mission is to create a design and build
a memorial which will represent the
sacrifice of the more than 1,500 enlisted
CG men and women who have given
their lives in the performance of their
duty. The memorial will be located at
Coast Guard Training Center Cape May,
N.J. Shown here are (l-r): Charles ‘Skip’
Bowen, 10th Master Chief Petty Officer
of the Coast Guard, Admiral Thad Allen
and Vince Patton, 8th Master Chief
Petty Officer of the Coast Guard. Those
wishing to learn more about the CGEMF
can visit www.CGENF.org. �
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PSU 303-Bravo
to Hold 25th Anniversary
The 25th Anniversary of Desert Storm/Persian
Gulf War reunion for Port Security Unit 303(b) will
be held in New York City on May 13-15, 2016.
The 20th reunion was great and this one is
shaping up to be even better. Over 50 members
have already signed up but we are missing contact
information for many others. If you know former
members, please share this information with them.
For additional information or to sign up, please
contact former BM2 Martin Maher today. He can
be reached by email at: mardot237@aol.com or by
phone at: (917) 337-4723.

We look forward to seeing you in the Big Apple!

Fellow Shipmates Become Fellow
Peace Ofcers

YN3 Marinna Orta, a reservist with MSU
r
Portland, becomes a Reserve Police Ofce
in Gladstone, Oregon, where she joins fellow
reservist ME1 Lee Gilliam, who is assigned to

Sector Columbia River's Sector Boarding Team
and is a full-time Police Ofcer with the City
of Gladstone.

Training Paws…
Reservists assigned to Station Wrightsville Beach pose with the
station mascot, Kale, following completion of training on the unit’s
new Response Boat-Small II platform.
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TO CHANGE YOUR
MAILING ADDRESS:
Selected Reservists:
St. Louis CG Enlisted Assn. Ho

sts Centennia

l Ball
The St. Louis Coast Guard Enliste
d Association hosted the St. Lou
is Coast
Guard Centennial Ball at the
Four Seasons Hotel on Saturd
ay,
August
29, 2015. Reserve members from
Sector Upper Mississippi River,
Sector
Lower Mississippi River, MSU
Paducah, Base Detachment St.
Lou
is,
and
TRANSCOM attended. Pictured
here (left to right) are: Mr. Jos
h
Ma
tchell
and YN2 Jill Willerding, SK3
Daryl Falkenhein and his wife
Kar
en,
Lt.
Cmdr. Julie Nussberger and her
husband Ed, Capt. Dirk Stringe
r
and
his wife Trudy, Lt. Bridget Tyr
ey and Mr. Joshua Gullegde,
SK2
Rya
n
Prillwitz and YN3 Melissa Sm
ith, BMC Allan Monterroza and
Ms.
Erin
Frisbee, Cmdr. Jennifer Traver
s, MSTCM Gary Dennis, and ME
CS Harvey
Briggs and his wife Treisa. Not
pictured are CWO Holmes, DCC
Yates, and
YN1 Hinderliter.
Photo
courtesy of Rutster Photography

Please use Direct Access
www.uscg.mil/ppc/ps/,
or send your address change to
your unit Servicing Personnel
Ofce (SPO).

Individual Ready
Reservists (IRR):

Please contact the IRR
Personnel Support Unit via
email at:
ARL-DG-CGPSCIRR@uscg.mil
or at:
Commander (rpm-3)
Personnel Service Center
U.S. Coast Guard Stop
72004200 Wilson Blvd
Ste. 1100 Arlington, Va
20598-7200

Retired Reservists:

Please send e-mail to Personnel
Service Center (ras) at:
ppc-dg-ras@uscg.mil
or use Direct Access
www.uscg.mil/ppc/ps/,
or use self-service at
www.uscg.mil/ppc/ras/
directoryassistance.asp#one
or call 1-800-772-8724.

The Doctor is Out...

Retirement from
receives his Certifcate of
Dr. Stephen Wehrenberg
an Resources,
istant Commandant for Hum
Rear Adm. Cari Thomas, Ass
after 47 years
, Jan.6. Wehrenberg retired
at his retirement ceremony
st Guard Human
rd. His contributions to Coa
of service to the Coast Gua
nagement were
nning, and workforce ma
Resources, strategic pla
! We've got the lasso.
monumental. Fair winds, Doc

Sector Lower Mississippi
River Pins New CPO

YNC Brian Smith received his “anchors”
during a pinning ceremony at Sector
Lower Mississippi on December
12, 2015. The Chief’s advancement
certificate was read by Lt. Cmdr.
Jennifer Adams and presented by Cmdr.
Ted Brothers. YNC Smith is shown
here with his family. In front are his
daughters Nigella (left) and Natalie.
Next to are him are his spouse Rebekah
and son Nicholas.
Photo by YN3 Jaqulyn Cruz-Mangrum

7th District Reservist
Earns Award for Pandemic
Workforce Protection Support
HS1 Travis Roberts is presented the Coast
Guard Achievement Medal from USCG
Senior Executive Service Ms. Mary Landry,
CG-5RI. HS1 Roberts, who performs his
Reserve duty at Sector Jacksonville in
Florida, was recognized for his work
on pandemic workforce protection
policy while serving on six-month active
duty orders in the Office of Crisis and
Contingency Planning and Exercise Policy.

Reservist Graduates NYC
Fire Academy
BM3 Edward Finn, III, a reservist
assigned to Station Atlantic City, N.J.,
recently graduated from the New York
City Fire Academy.

Sector Lower Mississippi Recognizes
Departing SRO
Cmdr Laila Grassley, Senior Reserve Officer Sector Lower
Mississippi River, Memphis Tenn., was presented the Coast
Guard Achievement Medal upon her departure as Senior Reserve
Officer. Lt. Corey Linen (left) read the accompanying citation as
Cmdr. Stacy Miller (right), Deputy Commander, Sector Lower
Mississippi, presents the award to Cmdr. Grassley (center).
Photo by Command Master Chief David Schacher

MSU Savannah Reservist
Honored By American Legion
Over the September 11th weekend, Lt.j.g. Marlon
Smith of Marine Safety Unit (MSU) Savannah
was honored by the local city’s American Legion
Post 184 as their Fire Fighter of the Year, 2015.
A drilling reservist at MSU Savannah, where he
is the Reserve Incident Management Division
Supervisor, Smith is also a full time Fire Fighter
at Hunter Army Air Field, Savannah, Ga.
That same memorial weekend, Smith, in his
Fire Fighter gear, ran the annual “2015 Tunnel
To Towers 5K Run” alongside his fellow Fire
Fighters and members of MSU Savannah.
Submitted by Lt. Cmdr. Bob Griffin, Senior
Reserve Officer, MSU Savannah
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CyberCAT Delta Members Advanced

An advancement ceremony was held on December 1, 2015
at Coast Guard Headquarters in Washington, D.C. for (L-R)
reservists IS2 James Martin (Sector LA/LB), YN2 Cole Vryens
(Sector San Francisco), BM1 Chris Jones (PSU 309) and active
duty member IT2 Michael Niemczyk (CG Communications
Command). Rear Adm. Marshall Lytle (far right), Commander,
Coast Guard Cyber Command, officiated the ceremony. All of
the petty officers have been on orders with the Cyber Crisis
Action Team (CAT) Delta, which was stood up in August 2015 to
help evaluate and mitigate vulnerabilities in the Coast Guard's
Photo by PAC Sherri Eng
information technology infrastructure.

Station Atlantic City
Holds Dual Advancement
BMC Robert Mayer advanced to BMCS and MK1 Ralph Ricapito
Advanced to MKC during a ceremony held at USCG Station
Atlantic City, N.J., on September 1, 2015. Pictured here (left to
right) are: Lt. Noel Johnson, Commanding Officer, Station Atlantic
City, MKC Ricapito, BMCS Mayer, 5th District Reserve Command
Master Chief William Princiotta, and MKCS Gray Deitrich, Sector
San Diego Reserve Command Senior Chief.
Photo by MK2 Dennica Ricciardi

Sector Upper
Mississippi Reservists
Reenlist
Two members of Sector Upper
Mississippi
reenlisted
during
separate ceremonies. On Friday,
October 16, 2015, with the St. Louis
Arch serving as the backdrop, Petty
Officer Jacob Arnold was sworn
in by CWO Charles Erwin. The
following day Chief Doug Niendick
was sworn in by CWO Joseph Tew.

Reservists Run To Support The USO
On September 12, 2015, Sector North Carolina
reservists MST3 Martin Nowak, MST1 Alyson
Bono and MST3 Nicole Wagner (pictured
l-r) represented the U.S. Coast Guard in the
“Boots on the Run 5K” patriotic run. The event
was hosted by the USO-Jacksonville, N.C., to
recognize the contributions of military, fire,
police, and emergency medical personnel to our
communities. The event raised funds to support
the programs and services the USO provides
to service members and their families. MST3
Nowak and MST3 Wagner were both silver medal
winners for their respective age groups.
Submitted by MSTC Bryan Stachura

RetiReMents
RET-1
(Retired With Pay)
MAY 2015
Capt. Donald Grant
Capt. Brian H. Offord
Cmdr. Anthony Buancore
Cmdr. Guy R. Gerard
Cmdr. Jeffrey V. Poston
Cmdr. David H. Sulouff
Cmdr. Ralph L. Tieszen, Jr.
Lt. Cmdr. Bartholomew Polizzotti
Lt. Ronald. F. Greek
Lt. Robert D. Zaccaria
YNCM Nancy Seely
MKCS Alan J. Nelson
BMC Paul Cormier
MEC Roy Handy
MEC Fred L. Taylor
BM1 Gregory Haynes
BM1 Lansford Welsh
EM1 William H. Kohlway
ET1 Kevin E. Roake
PS1 Randy Pate
BM2 Robert L. Clayton
EM2 Bruce W. Gremillion
MK2 Reginald J. Gullette
MK3 Rene Dupre
JUNE 2015
Capt. Daniel R. Croce
Cmdr. Jeffrey P. Watry
Lt. Donald J. Lastine
Lt. William R. Lozano
ELC4 Douglas O. Doza
MECM Rex L. Gunderson
MSTCM Floyd E. Greene, Jr.
IVCS James C. Vito

MECS Steven C. Dickson
IVC Jeffrey M. Leighty
BM1 Dale F. Carnathan
DC1 Gregory A. Taylor
PS1 Jeffrey Wayne Clements
SK1 Mary L. Salazar
BM2 Robert M. Sandberg
OS2 Marcus W. Pierce
MK3 Jefferson F. Stevens III
JULY 2015
Capt. John D. Filipowicz
Cmdr. Craig R. Britton
Cmdr. Michael L. VanHouten
Lt. Cmdr. Thomas A. Messeder
Lt. Cmdr. David L. Strickland
CWO Oakley D. Baldwin
ELC3 Patrick D. Parkin
OSS3 Louis E. Warren
BMCM Troy S. Price
FSCM Robert M. Payne
MECS Mark MacGregor
MKCS David L. Reinert
MKCS John E. Wolf
DCC Robert D. McMenamin
MEC Robert A. Cannon
MEC Kenneth R. Johnson
MKC John E. Gunderson
MSTC Larry L. Rogers
YNC Keith F. Flood
YNC Jerry M. Lyons
YNC William R. Veon
BM1 James J. Partington
DC1 Christopher Amoroso
MST1 Peter J. Johann

PS1 Edward F. Early III
BM2 George D. Smith
DC2 Robert Wygand
MST2 Donald V. Woehrer
DC3 Scott E. Robinson
MST3 Arthur G. Nelson
AUGUST 2015
Capt. Doreen D. Fuller
Capt. Frank E. Mullen
Cmdr. Roger F. Christensen
Cmdr. Kenneth B. Hines
Cmdr. John N. Leonard
Cmdr. Jonathan L. Wood
Lt. Cmdr. Alfred Apodaca
Lt. Cmdr. D. J. Fontaine-Otwell
Lt. Cmdr. Michael A. Kraman
Lt. Roger Restaino
DCCS Joseph P. Allard
AETC Paul T. Rule
DCC Jeffrey Page
MKC William H. Noble
YNC Marilyn J. Naumovitz
DC1 Patrick D. McGill
MK1 Charles M. Pohl
PS1 Ernest D. Holston
PS1 Nancy P. Jones
MST2 Barry W. DuMoulin
OS2 Timothy C. Meadows
SEPTEMBER 2015
Capt. Richard A. Walleshauser
Cmdr. Ralph A. Conner
Cmdr. Steven E. Fabian
Cmdr. Steven A. Fielder

Lt. Cmdr. William S. Bryant
Lt. Cmdr. David A. Davidson
Lt. Cmdr. John J. Hannon
Lt. Cmdr. Michael A. Rost
Lt. James A. Zint
INV2 Mark H. Dixon
MECS Stephen P. Wildermuth
MKCS Larry C. Bull
MKCS Richard H. Kroeger
MSTCS Ricky Lee Dunbar
MSTCS James A. Maple
MSTCS George E. Valencia
MKC Neal A. Kirby
OSC William J. James
SKC Christina M. Bertmaring
SKC Calvin A. Boston
SKC Richard W. Skrabacz
YNC Darrell D. White
ME1 Michael L. Barbato
MST1 James R. Copley
PS1 Larry L. Marsh
FS2 Charles W. Colgan
OCTOBER 2015
Rear Admiral Michael R. Seward
Capt. Robert M. Gauvin
Capt. Donald C. Grant
Capt. Karl S. Leonard
Cmdr. Kim L. Krzywicki
Cmdr. Roy F. Williams
Lt. Cmdr. Steven C. Bitowf
Lt. Cmdr. Mark C. Hudson
Lt. Rodger D. Alley
Lt. Michael J. Edmonson
PERS4 Dianne S. Trawick

BMCM Mark H. Allen
ISCS Jeffrey D. Herman
MKCS William O. Doerr, Jr.
MSTC Robert M. Diaz
MST1 Kenneth J. Reis
MK1 Jeffrey K. Warrick
YN1 Eugenia M. Herndon
EM2 James C. Nyvold
MK3 Richard W. Stevens
NOVEMBER 2015
Cmdr. Page Croyder
Cmdr. John P. Lanigan
Cmdr. Donald A. Miller
Cmdr. Bruce R. Voorheis
Lt. Cmdr. Lawrence L. Lundin
MLES4 Rodger L. Guest
MSSE4 Mark D. Cleveland
BMCM Mack V. Greer, Jr.
BMCM Wade K. Hatch
YNCS Joe H. Hagler
FSC James Tank
MEC Frederick J. Varone
MKC Roger L. Schramm
MSTC Robert T. Morton
MST1 Clyde R. Moulton, Jr.
PA1 Virginia A. Adams
PS1 Stephen G. Chan
BM2 Alan J. Lunde
DC2 Bruce F. Poore
OS2 Kathleen A. Dudley
EM3 Douglas R. Graham

RET-2
(Retired Awaiting Pay)
MAY 2015
Cmdr. Scott D. Henderson
Lt. Cmdr. Mark W. Kavanagh
BMC Gregory C. Ashton
BMC Scott R. Duckworth
BMC Kenneth A. Layman
BMC James P. McChesney
IVC Rhett E. Imperiale
MSTC James C. Rachwal
BM1 Edward T. Smith
YN1 Eugenia M. Herndon
DC2 Brian D. Matthews
ME2 Rodney Reynolds
MST2 Matthew E. Willard
JUNE 2015
Cmdr. Michael J. Frender
Cmdr. Ellen L. Hammer
MSSD4 Bruce L. Jones
ITC James M. Castle
IVC Bradley R. Russell
MEC James J. Wilson
MKC Albert Gaguski
MKC Charles E. Norman
SKC Ray A. Miller
IS1 Norman O. Pomeroy
MK1 Brian C. Blethen
YN1 Cynthia Stith
MK2 Todd J. Sawyer
GM3 Jason G. Thorpe
JULY 2015
Capt. Elizabeth S. Becker
Capt. Robert M. Brady
Capt. Charles A. DiOrio
Capt. William S. Ellis
Capt. John M. Hartzell
Capt. Donald W. Jillson
Capt. Frank V. McConnell, Jr.
Capt. Richard K. Nelson
Capt. Rafael A. Ortiz
Capt. Ronald C. Richard
Capt. Lee C. Scruggs
Capt. Susan L. Subocz
Capt. David L. Teska
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Cmdr. Dennis A. Brown
Cmdr. Jay D. Campbell
Cmdr. Richard J. Goerling
Cmdr. Carl D. Greene
Cmdr. William D. Hyde
Cmdr. Rogelio A. Mederos
Cmdr. Paul A. Wolf
Lt. Cmdr. Sean D. Kelly
Lt. Cmdr. R. L. Serrano-Sanchez
Lt. Cmdr. Bernard A. Valenzuela
Lt. Joseph T. McDowell
Lt. James H. McMenemy
Lt. Daniel O. McSweeney
BMCM Todd A. Fulton
MECM Andrew S. Hearing
MKCM Elihu E. Beal
MKCM Ramon A. Salazar
BMC Ian A. Bryant
CPO Judith L. Silverstein
ITC Michael U. Gulden
IVC Christopher S. McCoy
YNC Andrew J. Long
YNC Rachel M. Washko
ET1 Keith T. Reisenweber
YN1 Nora Ahmed
BM3 Allen J. White
FS3 Thomas S. Mattson
AUGUST 2015
Capt. Lisa M. Campbell
Cmdr. George G. Grills
Cmdr. Paul J. Podolak
BMC Marcus M. Martin
FSC Ellen B. Beardsley
HSC Daniel G. Hernandez
IVC Bradley R. Russell
MEC David R. Minor
MKC Jimmy A. Wilson
FS2 William B. Seaver
MK2 Jeffrey C. Dutra
MK2 Robert J. Peyton
SEPTEMBER 2015
Capt. Kyle E. Maki
Cmdr. William D. Harris
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Cmdr. Kurt T. Kacprzynski
Lt. Cmdr. Glen E. DeVeau
Lt. Cmdr. Christopher F. Kendl
Lt. Cmdr. Allen E. Stratton
Lt. Kristin C. Hudson
CWO David S. Truxal
MCMT William D. Rose
BMCM Lisa A. McCawley
BMCM William D. Simpson
MECM Michael J. Dubro
BMCS Darrin T. Cliffe
BMCS Jon R. Ostrowski
ETCS Timothy S. Pendergrass
MECS Brian I. DeRousseau
MKCS Gary L. Dietrich
MKCS Robert A. Taylor
BMC Glenn G. Brannon
BMC Gregory J. Donahoe
BMC Theodore R. Ford
BMC Sharon A. Machon
BMC Juan M. Ortiz
BMC Mark H. Redmond
EMC Donovan T. Powell
GMC John L. Cremonini
HSC Cynthia D. Golembiewski
ISC Charles J. Binder
ISC Kevin R. Gallagher
ISC John T. Rogers
ITC Robert T. Murray
IVC Craig C. Betbeze
IVC Bryant M. Semenza
MEC Sean P. Arndt
MEC Jack G. Burt
MEC Robert R. Chedsay
MEC Christopher F. Clark
MEC Brian T. Donohue
MEC Harvey O. Gjesdal
MEC Keley L. Hill
MEC Bradley D. Rogers
MEC Erik A. Youngquist
MKC Robert A. Boyer
MKC Sean C. Edwards
MKC Richard R. Mizikar, Jr.
MKC Kurt E. Niemann

MKC Michael J. Plante
MKC Stephen G. Post
MKC James D. Rizzitello
MKC Paul K. Seitz, III
MKC Brian J. Timper
MKC David E. Wade
MKC Weldon D. Wright
MSTC Michelle C. Dennis
MSTC David K. Donohue
MSTC Anthony J. Mangoni
MSTC Jason W. Reichert
MSTC Mark R. Ryan
MSTC Gregory S. Thacker
OSC James R. Curto
OSC Harold A. Griffin
OSC Brian J. O’Dowd
SKC Teri G. Kayati-Baines
YNC Kurt J. Hemphill
YNC Britt E. Johnson
YNC April L. Jones
BM1 Michael M. Frantz
IS1 Richard Eng
IV1 Lloyd J. Allgaier
ME1 Pable LaFitte-Iglesias
MST1 John C. Morehart
NE1 Kevin G. Vasquez
SK1 Jeffrey W. Combs
BM2 Jonathan P. Ley
BM2 Sean K. Whitmoyer
DC2 Woodrow R. Hancock
DC2 Jeffrey D. Preseau
EM2 Kim L. Mento
EM2 Gretchen L. Wolf
FS2 William J. Young
HS2 Lisa N. Williams
IV2 Kyle P. Callaghan
IV2 Daniel Santana
IV2 Barry R. Sutton
IT2 Kevin W. Thompson
ME2 Chad C. Carlson
ME2 Jose A. Pacheco
MK2 Kevin E. Redd
MK2 Brian J. Timper
ME2 Jack R. Ware

BM3 Thomas A. Flescher
BM3 Alicia D. Mickle
BM3 Rene C. Perez
BM3 Larry J. Stekl
OCTOBER 2015
Capt. Paul C. Fitzgerald
Capt. Peter D. Killmer
Capt. Kerstin B. Rhinehart
Cmdr. Danielle L. Dash
Cmdr. Robert M. Schambier
Lt. Cmdr. Thomas E. Smith
CWO Thomas Baker
CWO Haley A. McCord
MSTCM Andrew S. Jaeger
OSCM Daniel J. West
BMCS Lia M. Hitchcock
GMCS Anthony A. Wiggins
MECS Roy J. Ford
BMC Joseph S. Danaher
BMC Stephen J. Lippold
BMC Robert L. Rice
IVC John A. Schroepfer
MKC Aram J. Noorigian
MSTC Robert S. Hare
ME1 Heather L. Knolhoff
ME1 Anthony J. Scheck
MK1 Michael A. Flippi
ET2 Philip D. Remely
IT2 Jacob B. Frey
IT2 John C. Jones
NOVEMBER 2015
Capt. Lynn S. Sletto
Cmdr. Keith N. Johnson
Cmdr. Paul P. Paiva
Lt. Cmdr. David E. Olson
CWO Samuel V. Cantrell
CWO Scott M. Thompson
BMC Christopher C. Schaefer
GMC Jonathan J. Tedford
YNC Brenna N. McGourley
ME1 Lance E. Bohn
BM2 William J. Haynie

ACTIVATE RELATIONSHIP RESILIENCE

CG SUPRT has launched a mobile self-management intervention, based on the National Extension
Relationship and Marriage Education Model (NERMEM) and habit-formation research, that activates
positive daily interactions within married and cohabitating couples. It is available at any time, on
your personal smart phone, tablet, and desktop.

HOW IT WORKS:
Cultivates habits that build resilience. Love Every Day
sparks positive couple interactions that generate reciprocal
emotional boosts. It taps into a powerful altruistic feedback
loop that creates a habit of paying positive attention to
one another. Many users report anticipation of each
day’s question and answers – a key component of habit
formation.
Convenient and fun. Love Every Day users are sent a text
message every day directing them to visually engaging
and evocative questions about themselves and each other.
Couples work as a team, sharing their answers to earn
bonus activities that elicit in-person interactions. It’s a
brief daily exchange with long-term benefts.

Complementary to care. An ideal tool to use in between
visits to a counselor, Love Every Day is the kind of homework
couples look forward to!
Love Every Day is available to USCG Active Duty members,
civilian employees, members of the Selected Reserve, and
their family members. Services are free and confdential
within the limits of the law. To get started, click on the link
to “On-Demand, Personalized Resilience Building” on the
CG SUPRT homepage.

The CG SUPRT Program is free and confdential within the limits of the law. It is also easy to access. Help is available 24 hours
a day, 365 days a year— at 855-CG SUPRT (855-247-8778) or online at www.cgsuprt.com

awaRds
Defense Meritorious Service Medal
Capt. David Teska
Capt. Thomas Martin

Coast Guard Commendation Medal:
ISC Charles Binder
ISC Kevin Gallagher
ISC John Rogers
MECM Jerome Maier
MEC Peter LaMarch
PACS Alan Haraf

Coast Guard Achievement Medal
Lt. Alissa M. Ochoa
Lt. Robert E. Buntin
HS1 Travis Roberts
IS1 Richard Eng
MK1 Ryan K. Bossardt
ME1 John M. Yingling
SK1 Elizabeth Mastorides

Coast Guard Letter of Commendation
Lt. Cmdr. Theresa Fasceski
IS3 Monica D. Heredia
ME2 Gabriel G. Aquino

Reserve Good Conduct Medal
BMC Allan Monterroza
BM1 Patrick Ferguson
EM2 Ron Berry
GM1 Michael E. Laroche
ME1 Seth Rosenthal
MSTC Jonathan Caruk
MST1 John Revis
MST2 Lucas Ellis
ME1 Anthony N. Colonna

Port Security Unit Insignia
Lt. Robert E. Buntin
Lt. Alissa M. Ochoa
Lt.j.g. Daniel M. Highsmith
MKCS Eric J. Engles

Boat Forces Insignia

BM2 Gregory M. Royal
BM2 Brian M. Williams
BM3 James S. Lane
BM3 Benjamin P. Merlino
BM3 Miguel A. Vigo
BM3 Robert T. Wilfong
ME1 Michael J. Burch
ME1 Samuel Cintron
ME1 Ricky D. Justus
ME1 John M. Yingling
ME2 Kyle R. Chapin
ME3 Jordan S. Welch
MK1 Matthew J. Hill
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taps
Capt. Howard Coble, 84, USCgR (ret.), and retired United States
Representative died
Tuesday, November 4,
2015, in Greensboro,
N.C., after an extended
hospitalization. Rep.
Coble was the longestserving
Republican
House member in
North Carolina history
representing the 6th
Congressional District
for three decades from
1985 until retiring in
early January 2013,
after citing health as
the reason for not
seeking re-election.
The 6th District
spreads across 10
counties,
including
portions of Guilford, Durham and Orange counties.
Coble said in 2013, he was proud of his accessibility to voters,
noting that he participated in more than 200 local Christmas parades
and 200 Boy Scout Eagle Scout ceremonies. He was probably best
known for refusing to take a congressional pension in the name of
fiscal conservatism and leading a subcommittee on intellectual
property issues and the Internet in the Web’s early heydays.
Coble was in the Coast Guard and Coast Guard Reserve from 1952
to 1981. His Washington office had a painting of an icebreaker he
served on as a young man. Through his dedicated service, one theme
remained constant: pride for the service. “I’m very proud of having
been affiliated with America’s oldest, continuous, sea-going service,”
said Coble in an interview with the Coast Guard in 2014.
“The men and women of the Coast Guard had no better or more
humble champion on Capitol Hill than Representative Howard Coble,”
said Coast Guard Commandant Adm. Paul Zukunft. “He dedicated his
life in Service to our Nation with more than 25 years of extraordinary
service in the Coast Guard followed by nearly three decades of service
as a member of Congress. Our thoughts and prayers are with his
family and he will be missed.”
Gov. Pat McCrory also sent condolences and ordered all U.S. and
state flags to be lowered in his honor. “With the passing of Howard
Coble, North Carolina not only lost a wonderful public servant and
congressmen, but our state also lost a friend and mentor to so many,
including myself,” the governor said in a statement. “He was a friend
who was genuine, hardworking, sincere and honest. We will all miss
our friend, but we’ll never forget him and the good things he did for
our country, our state and so many of us individually.”

�
Lt. Cmdr. William F. (Bill) Csisar Jr., 75, USCgR (ret.), passed away on
November 7, 2015. He fought bravely against a long and aggressive
illness and crossed the bar peacefully with family by his side.
Born on November 23, 1939, Lt. Cmdr. Csisar enlisted in the Coast
Guard Reserve in 1958 and joined Recruit Company Romeo-25. He
worked his way through the enlisted ranks to senior chief petty
officer. A Boatswains Mate, he was one of the pioneers of an

augmentation focused Reserve
and performed the duties of
Search & Rescue coxswain,
Officer of the Day, Port Security
and Reserve Unit Executive
Petty Officer during a 16-year
enlisted career.
Commissioned as a Chief
Warrant Officer in 1974, he
was the first CWO in the Coast
Guard Reserve to command a
reserve unit when he assumed
command of Reserve Unit
Station Castle Hill in Newport,
R.I., in 1975. It was during this
command tour that he
pioneered fully integrated
boat forces within the Coast Guard. This integration was fully
employed during the 1975 America’s Cup and OPSAIL ‘76 events
and remains a staple of Coast Guard operations to this day.
Promoted to Lt.j.g. in 1980, he was assigned as Executive Officer of
Reserve Unit Marine Safety Officer Providence, R.I., where he
developed the Coast Guard’s first Port Safety and Security
Training Guide.
Called to active duty in 1981, he served at Third Coast Guard
District, Governors Island, N.Y., in the Reserve Training and
Waterways Management divisions until 1984. Upon his release
from active duty, then Lt. Csisar served as Training Officer for
Reserve Unit Vessels New Bedford and Executive Officer of
Reserve Unit Woods Hole. Following his promotion to Lt. Cmdr. he
was assigned as Commanding Officer of USCG Maintenance and
Repair Unit Cape Cod, which had the distinction of being awarded
the First Coast Guard District Reserve Unit of the Year Award in
1993. Lt. Cmdr. Csisar retired from the Coast Guard Reserve in
1999 after nearly 42 years of service.
Lt. Cmdr. Csisar’s military awards include the Coast Guard
Achievement Medal, the National Defense Service Medal, and the
Armed Forces Reserve Medal. In his civilian career, he was a longtime sales manager for coffee manufacturer Autocrat Inc of
Lincoln, RI. He was a graduate of Roger William College.
LCDR Csisar is survived by his wife, Elaine, who resides in
Suffolk, Va., and his brother MCPO James Csisar, USN (ret.), of
Mystic, Conn. He leaves two sons, Capt. Bill Csisar, USCGR, of
Suffolk, and Steven Csisar of Smithfield, R.I. He also leaves five
grandchildren and three great-grandchildren.

�
CWo4 Kenneth Lee Mcdaniel, 55, USCgR (ret.), of Woodbridge,
Va., passed away early Monday morning, September 28th, 2015, at
Sentara Potomac Hospital.
Known to close friends and family as "Kenny," he was known
best for the love he had for his adoring wife and children. In
addition to family, Kenny was devoted to his many careers that
served both his community and country. As a Chief Warrant
Officer 4 of the United States Coast Guard Reserve, Lieutenant of
the Fairfax County Fire and Rescue Department (retired), and
lastly his position as a civilian for the USCG Office of
Counterterrorism & Defense Operations.
Kenny is survived by his devoted wife of 33 years, Susan
McDaniel; his children, Kristie and Jeremy, son-in-law Josh and

daughter-in-law Denise; two
grandsons, Jacob and Noah, and
his first granddaughter Evalia on
the way; parents Willie and
Sandy; siblings David, Steve,
George, and sister Nancy; and a
host of additional family and
friends. He is preceded in death
by his mother, Patsy McDaniel.
Kenny was a hero in every
sense of the word. A previous
two-time cancer survivor, he
fearlessly approached life with a
sense of duty and honor. A true
officer and gentleman, Kenneth
Lee McDaniel was Decorated
during his time of service with the United States Coast Guard and
most notably but not limited to; The Meritorious Service Medal,
The Coast Guard Commendation Medal, Coast Guard Achievement
Medal, National Defense Service Medal, and The Humanitarian
Service Medal. Kenny was also a recognizable source of knowledge
and steadfastness to his beloved Fairfax County Fire and Rescue
where he served his local community and trained countless
recruits. In this way his service will never depart as it remains
alive and well in his brothers and sisters who continue to serve in
Fire and Rescue.

�
Cmdr. Carl o.e. Bosenberg, 96, USCgR (ret.), died Sunday,
December 6, 2015 at the Francis E.
Parker
Memorial
Home,
Piscataway, N.J. Born September
29, 1919 in Jugenheim, Germany
he came to the United States with
his parents, Henry F. and Martha
Bosenberg, settling in North
Brunswick, N.J., in 1924.
He was a 1938 graduate of New
Brunswick High School and a 1942
graduate of Rutgers University,
School of Agriculture. While at
Rutgers he wrestled, played
football and was in the ROTC. After
graduation he went to the Coast
Guard Academy, New London,
Conn. He served in the South Pacific during World War II aboard
LST 24. He returned stateside in 1944 and served as the
commanding officer of the station in Pascagoula, Miss.
While there he met Mildred N. Bundy and they were married in
1945. He remained in the Coast Guard Reserve for many years
retiring at the rank of Commander. After the war Carl and Mildred
returned to North Brunswick where they raised their family and
lived for the remainder of their lives. Upon his return to North
Brunswick he continued to work with his father, taking over the
business in 1962. His wife, Mildred died in 2002. Surviving are his
son, Robert Bosenberg and his wife, Kim of Lacombe, La.; his
daughter, Martha Decker and her husband, Dennis of North
Brunswick; 4 grandchildren, Matthew Decker, Scott Decker, Kate
Louise (Decker) Corriero, and Brett Bosenberg; and 3 greatgrandchildren, Luke Decker, Lucy Decker, and Finn Corriero.

ReseRvist Magazine
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Petty offcer 1st Class
Christopher Hartman, assigned
to Coast guard Maritime
Safety and Security Team San
Francisco, delivers the agenda
for the helicopter acclimation
training at Coast guard
air Station San Francisco,
Wednesday, dec. 2, 2015, in
preparation for Super Bowl
50. The training exposed the
dogs to a running aircraft
and familiarized the handlers
and K-9s with three different
helicopter cabin confgurations
and safety features.
Photo by Pa3 Loumania Stewart
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Feco, a Coast guard explosives-detection K-9 assigned
to Maritime Safety and Security Team San Francisco,
conducted his frst helicopter hoist with his handler,
Petty offcer 2nd Class Cory Sumner, Tuesday,
February 24, 2015 at Moffett Federal airfeld in
Mountain View, Calif.
Photo by Pa3 Loumania Stewart

Members of Coast guard air Station Sacramento guide a Federal emergency
Management agency vehicle embark the ramp of the HC-130 for a Load-out exercise
at the air station on McClellan air Force Base, Calif., Sept. 9, 2015. Coast guard
personnel and FeMa's incident Management assistance Team conducted joint training
on the safe loading of deployable equipment during a disaster.
Photo by Lt. j.g. Scott Handlin

Senior Chief Corbin Ross,
offcer in charge Station
Chatham, is interviewed by
a CBS news crew, Tuesday,
Sept. 29, 2015. Ross was
interviewed about the
upcoming flm, "The Finest
Hours," which is set at
Station Chatham.
Photo by Pa3 andrew Barresi
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